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How Early Should
You draft pitcher/hitter Shohei ohtani?

Entering Fantasy Baseball drafts in 2018, owners will have a different 
challenge—where to draft the dual-threat top prospect Shohei Ohtani. 

The 23-year-old Japanese phenom is set to become the first player in 
decades to both pitch and hit. Not only is he changing the game but he 
also comes in with the added hype of being the No.1 prospect in baseball 
(according to MLB Pipeline). 

The first thing to know is that ESPN and Yahoo are handling the Pitcher/
Batter differently. On ESPN, you can use Ohtani as a pitcher on the days 
he’s on the mound and plug him in as a DH when he steps into the batter’s 
box. However, on Yahoo he will be two different players—a pitcher and a 
batter—and can be owned two different players. Ohtani obviously carries 
more value in ESPN leagues, but how early do you draft him? 

Ohtani has struggled this spring, allowing eight earned runs on nine hits 
and two walks in just 2.2 innings (27.00 ERA / 4.13 WHIP). He has also 
struggled with the bat, going 2-for-24 (.083) with nine strikeouts. Regardless, 
the Angels plan on having Ohtani in their Opening Day roster and hope for 
the best.

By: Brock Seguin



In five years in Japan, Ohtani posted a career 2.52 
ERA, 1.08 WHIP and 10.3 K/9 in 543.0 career innings. 
As a batter, he hit .286/.358/.500—showing a good 
amount of pop. 

Those numbers are obviously what led to Ohtani 
being highly coveted this offseason and are 
definitely a better indicator of who Ohtani is than 
his Spring Training numbers. He is seeing and facing 
pitchers for the first time, so that can explain his 
struggles at the plate and he’s shown great control 
and strikeout ability (10.1 K/9) despite giving up a 
lot of runs.

Fantasy baseball is a volume game though and 
Ohtani should give you a lot of volume, at least 
early-on. Ohtani is expected to be a part of a six-
man rotation and swing the bat twice per week, but 
is that worth paying up for? The answer is no. You 
typically play the same batters every day (besides 
off days) so a part-time hitter doesn’t carry a lot of 
value—unless he is absolutely raking. 

As a pitcher he should be drafted in the top-30 at 
the position. He possesses elite strikeout ability and 
through the early parts of spring, he has brought it 
over from Japan with him. His 10.1 K/9 would have 
ranked just outside the top-10 among qualified 
starters last season. Even if his ERA takes the 
expected bump in his move to America, he should 
still be able to keep it under 4.00. Those kind of rates 

should keep him in the low-end No.2/high-end No.3 
fantasy conversation. When you factor in that he will 
at least be available to you as a hitter (on ESPN) that 
should solidify his draft position. 

The important thing to remember is not to get lured 
in by the hype. There’s going to be rough patches 
like with any young prospect. Just because he can 
hit and pitch does not mean you should rank him 
with the Aaron Nola’s or the James Paxton’s of the 
league.

When you start talking about Yahoo leagues, 
Ohtani’s value takes  a hit. He should still be drafted 
as a top-30 pitcher and worthy of a top 100 pick, but 
the hitter is basically useless. Sure he might put up 
nice numbers, but he will only be in your lineup for 
about 25 games or roughly 100 at bats. You can take 
a last-pick of the draft flier on him, but that is it. Even 
if he rakes in those 100 at-bats, there are hundreds 
of other players who will play everyday and rack up 
more numbers in your utility slot.



Budding Superstars
Finding 2018’s Bellinger and Judge

Ronald acuna - of - braves 
2018 Projections: 
GP: 135 | H: 136 | R: 60 | HR: 15 | RBI: 58 | SB: 28 
AVG: .253 | OBP: .298 | SLG: .404 |

The most glaringly obvious of breakout rookies 
will likely not even be in an Opening Day line up. 
Ronald Acuna of the Atlanta Braves is a 20-year-old 
superstar on the edge of superstardom. He is more 
than ready to make the jump to the big leagues, 
but that does not mean his contract necessarily is as 
well. 

That is not due to his lack of talent or readiness to 
be there. Taking a page out of the Chicago Cubs’ 
book in 2015 with Kris Bryant and gaining an extra 
year of control on his entry-level contract, the Braves 
will wait until mid-April to display their prized 
prospect for all the fans at SunTrust Park to see. It is 
to be expected that from that day forward, Acuna 
will be the young, fresh face of a rebuilding Atlanta 
franchise and a phenomenal bat next to superstar 
Freddie Freeman. 

The true definition of a five-tool player, Acuna 
amassed 44 steals, while knocking in 82 runs with 

After Cody Bellinger and Aaron Judge set the baseball world on fire last 
summer with their historical rookie seasons, everyone will be heading 

into the 2018 season looking for the next big thing that can make an 
immediate impact on their rosters. In a league where a talented first-year 
player can become a staple in the center of a lineup, grabbing young talent 
on the verge of breaking out can be a massive boost to your roster as the 
fantasy season plays out. Below are a few new players who should be in 
their respective team’s lineup early in the season and on your fantasy radar: 

By: michael Bondy



21 home runs across three levels in the minors 
(A+-AAA). At the young age of 20, Acuna may be 
the closest we, as fans, get to a super rookie like the 
previous season. With the developing, weak line up 
around him, he will also be given the keys  to drive 
the Braves’ bus and lead their line up alongside 
Freeman. Similar to the failed experiment we saw 
from top prospect Dansby Swanson a season ago 
at shortstop; the Braves will be hoping for more 
success this season from their latest top prospect. 
For fantasy owners that are worried they’re going to 
miss out on production due to Acuna starting the 
year in the minors , fear not. In 2015 when the Cubs 
decided to hold Bryant in the minors for the first few 
weeks of the season, it barely caused a hiccup in the 
young superstar’s game as he missed a minuscule 
11 Major League games, before building a Rookie 
of the Year campaign that fell one RBI short of 100. 
Expect a near similar route for Acuna, the soon to be 
Venezuelan star, as he enters this year a clear R.O.Y 
favorite in what may be a fairly stacked rookie pool.

Willie Calhoun - of - Rangers 
2018 Projections: 
GP: 122 | H: 125 | R: 59 | HR: 20 | RBI: 66 | SB: 2 
AVG: .271 | OBP: .331 | SLG: .469 |

Feared by many minor League pitchers, Willie 
Calhoun, the main piece moved in the Yu Darvish 
deal last summer came to Texas with very high 
expectations after establishing himself as one of 
the hardest hitting infielders in the MiLB. With 31 
HRs and 91 RBIs with Oklahoma City (AAA) in 2017, 
Calhoun proved there was little left for him to prove 
in the minors, opening the door wide open to a 
starting job in the Rangers outfield this season. 

Calhoun has never been known as an exceptional 
hitter for average but is also expected to be a 
slight upgrade in the BA department over the likes 
of Judge. If there is one rookie this season that 
looks most likely to match the power of last year’s 
breakout superstars, it would likely be Calhoun. Mix 
in a spot in the lineup night-in and night-out and 
Calhoun becomes an extremely intriguing first-year 
fantasy option. With such dominate minor league 
numbers for so long (27 HRs in AA in ’07), one has to 
imagine the early success at such a young age will 

only transfer positively over to the majors and at 23, 
Calhoun seems miles ahead of other hitters of the 
same age. 

As one of the less talked about rookies this year, 
Calhoun should make for an extremely sneaky steal 
late in drafts who may fall closer to a Joey Gallo like 
season from a year ago (41 HRs, .209 BA).

Rafael Devers - 3b - Red sox 
2018 Projections: 
GP: 139 | H: 153 | R: 73 | HR: 23 | RBI: 78 | SB: 6 
AVG: .277 | OBP: .332 | SLG: .471 |

Devers may only be 20 years old, but he swings the 
bat like a 15-year MLB veteran. After a 58-game stint 
in 2017 which saw the youngster bypass all learning 
curves, the third basemen amassed 10 home runs 
and 31 RBIs while holding an impressive .284 BA. 
With his appetizer-like, preview season out of the 
way and a full 162 game schedule in his sights for 
the 2018 season, expect the Dominican Republic 
native to put himself directly into the talks as one 
of the top offensive third basemen in the American 
League.



David Ortiz may have retired a few years ago but 
Devers has a lot of the looks of his second coming 
in third base form. With a sure spot in the Red Sox 
Opening Day line up, Devers is expected to hit 
around the seven or eight hole to begin the year. 
Although not the most attractive position in any 
order, the Red Sox possess one of the most lethal 
lineups on paper consisting of elite talents like 
Mookie Betts, J.D. Martinez, Xander Bogearts and 
Andrew Benintendi. With such talent around him 
and consistently on-base in front of him, driving in 
runs should not be an issue and expect Devers to 
work his way up the line up as he matures into the 
MLB superstar many expect. 

Gleyber Torres - SS - Yankees 
2018 Projections: 
GP: 104 | H: 90 | R: 46 | HR: 12 | RBI: 45 | SB: 11 
AVG: .245 | OBP: .341 | SLG: .401 |

The New York Yankees are going to be undeniably 
dangerous this year and almost all hitters, one 
through nine deserve some immediate fantasy 
attention. Although they are dangerous and full of 
massive names, the Yankees will still be welcoming 

some new, exciting faces into their everyday line up. 

After moving Chase Headley to the Padres early in 
the offseason, the Yankees seemed to make it very 
clear that the time has finally come for their second 
baseman of the future to make the leap to full-time 
Yankee. However, they brought Neil Walker in late in 
spring and sent Torres back to the minors for now.  

Regardless, it may only be a matter of time before 
Torres gets the call from the ‘Bronx Bombers.’ He had 
a rought spring, but if he gets off to a start anywhere 
close to the way he finished last year, Torres owners 
might not have to wait long: he it .309 over his final 
23 AAA games last season before Tommy John 
Surgery.



Sleeper big board
helping you find hidden value on draft day

I’ve put together a list of players at each position 
that would be worth drafting. Some players are 
eligible to slot into more than one position, so keep 
an eye on the different position eligibility of players. 
The only criteria I considered was that they were 
ranked outside the top-50. I hope even the most-
casual of fans can navigate their way through the 
first five rounds. 

Before I get started I want to offer a piece of advice 
to anyone new to fantasy baseball; use the majority, 
but not all, of your allocated bench slots on starting 
pitching – the only players not in the lineup each 
night. 

Also, if you’re drafting outside of the top-5 and don’t 
know who to draft, you will not be disappointed 
with Paul Goldschmidt. He is a perennial top-5 
player.

I recommend using three of your top-5 picks on two 
starting pitchers and one first baseman.

Starting Pitchers 
James Paxton - Mariners

Paxton is a gem. If you live in the Eastern time zone, 
you may not have heard much about him. He went 
12-5 last year with a sub-3.00 ERA and 156 strikeouts 
in 136 innings. Seattle should be good this year and 
expect at least the same performance from him this 
season.

Alex Wood - Dodgers

Wood started the 2017 season 11-0 and finished 
16-3. His ERA was 2.72 and he struck-out as many 
batters as innings he pitched. The Dodgers will 

Fantasy baseball is just around the corner and I hope your league hasn’t 
drafted yet. Too many injuries happen in spring training so try to 

convince your commissioner to get the draft as close to the start of the 
regular season as possible. 

By: Graham Mcmullen



probably finish first in the N.L. West again, leaning 
heavily on the strength of their pitching staff—
which Wood has become an integral part of. 

Marcus Stroman - Blue Jays

Stroman is always a go-to for me. His groundball 
percentage alone is worth drafting him. You won’t 
get the 200 strikeouts that other aces can generate, 
but he will win more games than he’ll lose and he 
sports a great ERA.

Jameson Taillon - Pirates

You may not like his 2017 numbers on the surface 
but he is much better than the 4.44 ERA he had last 
season. With Gerrit Cole traded to Houston, Taillon 
has moved up in the rotation to No.2 and will get 
more starts this season. Expect a better performance 
now that he has a clean bill of health. 

Danny Salazar - Indians

Draft Salazar. Seriously. Although he’s been haunted 
by injuries, if you’re fortunate to get a full season 
from him and you can draft him late, you’ll be 
laughing. He is a strikeout machine.

Matt Harvey - Mets 

Harvey, like Salazar, has been riddled with injuries. 
He has all-star potential so long as he’s not hurt. 
Fortunately, Terry Collins is not their manager 

anymore; he was not good with handling injured 
players. The Mets have liked what Harvey has done 
this off-season and so far in  spring training. He’ll 
likely fall in most drafts, take a flier on him late.

Mike Foltynewicz - Braves

have no idea why Foltynewicz continues to be so 
under appreciated. Foltynewicz is so talented. He 
went on an 11-2 stretch in the middle of last season 
and has had a K/9 above 8.0 in his first three years in 
Atlanta – good enough for someone you can draft 
this late.

Relief Pitchers 
Edwin Diaz - Mariners

You caught me, I’m on the Mariners’ train. It’s 
important to remember that there might be one 
save handed out each game. If you don’t get your 
hands on quality closers, you’re in trouble. Diaz and 
Seattle are good place to put your money. 

Cody Allen - Indians 

The Indians are the favourites for the A.L. Central 
again. Allen and Andrew Miller are as good of an 
8th & 9th inning combo as any. Allen has a unique 
three-quarter delivery that compliments Miller. Both 
of these pitchers are strikeout machines and they 
tend to have a sub-2.00 ERA.

Andrew Miller  - Indians 

Very similar reasoning as Allen. However, being 
the set-up man, he won’t get the saves that Allen 
will. Nonetheless, he is one of the best pitchers in 
the game and will only help your team. If you have 
holds as a stat, he is a beast.

Dellin Betances - Yankees 

Betances is just as dominant as Miller and his slider 
is arguably the best in the league. He did struggle at 
times in the 2017 season, but you shouldn’t worry 
about that in your draft. But, like Miller, he isn’t a 
closer so he won’t get you many saves.



David Robertson - Yankees 

In deeper leagues where you need more pitchers, 
Robertson (and the next 3 pitchers listed) are good 
options. Robertson is lined up to be the 7th inning 
guy in New York. He is also a dominant pitcher and 
will help your ERA and strikeout categories. 

Steve Cishek - Marlins

Cishek doesn’t get the praise he deserves. The former 
Marlin closer bounced around last year between the 
Mariners and Rays. Cishek plays often and is reliable 
for a solid ERA. 

Tony Zych - Mariners

I draft Zych each year hoping for that take-off 
season. Zych has a lot of talent but started last 
season on the DL. If you’re in a deep league and 
need some ‘filler’ pitchers, Zych is as good as any.

Carlos Ramirez - Blue Jays

John Gibbons loved what he saw in Ramirez down 
the stretch last season. Ramirez has a leg up on other 
relievers in Toronto. But like Zych, Ramirez is only 
worth the draft pick if you’re in a deep league.

Catchers
This is the position that lacks the most offensive 
depth. If you can get a catcher that generates of-
fence, you’ll have a more complete roster. Outside of 
Gary Sanchez and Buster Posey, these are really the 
only catchers worth targeting—unless others fall.

 
Wilson Contreras -Cubs

Contreras is going to have a monster season. He is 
without a doubt on the short list of players I want. 
Pundits have compared him to Yadier Molina – and 
anyone with a baseball background knows how 
good Molina was in his prime.

Salvador Perez - Royals

Perez is as reliable as they come. He’ll give you 25-
plus home runs, 75-plus RBIs, and hit around .260. 
He is a solid second-tier option and you know what 
you’re going to get out of him.

Mike Zunino - Mariners

Zunino is a steal in the later rounds, even if he is a 
top-10 catcher off of the board. With an improved 
roster around him, his production is going to be 
even better. Hitting down in the lineup he still 
managed 25 home runs and 64 RBIs. Join me on the 
Seattle hype!

Jonathan Lucroy - Athletics

I usually draft him to Lucroy to fill a utility slot. But I 
endured the struggles he faced last season. Lucroy 
is going to spend the season proving that he hasn’t 
lost his touch and hoping to grab a decent contract 
next winter. He will be very motivated which is a 
good trait to have in your players.

Robinson Chirinos - Rangers

Chirinos, however, benefited from Lucroy’s struggles. 
So much so that Texas traded Lucroy to Colorado 
and allowed Chirinos to take the No.1 job. Chirinos 
has a lot of pop in his bat and should hit all of the 
home runs that Lucroy didn’t hit last season. 



first basemen
This is a trickier position to draft than most might 
think. “Just take the guy with 40-home run poten-
tial.” No. This is considered a power position, but 
with great power comes great responsi—strikeouts. 
Most first basemen strikeout three of four times the 
number of home runs that they’ll give you. That’s 
why I allocate a high draft pick for this position—
players who provide more than just home runs and 
strikeouts. However, if you disagree with this strate-
gy, here are a few later options:

greg bird - yankees

On the surface, Bird sported a .190 average last 
season. But come on, we all know he has big time 
upside. Bird has massive power. Hitting behind 
Giancarlo Stanton, Aaron Judge, and Gary Sanchez 
is going to give him an exhausted pitcher to go yard 
off of.  

Ryan Zimmerman - Nationals

Zimmerman would be my favourite (late) target for 
first basemen. He had 36 home runs, 108 RBIs, and 
batted .303 last season. Why wouldn’t you take him 
if he has power but also gets on base?

Albert Pujols - Angels

Pujols won’t give you the 40 HRs and 130 RBIs he 
once did. However, he is a part of a now stacked 
Angels lineup that includes Mike Trout and Justin 
Upton among others. If he falls in your draft, take 
him as a utility option. 

Wilmer Flores - Mets

Flores is unique. He isn’t a typical power-hitting first 
baseman. In fact, he isn’t just a first baseman. Flores 
offers some positional flexibility. He hardly strikes 
out relative to other first basemen and with an aver-
age of .271, you can’t complain with him as a dpeth 
option. 

Second basemen
DJ Lemahieu - ROckies

One of my favourite fantasy baseball players. Not 
so much of a power guy, but is good for 600 at bats, 
doesn’t strike out much, and hits over .300. What 
else can you ask for from a 2nd baseman?

Javier Baez - Cubs

One of the more under-rated middle infielders, Baez 
is another 25 HR and 70 RBI player. The more players 
you have on championship-calibre teams, the easier 
you can rest.

Yoan Moncada - White Sox

Moncada should be on everyone’s radar. The 
White Sox aren’t expected to do anything this year. 
However, Moncada could step up as their best 
player this season and he certainly has the look of a 
franchise player. Get him before he requires a top-10 
pick.

Chris Taylor - Dodgers

Everyone got to see Taylor’s potential during the 
playoffs last year. He plays often, just at different 
positions. But he can net you 25 HRs, 70 RBIs, and 
bat .280. That’s great considering he isn’t a core 
player on the Dodgers.

Devon Travis - Blue Jays

Travis claims he’s as healthy as he’s ever been. He is 
an offensive stud when he plays. He is also projected 
to be the lead-off hitter for the Jays this season. If 
he gets hurt, you can always grab Yangervis Solarte. 



Ronald Torreyes - Yankees 

Torreyes is someone you could probably get with 
your last pick so long as there aren’t any die-hard 
Yankee fans in your league. He is very talented and 
the Yankees were willing to part with Starlin Castro 
because they know what they have in Torreyes. He 
likely won’t start the season playing every game but 
that is a realistic scenario down the road this year. He 
is worth your last pick.

Third basemen
Alex Bregman - Astros

Just barely outside the top-50, Bregman should be 
on your short list of players you want. Arguably, he 
could have won the World Series MVP. Bregman has 
every tool to be a perennial All-Star.

Mike Moustakas - Royals

Moustakas, who is coming off a 38 home run and 
85 RBI season, is back with a less-than-good Royals 
team. This production shouldn’t be overlooked as 
a one-time thing. He is good enough to do it again 
even though Kansas City will be sub-par.  

Travis Shaw - Brewers 

If you were fortunate to know about this guy last 
year, you know why he’s on this list. Shaw is so 
offensive and with the additions of Cain and Yelich 
batting ahead of him, Shaw’s RBIs should only 
increase. He’s worth being your #1 third baseman.

Shortstop
Jean Segura - Mariners

Like all of the Mariners named before him, you can’t 
go wrong drafting Segura. In fact, he could very well 
be a top-5 shortstop this year.

Marwin gonzalez - Astros

Gonzalez is the ultimate utility player. His flexibility 

allows him to play quite often and his batting 
average will be North of .300. You need these kind of 
players on your team.

Tim anderson - white sox

Anderson is fortunate to be a part of the up-and-
coming White Sox. Although they won’t be a playoff 
team, Chicago has put the tools together to be 
successful for a while. Anderson is their starting 
shortstop and it doesn’t hurt hitting behind 
Moncada.

Orlando Arcia - Brewers

In 2017, the Brewers were good for second in the 
N.L. Central. While Jonathan Villar regressed in 2017, 
Arcia grabbed the starting job and ran with it. Similar 
to Shaw, Arcia should only benefit from the off-
season acquisitions they made.

Brandon Crawford - Giants

My eyes lit up when I saw how late he was getting 
drafted. Crawford isn’t known to be an offensive 
shortstop. However, that’s the part of his game he’s 
put a lot of focus into of late. The Giants were just 
awful last year and yet this defense-first shortstop 
managed 14 home runs and 77 RBIs. San Francisco is 
better this year and expect Crawford to be as well. 



Outfielders
Byron Buxton - Twins 

Good Lord, get on the Buxton train if you’re not. He 
is someone who can get you 20-plus home runs, 
75-plus RBIs, and 30-plus stolen bases while batting 
.275. Not many players are capable of this.

Ronald Acuna - Braves 

Acuna has already been optioned to the minors but 
is expected to be recalled after the first couple of 
weeks to preserve a year of team control. Outside of 
Shohei Ohtani, Acuna is the top prospect in baseball. 
He has it all and will probably win N.L. rookie of the 
year so long as he isn’t hurt.

Eduardo Nunez - Red Sox

Nunez found success in San Francisco, but after 
coming to Boston mid-season, he took off. In 165 at 
bats for Boston, he only struck out 25 times. So, in 
84.8% of his at bats for the Red Sox, he managed to 
put the ball in play – this is a guy you want in your 
lineup.  

David Dahl - Rockies

Dahl missed the entire 2017 season. However, 
Colorado has the fortune of playing at the altitude 
they do—helping their home run numbers. In 2016, 
he played in 63 games hitting seven home runs, 24 
RBIs, and batting .315. He is a great bench option 
that many will likely forget about because of last 
year’s injury. 

Josh Harrison - Pirates

Harrison offers you a few options and you can get 
away with drafting him towards the end of your 
draft. He’s pretty average in each stat category. But, if 
you’re a ‘glass half-full’ kind of person, you know that 
means he isn’t going to hurt you at all. Consider him 
a “safe pick” with some upside. 

Randal Grichuk - Blue Jays
If you’re a Jays fan, or even if you hate the Jays, 
Grichuk should get you excited. Inconsistent playing 
time hurt his production the last couple of years. 
Grichuk is now the everyday right fielder for Toronto 
and is playing in the hitter-friendly A.L. East. 30 
home runs and 80 RBIs aren’t unrealistic numbers for 
him.

Kevin Pillar - Blue Jays 

A lot of people avoid Pillar because he is known 
for his defence. He lost weight this offseason and 
got faster believe it or not. His stolen bases should 
increase and he’s worked on his swing. I can’t 
guarantee anything with Pillar as he’s going to be 
hitting in the bottom-half of the lineup but his 
production should be better and you can’t get him 
much later. 

Jarrod Dyson - Diamondbacks  

Dyson is a great late addition to compete in the 
stolen base category. Dyson is always a threat to get 
on base and when he does, he can swipe 30-to-35 
bags. 



Tim Beckham (R) - 3B 
Jonathan Schoop (R) - 2B
Manny Machado (R) - SS
Adam Jones (R) - CF
Chris Davis (L) - 1B
Trey Mancini (R) - LF
Danny Valencia (R) - DH
Caleb Joseph (R) - C 
Colby Rasmus (L) - RF

After making the AL Wild Card game in 2016, the Orioles found 
themselves back out of the playoffs in 2017. The Orioles didn’t 
undergo many changes this offseason and come into 2018 with a 
lineup still laden with power-bats. They should get an influx of youth 
with their No.1 (Austin Hays) and No.3 (Chance Sisco) prospects 
expected to start the year with the big club. 

Chance Sisco (L) - C 
Mark Trumbo (R) - DH
Anthony Santander (S) - OF/1B
Alex Presley (L) - OF

PROJECTED bench

Dylan Bundy (R) - SP
Kevin Gausman (R)  - SP
Andrew Cashner (R) - SP
Chris Tillman (R) - SP
Mike Wright (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Brad Brach (R) 
Darren O’Day (R) 
Mychal Givens (R) 
Richard Bleier (L) 
Donnie Hart (L) 
Zach Britton (L) - INJ
 

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 75-87 (5th in ALE) 
TEAM ERA - 4.97 (27th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .260 (8th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 232 (5th in MLB) 
TEAM wRC+ - 96 (t-15th in MLB)
BALLPARK - 1.026 (11th in MLB)

+ Colby Rasmus - OF
+ Andrew Cashner - RHP
+ Danny Valencia - 1B
- Wellington Castillo - C
- Wade Miley - LHP
- J.J. Hardy - SS

Austin Hays - OF
Ryan Moutcastle - 3B/SS
Chance Sisco - C
Hunter Harvey - RHP
D.L. Hall - LHP
Tanner Scott - LHP

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

BALTIMORE 

PROJECTED Lineup

ORIOLES 



RED SOX 
BOSTON 

Mookie Betts (R) - RF
Andrew Benintendi (L) - LF
Hanley Ramirez (R) - 1B
J.D. Martinez (R) - DH
Xander Bogaerts (R) - SS
Rafael Devers (L) - 3B
Jackie Bradley Jr. (L) - CF
Christian Vazquez (R) - C
Eduardo Nunez (R) - 2B

Boston will compete with the New York Yankees for the A.L. East Division title. 
Although, they’re relying on a bit of a resurgence from David Price. Rafael 
Devers was called-up midseason last year and has filled their hole at third base 
and the offseason signing of J.D. Martinez gives them one of the most lethal 
lineups in baseball. The Red Sox are going to be a power house this season. 

Sandy Leon (S) - C
Deven Marrero (R) - INF
Brock Holt (L) - INF/OF
Mitch Moreland (L) - 1B

PROJECTED bench

Chris Sale (L) - SP
David Price (L) - SP
Rick Porcello (R) - SP
Drew Pomeranz (L) - SP
Steven Wright (R) - SP

 

PROJECTED ROTATION

Craig Kimbrel (R)
Matt Barnes (R)
Tyler Thornburg (R)
Carson Smith (R)
Joe Kelly (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 93-69 (1st in ALE)
TEAM ERA - 3.70 (4th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - 2.58 (t-13th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 168 (27th in MLB) 
TEAM wRC+ - 92 (22nd in MLB)
BALLPARK - 1.026 (t-11th MLB)

+ J.D. Martinez - OF

- Addison Reed - RHP
- Doug Fister - RHP
- Chris Young - OF

Michael Chavis - 3B
Jay Groome - LHP
Tanner Houck - RHP
Bryan Mata - RHP
Sam Travis - 1B
Cole Brannen - OF

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup



Brett Gardner (L) - LF
Aaron Judge (R) - RF
Giancarlo Stanton (R) - DH
Gary Sanchez (R) - C
Didi Gregorius (L) - SS
Greg Bird (L) - 1B
Neil Walker (S) - 2B
Aaron Hicks (S) - CF
Brandon Drury  (R) - 3B

The Yankees will truly be the “Bronx Bombers” this season after adding 
Giancarlo Stanton to a lineup that already included sluggers Aaron Judge 
and Gary Sanchez. The emergence of Luis Severino last season gives them a 
formidable rotation but they will continue to lean heavily on their deep bullpen 
late in games. The addition of Neil Walker also allows them to be patient with 
top prospect Gleyber Torres, who will start the season in Triple-A. 

Jacoby Ellsbury (L) - OF
Miguel Andujar (R) - 3B
Austin Romine (R) - C/1B
Ronald Torreyes (R) - 3B 

PROJECTED bench

Masahiro Tanaka (R) - SP
Luis Severino (R) - SP
Sonny Gray (R) - SP
CC Sabathia (L) - SP
Jordan Montgomery (L) - SP

 

PROJECTED ROTATION

Aroldis Chapman (L)
David Robertson (R)
Dellin Betances (R)
Chad Green (R)
Tommy Kahnle (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 91-71 (2nd in ALE)
TEAM ERA - 3.72 (5th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .262 (7th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 241 (1st in MLB) 
TEAM wRC+ - 108 (2nd in MLB)
BALLPARK - 1.019 (14th in MLB)

+ Giancarlo Stanton - OF
+ Brandon Drury - 3B
+ Adam Lind - 1B
- Startlin Castro - 2B
- Todd Frazier - 3B
- Chase Headley - 3B

Gleyber Torres - SS/3B
Estevan Florial - OF
Justus Sheffield - LHP
Miguel Andujar - 3B
Albert Abreau - RHP
Chance Adams - RHP
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PROJECTED Lineup

YANKEES 
nEW YORK 



Denard Span (L) - DH
Matt Duffy (R) - 3B
Kevin Kiermaier (L) - CF
Carlos Gomez (R) - RF
Wilson Ramos (R) - C
C.J. Cron (R) - 1B
Brad Miller (L) - 2B
Adeiny Hechavarria (R) - SS
Mallex Smith (L) - LF

Led by Chris Archer, this team is destined to finish last in a quality A.L. East 
Dicision. While you never want to be bad, the Rays were never going to 
contend for the division in 2018, regardless of what they did this offseason. The 
Rays moved out long tenured third baseman Evan Longoria and brought in top 
prospect Christian Arroyo, who joins pitchers Jacob Faria and Brent Honeywell 
(underwent Tommy John surgery) as the future of the team. 

Joey Wendle (L) - 2B
Daniel Robertson (R) - OF
Jesus Sucre (R) - C
Christian Arroyo (R) - INF

PROJECTED bench

Chris Archer (R) - SP
Blake Snell (L) - SP
Jacob Faria (R) - SP
Nathan Eovaldi (R) - SP
Matt Andriese (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Alex Colome (R)
Dan Jennings (L)
Austin Pruitt (R)
Andrew Kittredge (R)
Jose Alvarado (L)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 80-82 (3rd in ALE)
TEAM ERA - 3.97 (8th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .245 (25th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 228 (6th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 98 (13th in MLB)
BALLPARK - 0.902 (24th in MLB)

+ Carlos Gomez - OF
+ C.J. Cron - 1B
+ Christian Arroyo - 3B
- Evan Longoria - 3B
- Logan Morrison - 1B
- Steven Souza Jr. - OF

Brent Honeywell - RHP
Willy Adames - SS/2B
Brendan McKay - 1B/LHP
Jesus Sanchez - OF
Jake Bauers - 1B/OF
Christian Arroyo - SS/3B
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PROJECTED Lineup

RAYS 
TAMPA BAY 



Curtis Granderson (L) - LF
Devon Travis (R) - 2B
Josh Donaldson (R) - 3B
Justin Smoak (S) - 1B
Russell Martin (R) - C
Kendrys Morales (S) - DH
Randal Grichuk (R) - RF
Kevin Pillar (R) - CF
Aledmys Diaz (R) - SS

Probably the most under-rated team going into 2018. After a disappointing 
2017, most people have counted them out early. Can depth win a 
championship? Josh Donaldson showed he can still play at an MVP level when 
healthy. Under the radar additions of Curtis Granderson, Yangervis Solarte, 
Aledmys Diaz and Randall Grichuk should help bolster the Jays lineup. To be 
truly successful in 2018, they need Aaron Sanchez to stay healthy and return to 
his 2016 form. 

Steve Pearce (R) - INF/OF
Gift Ngoepe (R) - 2B
Yangervis Solarte (S) - 2B
Luke Maile (R) - C

PROJECTED bench

J.A. Happ (L) - SP
Marcus Stroman (R) - SP
Marco Estrada (R) - SP
Aaron Sanchez (R) - SP
Jaime Garcia () - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Roberto Osuna (R)
Seung Hwan Oh ()
Aaron Loup (L)
Danny Barnes (R)
Ryan Tepera (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 76-86 (4th in ALE)
TEAM ERA - 4.42 (14th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .240 (29th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 222 (10th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 91 (t-23rd in MLB)
BALLPARK - 0.946 (21st in MLB)

+ Yangervis Solarte - 2B
+ Aledmys Diaz - SS
+ Curtis Granderson - OF
- Jose Bautista - OF
- Ryan Goins - SS
- Darwin Barney - 2B

Vladimir Guerrero Jr. - 3B
Bo Bichette - SS
Anthony Alford - OF
Nate Pearson - RHP
Logan Warmoth - SS
Danny Jansen - C
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PROJECTED Lineup

BLUE JAYS 
TORONTO



Yoan Moncada (S) - 2B
Tim Anderson (R) - SS
Jose Abreu (R) - 1B
Avisail Abreu (R) - RF
Welington Castillo (R) - C
Matt Davidson (R) - DH
Nicky Delmonico (L) - LF
Yolmer Sanchez (S) - 3B
Adam Engel (R) - CF

It’s an exciting time to be a fan of the White Sox. Although unlikely they’ll 
compete for a Wild Card position this sason, they have an insane amount of 
talent coming through their system. With another high draft pick in this year’s 
draft, their vision is beginning to become a reality. Keep an eye on players they 
call up throughout the season; their prospect pool is very rich. 

Leury Garcia (R) - INF/OF
Tyler Saladino (R) - INF/OF
Omar Narvarez (L) - C
Ryan Cordell (R) - OF

PROJECTED bench

James Shields (R) - SP 
Reynaldo Lopez (R) - SP 
Miguel Gonzalez (R) - SP
Lucas Giolito (R) - SP 
Hector Santiago (L) - SP
 

 

PROJECTED ROTATION

Joakim Soria (R)
Juan Minaya (R)
Nate Jones (R) 
Luis Avilan (L)
Danny Farquhar (R)

 

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 67-95 (4th in ALC)
TEAM ERA - 4.78 (25th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .256 (t-14th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 186 (t-24th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 94 (t-18th in MLB)
BALLPARK - 1.003 (15th in MLB)

+ Wellington Castillo - C
+ Luis Avilan - LHP
+ Miguel Gonzalez - RHP
- Derek Holland - LHP
- Jake Petricka - RHP
- Alen Hanson - 2B

Eloy Jimenez - OF
Michael Kopech - RHP
Luis Robert - OF
Alec Hansen - RHP
Dylan Cease - RHP
Dane Dunning - RHP

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

WHITE SOX 
CHICAGO



Francisco Lindor (S) - SS
Jason Kipnis (L) - 2B
Jose Ramirez (S) - 3B
Edwin Encarnacion (R) - DH
Yonder Alonso (L) - 1B
Lonnie Chisenhall (L) - RF
Tyler Naquin (L) - LF
Roberto Perez (R) - C
Bradley Zimmer (L) - CF

Cleveland will run away with the A.L. Central again. Their stud pitching trio 
of Corey Kluber, Carlos Carrasco, and Trevor Bauer should combine for 600 
strikeouts if they all stay healthy. A healthy Michael Brantley and a healthier 
year from Jason Kipnis will drastically help them improve on their successful 
2017 campaign. Jose Ramirez has emerged as one of the best, if not the best, 
utility players in the league while bing a top-25 fantasy asset. It will be no 
surprise when they win the division for the third straight season. 

Michael Brantley (L) - LF
Yan Gomes (R) - C
Erik Gonzalez (R) - INF/OF
Rajai Davis (R) - OF

PROJECTED bench

Corey Kluber (R) - SP
Carlos Carrasco (R) - SP
Trevor Bauer (R) - SP
Mike Clevinger (R) - SP
Josh Tomlin (R) - SP

 

 

PROJECTED ROTATION

Cody Allen (R)
Andrew Miller (L)
Nick Goody (R)
Zach McAllister (R)
Dan Otero (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 102-60 (1st in ALC)
TEAM ERA - 3.30 (1st in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .263 (t-5th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 212 (15th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 107 (3rd in MLB)
BALLPARK - 0.971 (t-17th in MLB)

+ Yonder Alonso - 1B
+ Matt Belisle - RHP
+ Rajai Davis - OF
- Carlos Santana - 1B
- Bryan Shaw - RHP
- Jay Bruce - OF

Francisco Mejia - C
Triston McKenzie - RHP
Bobby Bradley - 1B
Nolan Jones - 3B
Willi Castro - SS
Yu-Chen Chang - SS
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PROJECTED Lineup

INDIANS 
CLEVELAND



Leonys Martin (L) - CF
Jeimer Candelario (S) - 3B
Miguel Cabrera (R) - 1B
Nicholas Castellanos (R) - RF
Victor Martinez (S) - DH
James McCann (R) - C
Mikie Mahtook (R) - LF
Jose Iglesias (R) - SS
Dixon Machado (R) - 2B

The Tigers are set to be below-average again. They are still married to Miguel 
Cabrera and are going to use Francisco Liriano and Mike Fiers as stop-gaps 
while their young pitchers come along. Trading Ian Kinsler to the Angels was 
a sign management is focused on rebuilding towards the future. The most 
exciting part of their season will be drafting first overall in June. Something 
to keep an eye on is the continued development of young pitchers Michael 
Fulmer and Daniel Norris. 

Jacoby Jones (R) - INF/OF
John Hicks (R) - C/1B
Victor Reyes (S) - OF
Alexi Amarista (L) - INF/OF 

PROJECTED bench

Jordan Zimmermann (R) - SP
Michael Fulmer (R) - SP
Francisco Liriano (L) - SP
Matthew Boyd (L) - SP
Daniel Norris (L) - SP

 

PROJECTED ROTATION

Shane Greene (R)
Alex Wilson (R)
Drew VerHagen (R)
Blaine Hardy (L)
Joe Jimenez (R) 

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 64-98 (5th in ALC)
TEAM ERA - 5.36 (30th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .258 (t-12th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 187 (23rd in MLB) 
TEAM wRC+ - 97 (14th in MLB)
BALLPARK - 1.169 (4th in MLB)

+ Mike Fiers - RHP
+ Leonys Martin - OF
+ Alexi Amarista - SS
- Ian Kinsler - 2B
- Anibal Sanchez - RHP
- Andrew Romine - SS

Franklin Perez - RHP
Matt Manning - RHP
Alex Faedo - RHP
Beau Burrows - RHP
Jake Rogers - C
Kyle Funkhouser - RHP
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PROJECTED Lineup

TIGERS 
DETROIT



Jon Jay (L) - RF
Whit Merrifield (R) - 2B
Mike Moustakas (L) - 3B
Salvador Perez (R) - C
Lucas Duda (L) - 1B
Alex Gordon (L) - LF
Jorge Soler (R) - DH
Alcides Escobar (R) - SS
Paulo Orlando (R) - CF

The Royals are bad and are a non-starter for playoff contention. They don’t 
have the pitching to compete with Cleveland for the Division title, leaving 
them fighting for a Wild Card spot against some American League juggernauts. 
Their window to win has closed and they’ve shifted to rebuilding. They lost Eric 
Hosmer and Lorenzo Cain but they managed to get Mike Moustakas back on an 
insanely good-value contract.

Ryan Goins (L) - INF
Cheslor Cuthbert (R) - INF
Drew Butera (R) - C
Jorge Bonifacio (R) - OF

PROJECTED bench

Danny Duffy (L) - SP
Ian Kennedy (R) - SP
Jason Hammel (R) - SP
Jake Junis (R) - SP
Nathan Karns (R) - SP

 

PROJECTED ROTATION

Kelvin Herrera (R)
Brandon Maurer (R)
Wily Peralta (R)
Justin Grimm (R)
Brian Flynn (L)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 80-82 (3rd in ALC)
TEAM ERA - 4.61 (20th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .259 (t-10th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 193 (20th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 91 (t-23rd in MLB)
BALLPARK - 0.926 (22nd in MLB)

+ Lucas Duda - 1B
+ Jesse Hahn - RHP
+ Wily Peralta - RHP
- Eric Hosmer - 1B
- Lorenzo Cain - OF
- Mike Minor - LHP

Khalil Lee - OF
Nick Pratto - 1B
Seuly Matias - OF
MJ Melendez - C
Michael Gigliotti - OF
Nicky Lopez - SS
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PROJECTED Lineup

ROYALS 
KANSAS CITY



Brian Dozier (R) - 2B
Joe Mauer (L) - 1B
Miguel Sano (R) - 3B
Eddie Rosario (L) - LF
Logan Morrison (L) - DH
Byron Buxton (R) - CF
Max Kepler (L) - RF
Eduardo Escobar (S) - SS
Jason Castro (L) - C

The Twins surprised a lot of people last season. The A.L. Central isn’t exactly a 
competitive division and Minnesota has a great shot at finishing second. They 
recently added Lance Lynn to fill-out and deepen their rotation. To take another 
step forward they will need continued improvement from their youngsters Jose 
Berrios, Miguel Sano, Byron Buxton and Max Kepler. Whenever Royce Lewis is 
ready to join this team, they’re going to get even better. 

Robbie Grossman (S) - OF
Mitch Garver (R) - C/1B/OF
Ehire Adrianza (S) - INF/OF
Jorge Polanco (S) - SUSP.

PROJECTED bench

Jose Berrios (R) - SP
Jake Odorizzi (R) - SP
Lance Lynn (R) - SP
Kyle Gibson (R) - SP
Phil Hughes (R) - SP 

PROJECTED ROTATION

Fernando Rodney (R)
Addison Reed (R)
Taylor Rogers (L)
Trevor Hilderberger (R)
Ryan Pressly (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 85-77 (2nd in ALC)
TEAM ERA - 4.59 (19th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .260 (t-8th in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 206 (16th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 102 (t-5th in MLB)
BALLPARK - 1.095 (7th in MLB) 

+ Logan Morrison - 1B
+ Jake Odorizzi - RHP
+ Fernando Rodney - RHP
+ Lance Lynn - RHP
- Hector Santiago - LHP
- Matt Belisle - RHP

Royce Lewis - SS
Fernando Romero - RHP
Stephen Gonsalves - LHP
Nick Gordon - SS/2B
Wander Javier - SS
Alex Kirilloff - OF
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PROJECTED Lineup

TWINS 
MINNESOTA



George Springer (R) - CF
Alex Bregman (R) - 3B
Jose Altuve (R) - 2B
Carlos Correa (R) - SS
Josh Reddick (L) - RF
Marwin Gonzalez (S) - 1B
Brian McCann (L) - C
Evan Gattis (R) - DH
Derek Fisher (L) - LF

The World Series Champions are even better than they were last year, believe 
it or not. They acquired Gerrit Cole from Pittsburgh over the winter to bolster 
their star-studded rotation. The only chink in their armor is their bullpen, 
but they added Hector Rondon and Joe Smith to try and help in that area. 
Regardless, they might have the best lineup and rotation in baseball, so look 
out! 

Max Stassi (R) - C
Tyler White (R) - INF
Jake Marisnick (R) - OF
Yulieski Gurriel (R) - 1B

PROJECTED bench

Justin Verlander (R) - SP
Dallas Keuchel (L) - SP
Gerrit Cole (R) - SP
Lance McCullers (R) - SP
Charlie Morton (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Ken Giles (R)
Chris Devenski (R)
Joe Smith (R)
Will Harris (R)
Brad Peacock (R) 

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 101-61 (1st in ALW)
TEAM ERA - 4.12 (11th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .282 (1st in MLB)
TEAM HR - 238 (2nd in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 121 (1st in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 0.826 (30th in MLB) 

+ Gerrit Cole - RHP
+ Hector Rondon - RHP
+ Joe Smith - RHP
- Luke Gregerson - RHP
- Mike Fiers - RHP
- Joe Musgrove - RHP

Forrest Whitley - RHP
Kyle Tucker - OF
J.B. Bukauskas - RHP
Yordan Alvarez - 1B/OF
Freudis Nova - SS
Cionel Perez - LHP
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PROJECTED Lineup

ASTROS 
HOUSTON



Ian Kinsler (R) - 2B
Mike Trout (R) - CF
Justin Upton (R) - LF
Albert Pujols (R) - DH
Kole Calhoun (L) - RF
Zack Cozart (R) - 3B
Andrelton Simmons (R) - SS
Luis Valbuena (L) - 1B
Martin Maldonado (R) - C

The Angels won the Shohei Ohtani sweepstakes and made a few other 
additions to go along with their deadline addition of Justin Upton. The 
Angels believe they have the lineup to take down the reigning World Series 
Champions, but they’ll need better health from their rotation. With Ian Kinsler 
and Zack Cozart joining the team as well, the Angels have done all they can to 
bolster their infield. 

Shohei Ohtani (L) - DH
Chris Young (R) - OF
Rene Rivera (R) - C
Kaleb Cowart (S) - INF

PROJECTED bench

Garrett Richards (R) - SP
Shohei Ohtani (R) - SP
Matt Shoemaker (R) - SP
JC Ramirez (R) - SP
Tyler Skaggs (L) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Cam Bedrosian (R)
Blake Parker (R)
Keynan Middleton (R)
Jim Johnson (R)
Blake Wood (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 80-82 (2nd in ALW)
TEAM ERA - 4.20 (12th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .243 (28th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 186 (t-24th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 93 (t-20th in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 0.949 (19th in MLB)

+ Shohei Ohtani - RHP
+ Ian Kinsler - 2B
+ Zack Cozart - SS
- C.J. Cron - 1B
- Yusmeiro Petit - RHP
- Jesse Chavez - RHP

Shohei Ohtani - RHP/OF
Jo Adell - OF
Kevin Maitan - SS
Jahmai Jones - OF
Brandon Marsh - OF
Chris Rodriguez - RHP
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PROJECTED Lineup

ANGELS 

Los AngELES



Marcus Semien (R) - SS
Matt Joyce (L) - LF
Jed Lowrie (S) - 2B
Khris Davis (R) - DH
Matt Olson (L) - 1B
Stephen Piscotty (R) - RF
Jonathan Lucroy (R) - C
Matt Chapman (R) - 3B
Dustin Fowler (L) - CF

The Athletics find ways to put together a competitive roster. However, they 
won’t make playoffs this year. Matt Chapman is a defensive beast at third base 
and will compliment Khris Davis’ offense. Oakland was flat-out bad last year 
and they’ll likely finish last in the A.L. West again this year. They added Stephen 
Piscotty to their outfield and their young rotation should take a step forward, 
but they’ll mostly be a punching back for the Astros, Angels and Mariners. 

Bruce Maxwell (L) - C
Chad Pinder (R) - INF/OF
Jake Smolinski (R) - OF
Josh Phegley (R) - C

PROJECTED bench

Kendall Graveman (R) - SP
Sean Manaea (L) - SP
Andrew Triggs (R) - SP
Daniel Mengden (R) - SP
Paul Blackburn (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Blake Treinen (R) 
Ryan Buchter (L)
Chris Hatcher (R)
Liam Hendriks (R)
Santiago Casilla (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 75-87 (5th in ALC)
TEAM ERA - 4.67 (t-22nd in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .246 (24th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 234 (4th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 102 (t-5th in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 1.103 (6th in MLB)

+ Stephen Piscotty - OF
+ Jonathan Lucroy - C
+ Yusmeiro Petit - RHP
- Ryan Healy - 1B
- Jesse Hahn - RHP
- Jaycob Brugman - OF

A.J. Puk - LHP
Jesus Luzardo - LHP
Franklin Barreto - SS/2B
Jorge Mateo - SS/OF
Dustin Fowler - OF
Austin Beck - OF
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PROJECTED Lineup

ATHLETICS 
OAKLAND



Dee Gordon (L) - CF
Jean Segura (R) - SS
Robinson Cano (L) - 2B
Nelson Cruz (R) - DH
Kyle Seager (L) - 3B
Mitch Haniger (R) - RF
Mike Zunino (R) - C
Dan Vogelbach (L) - 1B
Ichiro Suzuki (L) - LF

Seattle is a team that no one should be surprised to see competitive this year. 
Although matched up against the Astros and Angels, the Mariners are full of 
talent. They have a power-hitting lineup in a division that makes it difficult to 
hit the ball out of the yard. Further, they took advantage of Miami’s fire sale 
and landed speedster Dee Gordon. If James Paxton could stay healthy and Felix 
Hernandez could rediscover his old magic, Seattle could make some noise. 

Andrew Romine (S) - INF/OF
Guillermo Heredia (R) - OF
Mike Marjama (R) - C/1B
Ryan Healy (R) - 1B

PROJECTED bench

James Paxton (L) - SP
Felix Hernandez (R) - SP
Mike Leake (R) - SP
Marco Gonzales (L) - SP
Robert Whalen (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Edwin Diaz (R)
Juan Nicasio (R) 
Nick Vincent (R)
James Pazos (L)
Dan Altavilla (R) 

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 78-84 (t-3rd in ALW)
TEAM ERA - 4.46 (15th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .259 (t-10th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 200 (17th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 102 (t-5th in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 0.917 (23rd in MLB)

+ Dee Gordon - 2B
+ Ryon Healy - 1B
+ Juan Nicasio - RHP
- Yonder Alonso - 1B
- Yovani Gallardo - RHP
- Jarrod Dyson - OF

Kyle Lewis - OF
Evan White - 1B
Sam Carlson - RHP
Julio Rodriguez - OF
Braden Bishop - OF
Joe Rizzo - 3B
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PROJECTED Lineup

MARINERS 
SEATTLE



Delino DeShields Jr. (R) - CF
Joey Gallo (L) - 1B
Nomar Mazara (L) - RF
Adrian Beltre (R) - 3B
Elvis Andrus (R) - SS
Shin-Soo Choo (L) - DH
Rougned Odor (L) - 2B
Robinson Chirinos (R) - C
Drew Robinson (L) - LF

Texas did do too much to improve and they’re going to rely on the long ball 
again this season. Texas wasn’t too upset to move on from Jonathan Lucroy 
in 2017; they have home-grown Robinson Chirinos, another power-hitting 
catcher, to give a full season to. They have some solid pitching to keep the A.L. 
West lineups at bay. However, relying on home runs is a direction teams outside 
of the A.L. East should not go. 

Ryan Rua (R) - 1B/OF
Juan Centeno (L) - C
Jurickson Profar (S) - INF/OF
Carlos Tocci (R) - OF

PROJECTED bench

Cole Hamels (L) - SP
Matt Moore (L) - SP
Mike Minor (L) - SP
Doug Fister (R) - SP
Martin Perez (L) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Alex Claudio (L) 
Jake Diekman (L) 
Matt Bush (R)
Keone Kela (R)
Tony Barnette (R) 

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 78-84 (t-3rd in ALW)
TEAM ERA - 4.66 (21st in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .244 (t-26th in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 237 (3rd in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 94 (t-18th in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 1.215 (2nd in MLB)

+ Mike Minor - LHP
+ Doug Fister - RHP
+ Matt Moore - LHP
- Carlos Gomez - OF
- Andrew Cashner - RHP
- Mike Napoli - 1B

Leody Taveras - OF
Willie Calhoun - OF
Hans Crouse - RHP 
Cole Ragans - LHP
Bubba Thompson - OF
Yohander Mendez - LHP 

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

RANGERS
TEXAS



David Peralta (L) - LF
A.J. Pollock (R) - CF
Paul Goldschmidt (R) - 1B
Jake Lamb (L) - 3B
Steven Souza Jr. (R) - RF
Alex Avila (L) - C
Ketel Marte (S) - 2B
Nick Ahmen (R) - SS
 

Arizona added some speed in Jarrod Dyson and some power in Steven Souza 
Jr. this Spring. They are also waiting on Yasmany  Tomas to get going. Paul 
Goldschmidt and Jake Lamb are two of the most under-valued fantasy players. 
In addition, Pollock is an all-star centre fielder. They are going to make the N.L. 
West very competitive in 2018. 

Daniel Descalso (L) - INF/OF
Chris Owings (R) - INF/OF
Jarrod Dyson (L) - OF
Jeff Mathis (R) - C

PROJECTED bench

Robbie Ray (L) - SP
Taijuan Walker (R) - SP
Patrick Corbin (L) - SP
Zack Godley (R) - SP
Zack Greinke (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Archie Bradley (R)
Yoshihisa Hirano (R)
Brad Boxberger (R)
Andrew Chafin (L) 
Randall Delgado (R)

 

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 93-69 (2nd in NLW)
TEAM ERA - 3.66 (3rd in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .254 (17th in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 220 (12th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 95 (17th in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 1.202 (3rd in MLB)

+ Steven Souza Jr. - OF
+ Jarrod Dyson - OF
+ Brad Boxberger - RHP
- J.D. Martinez - OF
- Brandon Drury - 3B
- Fernando Rodney - RHP

Jon Duplantier - RHP
Pavin Smith - 1B
Jasrado Chisholm - SS
Taylor Widener - RHP
Marcus Wilson - OF
Dalton Varsho - C 

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

DIAMONDBACKS
ArIZONA



Charlie Blackmon (L) - CF
DJ LeMahieu (R) - 2B
Carlos Gonzalez (L) - RF
Nolan Arenado (R) - 3B
Trevor Story (R) - SS
Ian Desmond (R) - 1B
Gerardo Parra (L) - LF
Chris Iannetta (R) - C

The Rockies made the second Wild Card position but were relegated by the 
Arizona Diamondbacks in 2017. They are an offensive juggernaut in the 
National League. With a healthy lineup to start the year, the Rockies are capable 
of having a huge year. They have such a great lineup that Carlos Gonzalez was a 
late-Spring re-signing and is expected to come off of the bench this year. 

Tony Wolters (L) - C
Pat Valaika (R) - INF/OF
Ryan McMahon (L) - 1B
David Dahl (L) - OF

PROJECTED bench

Jon Gray (R) - SP
Chad Bettis (R) - SP
Tyler Anderson (L) - SP
Kyle Freeland (L) - SP
German Marquez (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Wade Davis (R)
Jake McGee (L)
Bryan Shaw (R)
Chad Rusin (L)
Scott Oberg (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 87-75 (3rd in NLW) 
TEAM ERA - 4.51 (17th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .273 (2nd in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 192 (21st in MLB) 
TEAM wRC+ - 87 (27th in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 1.332 (1st in MLB)

+ Wade Davis - RHP
+ Bryan Shaw - RHP
+ Chris Iannetta - C
- Tyler Chatwood - RHP
- Mark Reynolds - 1B
- Greg Holland - RHP

Brendan Rodgers - SS/2B
Ryan McMahon - 1B/2B/3B
Riley Pint - RHP
Colton Welker - 3B
Peter Lambert - RHP
Ryan Vilade - SS

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

ROCKIES
COLORADO



Chris Taylor (R) - CF
Corey Seager (L) - SS
Cody Bellinger (L) - 1B
Yasiel Puig (R) - RF
Yasmani Grandal (S) - C
Matt Kemp (R) - LF
Logan Forsythe (R) - 3B
Chase Utley (L) - 2B

The 2017 World Series favourites will look to win that elusive championship 
this season. They haven’t won since 1988 despite fielding powerhouse rosters. 
Clayton Kershaw is in a contract year and may be as motivated as ever; he will 
lead the deep rotation to the post-season once again. The unanimous-winning 
N.L. Rookie of the Year Cody Bellinger along with Justin Turner, Corey Seager, 
Yasiel Puig, and Chris Taylor fill out the Dodgers’ potent lineup. 

Austin Barnes (R) - C/2B
Joc Pederson (L) - OF
Enrique Hernandez (R) - INF/OF
Justin Turner (R) - INJ.

PROJECTED bench

Clayton Kershaw (L) - SP
Alex Wood (L) - SP
Rich Hill (L) - SP
Kenta Maeda (R) - SP
Hyun-Jin Ryu (L) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Kenley Jansen (R) 
Pedro Baez (R)
Scott Alexander (L)
Josh Fields (R)
Tony Cingrani (L) 

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 104-58 (1st in NLW) 
TEAM ERA - 3.38 (2nd in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .249 (t-21st in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 221 (11th in MLB) 
TEAM wRC+ - 104 (4th in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 0.971 (t-17th in MLB)

+ Matt Kemp - OF
+ Scott Alexander - LHP
+ Tom Koehler - RHP
- Yu Darvish - RHP
- Adrian Gonzalez - 1B
- Brandon Morrow - RHP 

Walker Buehler - RHP
Alex Verdugo - OF
Keibert Ruiz - C
Mitchell White - RHP
Yusniel Diaz - OF
DJ Peters - OF

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

DODGERS
LOS ANGELES



Manuel Margot (R) - CF
Chase Headley (S) - 3B
Wil Myers (R) - RF
Eric Hosmer (L) - 1B
Jose Pirela (R) - LF
Austin Hedges (R) - C
Freddy Galvis (S) - SS
Carlos Asuaje (L) - 2B

The Padres made a huge addition in Eric Hosmer this offseason, moving Wil 
Myers to right field. San Diego has a plethora of young talent and there’s a ton 
to be excited about. Manuel Margot is going to lead the way in centre field 
and in the lead-off position. However, the Padres are up against the Dodgers, 
D-Backs, and Rockies. Not to mention the Giants, so don’t look for a playoff-
calibre performance this season.

Cory Spangenberg (L) - INF/OF
Christian Villanueva (R) - 3B
Hunter Renfroe (R) - OF
Matt Szczur (R) - OF

PROJECTED bench

Clayton Richard (L)
Dinelson Lamet (R)
Luis Perdomo (R)
Bryan Mitchell (R) 
Tyson Ross (R) 

PROJECTED ROTATION

Brad Hand (L)
Kirby Yates (R)
Craig Stammen (R)
Kazuhisa Makita (R)
Phil Maton (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 71-91 (4th in NLW) 
TEAM ERA - 4.67 (t-22nd in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .234 (30th in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 189 (22nd in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 84 (29th in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 0.828 (29th in MLB)

+ Eric Hosmer - 1B
+ Chase Headley - 3B
+ Bryan Mitchell - RHP
- Yangervis Solarte - 2B
- Jhoulys Chacin - RHP 
- Jabari Blash - OF

Fernando Tatis Jr. - SS
MacKenzie Gore - LHP
Luis Urias - 2B/SS
Cal Quantrill - RHP
Michel Baez - RHP
Adrian Morejon - LHP

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

PADRES
SAN DIEGO



Joe Panik (L) - 2B
Brandon Belt (L) - 1B
Andrew McCutchen (R) - RF
Buster Posey (R) - C
Evan Longoria (R) - 3B
Brandon Crawford (L) - SS
Hunter Pence (R) - LF
Austin Jackson (R) - CF

The Giants had a disastrous season in 2017 in large part due to injuries. 
They added veteran all-stars Evan Longoria at the hot corner and Andrew 
McCutchen in the outfield. They need Mark Melancon to get back to his 2016 
form and a full season from Madison Bumgarner and Johnny Cueto will ensure 
they won’t be basement dwellers again this year.

Nick Hundley (R) - C
Pablo Sandoval (S) - 1B/3B
Kelby Tomlinson (R) - INF
Gorkys Hernandez (R) - OF

PROJECTED bench

Madison Bumgarner (L) - SP
Johnny Cueto (R) - SP
Jeff Samardzija (R) - SP
Ty Blach (L) - SP
Chris Stratton (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Mark Melancon (R)
Tony Watson (L) 
Hunter Strickland (R)
Sam Dyson (R)
Cory Gearrin (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 64-98 (5th in NLW)
TEAM ERA - 4.50 (16th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .249 (t-21st in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 128 (30th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 83 (30th in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 0.850 (27th in MLB)

+ Andrew McCutchen - OF
+ Evan Longoria - 3B
+ Tony Watson - LHP
- Christian Arroyo - 3B
- Denard Span - OF
- Matt Moore - LHP

Heliot Ramos - OF
Chris Shaw - 1B/OF
Steven Duggar - OF
Tyler Beede - RHP
Austin Slater - OF
Sandro Fabian - OF

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

GIANTS
SAN FRANCiSCO



Ian Happ (R) - CF
Kris Bryant (R) - 3B
Anthony Rizzo (L) - 1B
Wilson Contreras (R) - C
Kyle Schwarber (L) - LF
Addison Russell (R) - SS
Jason Heyward (L) - RF
Javier Baez (R) - 2B

The Cubs, to no surprise, are contenders again. They lost Jake Arrieta to free 
agency (signed with Philadelphia) but replaced him with another all-star 
pitcher in Yu Davish. Ian Happ had a break-out season last year and the Cubs 
can stack up against any other team in the N.L. Watch for Wilson Contreras 
to have a huge year. They will make playoffs again, but will it be as Division 
Champions or a Wild Card team?

Albert Almora Jr. (R) - OF
Tommy La Stella (L) - INF
Ben Zobrist (S) - INF/OF
Chris Gimenez (R) - C

PROJECTED bench

Jon Lester (L) - SP
Yu Darvish (R) - SP
Kyle Hendricks (R) - SP
Jose Quintana (L) - SP
Tyler Chatwood (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Brandon Morrow (R)
Carl Edwards Jr. (R)
Pedro Strop (R)
Justin Wilson (L)
Steve Cishek (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 92-70 (1st in NLC)
TEAM ERA - 3.95 (7th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .255 (16th in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 223 (9th in MLB) 
TEAM wRC+ - 101 (8th in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 1.131 (5th in MLB)

+ Yu Darvish - RHP
+ Tyler Chatwood - RHP
+ Brandon Morrow - RHP
- Jake Arrieta - RHP
- Wade Davis - RHP
- Hector Rondon - RHP

Adbert Alzolay - RHP
Aramis Ademan - SS
Oscar De La Cruz - RHP
Jose Albertos - RHP
Alex Lange - RHP
Brendon Little - LHP

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

CUBS
CHICAGO



Billy Hamilton (S) - CF
Jesse Winker (L) - LF
Joey Votto (L) - 1B
Eugenio Suarez (R) - 3B
Scooter Gennett (L) - 2B
Jose Peraza (R) - SS
Scott Schebler (L) - RF
Tucker Barnhart (S) - C

The Reds began their rebuild two seasons ago when they traded Johnny Cueto 
to the Kansas City Royals. Since then, they’ve added quite a bit of young talent. 
However, they’re not quite in a position where you can tab them as legitimate 
playoff contenders in 2018. Draft notables: Joey Votto, Billy Hamilton, Adam 
Duvall, Eugenino Suarez, Raisel Iglesias, and Anthony DeSclafani.

Adam Duvall (R) - OF
Devin Mesoraco (C)
Phillip Ervin (R) - OF
Cliff Pennington (S) - INF

PROJECTED bench

Homey Bailey (R) - SP
Luis Castillo (R) - SP
Sal Romano (R) - SP
Tyler Mahle (R) - SP
Robert Stephenson (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Raisel Iglesias (R)
Michael Lorenzen (R)
Wandy Perlata (L)
Amir Garrett (L)
Jared Hughes (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 68-94 (5th in NLC)
TEAM ERA - 5.17 (29th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .253 (18th in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 219 (13th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 96 (t-15th in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 1.020 (13th in MLB)

+ Jared Hughes - RHP
+ David Hernandez - RHP
+ Ben Revere - OF
- Zack Cozart - SS
- Scott Feldman - RHP
- Asher Wojciechowski - RHP

Nick Senzel - 3B
Hunter Greene - RHP
Taylor Trammell - OF
Jesse Winker - OF
Tyler Mahle - RHP
Tony Santillan - RHP

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

REDS
CINCINNATI



Christian Yelich (L) - LF
Lorenzo Cain (R) - CF
Travis Shaw (L) - 3B
Ryan Braun (R) - 1B
Domingo Santana (R) - RF
Manny Pina (R) - C
Orlando Arcia (R) - SS
Jonathan Villar (S) - 2B

The Brewers were busy this offseason and are looking to make some noise 
in the N.L. West after earning a Wild Card berth in 2017. Milwaukee added 
Christian Yelich and Lorenzo Cain to their outfield and the top of their lineup, 
which gives them five good options in the field. Those moves are expected to 
push veteran Ryan Braun over to first base. While their bats improved, they need 
to fix their 29th ranked Team ERA from a season ago to be true contenders. 

Eric Thames (L) - 1B/OF
Jett Bandy (R) - C
Hernan Perez (R) - INF/OF
Eric Sogard (L) - INF/OF

PROJECTED bench

Chase Anderson (R) - SP
Zach Davies (R) - SP
Jhoulys Chacin (R) - SP
Junior Guerra (R) - SP
Wade Miley (L) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Corey Knebel (R) 
Josh Hader (L)
Jacob Barnes (R)
Matt Albers (R)
Jeremy Jeffress (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 68-94 (5th in NLC)
TEAM ERA - 5.17 (29th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .253 (18th in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 219 (13th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 96 (t-15th in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 1.020 (13th in MLB)

+ Christian Yelich - OF
+ Lorenzo Cain - OF
+ Jhoulys Chacin - RHP
- Lewis Brinson - OF
- Jared Hughes - RHP
- Anthony Swarzak - RHP

Keston Hiura - 2B
Corbin Burnes - RHP
Brandon Woodruff - RHP
Lucas Erceg - 3B
Luis Ortiz - RHP
Brett Phillips - OF

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

BREWERS
MILWAUKEE



Josh Harrison (R) - 2B
Corey Dickerson (L) - LF
Starling Marte (R) - CF
Josh Bell (S) - 1B
Gregory Polanco (L) - RF
Francisco Cervelli (R) - C
Colin Moran (L) - 3B
Jordy Mercer (R) - SS

Pittsburgh has gone full-in on the rebuild. They moved Gerrit Cole to Houston 
and Andrew McCutchen to San Francisco. They will finish in the bottom of 
league standings with only a few players worth drafting. They may also look 
to move their remaining good players. Despite his PED suspension, Starling 
Marte will still be a threat on the bases. Josh Harrison, Gregory Polanco, Corey 
Dickerson and Jameson Taillon are other players that can help your team.

Elias Diaz (R) - C
David Freese (R) - 1B/3B
Sean Rodriguez (R) - INF/OF
Adam Frazier (L) - INF/OF 

PROJECTED bench

Jameson Taillon (R) - SP
Ivan Nova (R) - SP
Chad Kuhl (R) - SP
Joe Musgrove (R) - SP
Trevor Williams (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Felipe Rivero (L) 
Michael Feliz (R)
George Kontos (R)
A.J. Schugel (R)
Josh Smoker (L)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 75-87 (4th in NLC) 
TEAM ERA - 4.22 (13th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .244 (t-26th in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 151 (29th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 85 (28th in MLB) 
BALLPARK - 0.948 (20th in MLB)

+ Corey Dickerson - OF
+ Joe Musgrove - RHP
+ Michael Feliz - RHP
- Gerrit Cole - RHP
- Andrew McCutchen - OF
- Daniel Hudson - RHP

Mitch Keller - RHP
Austin Meadows - OF
Shane Baz - RHP
Ke’Bryan Hayes - 3B
Cole Tucker - SS
Bryan Reynolds - OF

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

PIRATES
PITTSBURGH



Dexter Fowler (S) - RF
Tommy Pham (R) - CF
Matt Carpenter (L) - 1B
Marcell Ozuna (R) - LF
Yadier Molina (R) - C
Paul DeJong (R) - SS
Jedd Gyorko (R) - 3B
Kolten Wong (L) - 2B

Marcell Ozuna is a massive addition to the Cardinals. They missed the playoffs 
in 2017 but will be a part of 3-way competition with the Cubs and Brewers for 
the Division. They’ve shaken up their roster with a couple depth relief pitchers, 
moving on from Randall Grichuk and have committed to Kolten Wong and Paul 
DeJong up the middle. Alex Reyes will be back in May to bolster a rotation that 
could be in for a big 2018 season.

Jose Martinez (R) - 1B/OF
Francisco Pena (R) - C
Greg Garcia (L) - INF
Harrison Bader (R) - OF

PROJECTED bench

Carlos Martinez (R) - SP
Adam Wainwright (R) - SP
Michael Wacha (R) - SP
Luke Weaver (R) - SP
Miles Mikolas (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Luke Gregerson (R)
Dominic Leone (R)
Tyler Lyons (L) 
Brett Cecil (L) 
Matthew Bowman (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 83-79 (3rd in NLC) 
TEAM ERA - 4.01 (10th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .256 (t-14th in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 196 (18th in MLB) 
TEAM wRC+ - 100 (t-9th in MLB)
BALLPARK - 0.889 (25th in MLB)

+ Marcell Ozuna - RHP
+ Luke Gregerson - RHP
+ Bud Norris - RHP
- Aledmys Diaz - SS
- Lance Lynn - RHP
- Juan Nicasio - RHP

Alex Reyes - RHP
Jack Flaherty - RHP
Carson Kelly - C
Tyler O’Neill - OF
Harrison Bader - OF
Dakota Hudson - RHP

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

CARDINALS
ST.LOUIS



Ender Inciarte (L) - CF
Ozzie Albies (S) - 2B
Freddie Freeman (L) - 1B
Tyler Flowers (R) - C
Nick Markakis (L) - RF
Johan Camargo (S) - 3B
Preston Tucker (L) - LF
Dansby Swanson (R) - SS

Atlanta is hoping to take another step forward in 2018 as their rebuild finally 
looks to be taking shape. Dansby Swanson will get another season under his 
belt while top prospect Ronald Acuna (will spend the first few weeks in the 
minors) will likely win N.L. Rookie of the Year. The lineup will also feature top 
prospect Ozzie Albies, who is expected to be their everyday second baseman. 
The Braves added veterans Brandon McCarthy and Scott Kazmir to help shore 
up the back-end of their rotation.

Danny Santana (S) - INF/OF
Kurt Suzuki (R) - C
Charlie Culberson (R) - INF
Lane Adams (R) - OF

PROJECTED bench

Julio Teheran (R) - SP
Mike Foltynewicz (R) - SP
Sean Newcomb (L) - SP
Brandon McCarthy (R) - SP
Scott Kazmir (L) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Arodys Vizcaino (R) 
Jose Ramirez (R) 
Peter Moylan (R) 
Sam Freeman (L) 
A.J. Minter (L)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 72-90 (3rd in NLE)
TEAM ERA - 4.72 (24th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .263 (t-5th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 165 (28th in MLB) 
TEAM wRC+ - 91 (t-23rd in MLB)
BALLPARK - 0.976 (16th in MLB)

+ Brandon McCarthy - RHP
+ Scott Kazmir - LHP
+ Peter Moylan - RHP
- Matt Adams - 1B
- Matt Kemp - OF
- Jim Johnson - RHP

Ronald Acuna - OF
Kyle Wright - RHP
Mike Soroka - RHP
Luis Gohara - LHP
Ian Anderson - RHP
Kolby Allard - LHP

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

BRAVES
ATLANTA



Derek Dietrich (L) - LF
J.T. Realmuto (R) - C
Starlin Castro (R) - 2B
Justin Bour (L) - 1B
Lewis Brinson (R) - CF
Brian Anderson (R) - 3B
Cameron Maybin (R) - RF
Miguel Rojas (R) - SS

When you look at the Fantasy rankings it is hard to believe how many high-end 
players the Marlins had on their roster without being able to do anything with 
it. This winter they tore it down. They traded Giancarlo Stanton to the Yankees, 
Christian Yelich to the Brewers, Marcell Ozuna to the Cardinals and Dee 
Gordon to the Mariners. Miami could be the worst team in the bigs this season. 
However, Justin Bour, J.T. Realmuto and top prospect Lewis Brinson will look to 
become their new superstars. 

Tomas Telis (S) - C/1B
Garrett Cooper (R) - 1B/OF
J.T. Riddle (L) - SS
Scott Van Slyke (R) - 1B/OF

PROJECTED bench

Dan Straily (R) - SP
Jose Urena (R) - SP
Justin Nicolino (L) - SP
Odrisamer Despaigne (R) - SP
Jacob Turner (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Brad Ziegler (R)
Kyle Barraclough (R)
Drew Steckenrider (R)
Junichi Tazawa (R)
Chris O’Grady (L) 

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 77-85 (2nd in NLE)
TEAM ERA - 4.82 (26th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .267 (3rd in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 194 (19th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 99 (12th in MLB)
BALLPARK - 0.848 (28th in MLB)

+ Starlin Castro - 2B
+ Lewis Brinson - OF
- Giancarlo Stanton - OF
- Dee Gordon - 2B
- Christian Yelich - OF
- Marcell Ozuna - OF

Lewis Brinson - OF
Monte Harrison - OF
Sandy Alcantara - RHP
Jorge Guzman - RHP
Braxton Garrett - LHP
Trevor Rogers - LHP

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

MARLINS
MiAMI



Brandon Nimmo (L) - CF
Yoenis Cespedes (R) - LF
Jay Bruce (L) - RF
Todd Frazier (R) - 3B
Adrian Gonzalez (L) - 1B
Asdrubal Cabrera (S) - 2B
Travis d’Arnaud (R) - C
Amed Rosario (R) - SS

The Mets will rely heavily on their rotation to keep the runs against as low as 
possible. They added Adrian Gonzalez, Todd Frazier, and Jason Vargas who would all 
be depth pieces on great teams. Noah Syndergaard is healthy and has dominated 
Spring Training this year, as is Jacob deGrom. The Mets have liked what Matt Harvey 
has done this offseason and early Spring. They’ve also replaced manager Terry 
Collins, who was often criticized for his management of injured players, with Mickey 
Callaway.

Kevin Plawecki (R) - C
Wilmer Flores (R) - INF
Jose Reyes (S) - INF/OF
Juan Lagares (R) - OF

PROJECTED bench

Noah Syndergaard (R) - SP
Jacob deGrom (R) - SP
Matt Harvey (R) - SP
Steven Matz (L) - SP
Zack Wheeler (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Jeurys Familia (R) 
A.J. Ramos (R)
Anthony Swarzak (R)
Jerry Blevins (L)
Paul Sewald (R) 

 

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 70-92 (4th in NLE)
TEAM ERA - 5.01 (28th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .250 (t-19th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 224 (t-7th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 100 (t-9th in MLB)
BALLPARK - 0.858 (26th in MLB)

+ Adrian Gonzalez - 1B
+ Todd Frazier - 3B
+ Jay Bruce - OF
- Josh Smoker - LHP
- Norichika Aoki - OF
- Erik Goeddel - RHP

Andres Gimenez - SS
David Peterson - LHP
Justin Dunn - RHP
Peter Alonso - 1B
Thomas Szapucki - LHP
Mark Vientos - 3B

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup

METS
NEW YORK



Cesar Hernandez (S) - 2B
Carlos Santana (S) - 1B
Odubel Herrera (L) - CF
Rhys Hoskins (R) - LF
Nick Williams (L) - RF
Maikel Franco (R) - 3B
J.P. Crawford (L) - SS
Jorge Alfaro (R) - C

Philly Philly! The Phillies are very interesting. Their rebuild has finally started to 
take form. Led by two aces, Jake Arrieta and Aaron Nola, their roster isn’t half bad. 
They added Carlos Santana early in the offseason to support Odubel Herrera who 
had a break-out year and is their starting centre fielder along with budding stars 
Rhys Hoskins and Maikel Franco. Philadelphia will have a tough time beating the 
Washington Nationals for the Division, but could end up being a Wild Card team. 

Aaron Altherr (R) - OF
Cameron Rupp (R) - C
Pedro Florimon (S) - INF/OF
Scott Kingery (R) - INF

PROJECTED bench

Aaron Nola (R) - SP
Jake Arrieta (R) - SP
Vince Velasquez (R) - SP
Nick Pivetta (R) - SP
Ben Lively (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Hector Neris (R)
Pat Neshek (R)
Tommy Hunter (R)
Luis Garcia (R) 
Edubray Ramos (R)
 

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 66-96 (5th in NLE)
TEAM ERA - 4.55 (18th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .250 (t-19th in MLB)
TEAM HR - 174 (26th in MLB) 
TEAM wRC+ - 88 (26th in MLB)
BALLPARK - 1.073 (9th in MLB)

+ Carlos Santana - 1B
+ Pat Neshek - RHP
+ Tommy Hunter - RHP
- Daniel Nava - OF
- Cameron Perkins - OF
- Soo Hyun Kim - OF

Sixto Sanchez - RHP
Scott Kingery - 2B
J.P. Crawford - SS
Adonis Medina - RHP
Mickey Moniak - OF
Adam Haseley - OF

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects
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PHILLIES
PHILADELPHIA



Adam Eaton (L) - LF
Trea Turner (R) - SS
Bryce Harper (L) - RF
Anthony Rendon (R) - 3B
Ryan Zimmerman (R) - 1B
Howie Kendrick (R) - 2B
Matt Wieters (S) - C
Michael Taylor (R) - CF

No surprise here, the Nationals will win their division with ease. Their lineup 
is loaded with all-stars. Offensively, Bryce Harper and Trea Turner are in line 
for another monster season. Adam Eaton, who missed almost all of 2017, will 
only compliment these players and improve their lineup. But who could forget 
about their rotation? Max Scherzer and Stephen Strasburg, both 200-plus 
strikeout pitchers, offer a 1-2 punch as good as any other team in the MLB.

Daniel Murphy (L) - INJ.
Wilmer Difo (S) - INF/OF
Miguel Montero (L) - C
Matt Adams (L) - 1B/OF

PROJECTED bench

Max Scherzer (R) - SP
Stephen Strasburg (R) - SP
Gio Gonzalez (L) - SP
Tanner Roark (R) - SP
A.J. Cole (R) - SP

PROJECTED ROTATION

Sean Doolittle (L)
Ryan Madsen (R)
Brandon Kintzler (R)
Enny Romero (L)
Joaquin Benoit (R)

PROJECTED BULLPEN

RECORD - 97-65 (1st in NLE)
TEAM ERA - 3.88 (6th in MLB)
TEAM AVG - .266 (4th in MLB) 
TEAM HR - 215 (14th in MLB)
TEAM wRC+ - 100 (t-9th in MLB)
BALLPARK - 1.057 (10th in MLB)

+ Matt Adams - 1B
+ Joaquin Benoit - RHP
+ Miguel Montero - C
- Adam Lind - 1B
- Matt Albers - RHP
- Oliver Perez - LHP

Victor Robles - OF
Juan Soto - OF
Carter Kieboom - SS
Erick Fedde - RHP
Seth Romero - LHP
Luis Garcia - SS/2B

top prospects2017 at a glance additions/subtractions top prospects

PROJECTED Lineup
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by: brock seguin
There aren’t many quality catchers 
at your disposal, which is why 
Gary Sanchez may be one of the 
most valuable hitters in fantasy 
in 2018. Sanchez is the clear No.1 
catcher and is going to provide 
you so much more than whoever 
ends up being the No.12 ranked 
catcher. Catcher is often an 
overlooked position, but the high-
end producers can make a big 
difference. 

Other young catchers like Wilson 
Contreras and J.T. Realmuto 
follow closely behind Sanchez. 
Veteran Buster Posey and 
Salvador Perez are right there 
still as well. 

There could be some sleeper 
potential among catchers as well. 
Jonathan Lucroy and Russell 
Martin will try to bounce-back 
from bad 2017 seasons in the 
American League. And in the 
National League, Austin Barnes 
will try to take the starting job 
over from Yasmani Grandal while 
also seeing the occasional start at 
second base.

positional breakdown

CATCHERS

1. Gary Sanchez (NYY)
2. Wilson Contreras (CHC)
3. Buster Posey (SF)
4. J.T. Realmuto (MIA)
5. Salvador Perez (KC) 
6. Evan Gattis (HOU)
7. Yadier Molina (STL)
8. Mike Zunino (SEA)
9. Wilson Ramos (TB)

10. Brian McCann (HOU)
11. Welington Castillo (CWS)
12. Jonathan Lucroy (OAK)
13. Russell Martin (TOR)
14. Yasmani Grandal (LAD)
15. Robinson Chirinos (TEX)
16. Tyler Flowers (ATL)
17. Austin Barnes (LAD)
18. Travis d’Arnaud (NYM)
19. Austin Hedges (SD)
20. James McCann (DET)

top 20



last season

|1| Gary Sanchez | Yankees

GP: 122 | H: 131 | R: 79 | HR: 33 | RBI: 90 | SB: 2 | AVG: .278 | OBP: .345 | SLG: .531 |

(1-4) 

2018 Projections
GP: 129 | H: 141 | R: 76 | HR: 34 | RBI: 91 | SB: 3 | AVG: .272 | OBP: .340 | SLG: .519 | 
Sanchez is an absolute freak behind the plate. The 25-year-old hit 33 HR with 90 RBI in his first full MLB 
season and has shown immense power in his first 177 career games. Playing in Yankee Stadium, Sanchez is a 
safe bet to lead all catchers in home runs and RBI this season.

last season

|2| Wilson Contreras | Cubs

GP: 117 | H: 104 | R: 50 | HR: 21 | RBI: 74 | SB: 5 | AVG: .276 | OBP: .356 | SLG: .499 |

2018 Projections
GP: 117 | H: 127 | R: 60 | HR: 21 | RBI: 70 | SB: 5 | AVG: .274 | OBP: .354 | SLG: .470 |  
Contreras posted modest totals in the first half of 2017 but displayed top-3 fantasy catcher ability after the 
All-Star break. In the second half he hit .305 with 10 HR and 33 RBI in nearly half the at-bats it took for him to 
hit 11 HR and 41 RBI in the first half. 2018 could be his true breakout year.

last season

|3| Buster Posey | Giants

GP: 140 | H: 158 | R: 62 | HR: 12 | RBI: 67 | SB: 6 | AVG: .320 | OBP: .400 | SLG: .462 |

2018 Projections
GP: 141 | H: 156 | R: 66 | HR: 13 | RBI: 70 | SB: 6 | AVG: .298 | OBP: .381 | SLG: .428 | 
Posey will almost certainly lead all catchers in plate appearances this season thanks to his extended playing 
time at first base. Other things you can count on are an average close to .300, double-digit home runs and 
around 70 RBI—making him one of the safest picks at the position. 

last season

|4| J.T. Realmuto | Marlins

GP: 141 | H: 148 | R: 68 | HR: 17 | RBI: 65 | SB: 8 | AVG: .278 | OBP: .332 | SLG: .451 |

2018 Projections
GP: 126 | H: 136 | R: 61 | HR: 14 | RBI: 56 | SB: 8 | AVG: .274 | OBP: .327 | SLG: .427 | 
Even though the Marlins tore things down this winter, Realmuto remains a top-5 fantasy option behind the 
plate. He will be among the plate appearance leaders at the position and can contribute across the board 
thanks to his solid power numbers and double-digit steal potential.

C



last season

|5| Salvador Perez | Royals

GP: 129 | H: 126 | R: 57 | HR: 27 | RBI: 80 | SB: 1 | AVG: .268 | OBP: .297 | SLG: .495 |

2018 Projections
GP: 131 | H: 126 | R: 53 | HR: 23 | RBI: 67 | SB: 1 | AVG: .258 | OBP: .289 | SLG: .453 | 
As his career has progressed, Perez has traded batting average and on-base percentage for power. In 2017 
he set career highs in homers (27) and RBI (80) but hit under .270 for the fourth consecutive year. Regardless, 
he is one of the safest options behind the plate and should be one of the first five off of the board.

last season

|6| Evan Gattis | Astros

GP: 84 | H: 79 | R: 41 | HR: 12 | RBI: 55 | SB: 0 | AVG: .263 | OBP: .311 | SLG: .457 |

2018 Projections
GP: 110 | H: 111 | R: 55 | HR: 21 | RBI: 65 | SB: 1 | AVG: .256 | OBP: .305 | SLG: .457 | 
Gattis traded in some power for better contact in 2017 but he comes into 2018 as the Astros’ primary DH, 
which makes him an extremely intriguing option behind the plate. With a full helping of at-bats, Gattis 
should have no problem getting back to 20 HR and 60-plus RBI in a dirty Houston lineup.

last season

|7| Yadier Molina | Cardinals

GP: 136 | H: 137 | R: 60 | HR: 18 | RBI: 82 | SB: 9 | AVG: .273 | OBP: .312 | SLG: .439 |

2018 Projections
GP: 127 | H: 132 | R: 51 | HR: 11 | RBI: 59 | SB: 7 | AVG: .276 | OBP: .315 | SLG: .400 |  
While you won’t reap the benefits of Molina’s elite defence, it will place him among the position leaders in 
at-bats yet again this season. Molina surprisingly hit 18 HR last season after hitting a combined 19 in the 
three years prior. Expect solid numbers across the board, making him a safe No.1 catching option. 

last season

|8| Mike Zunino | Mariners

GP: 124 | H: 97 | R: 52 | HR: 25 | RBI: 64 | SB: 1 | AVG: .251 | OBP: .331 | SLG: .509 |

2018 Projections
GP: 128 | H: 100 | R: 54 | HR: 23 | RBI: 63 | SB: 1 | AVG: .227 | OBP: .309 | SLG: .424 | 
If you can afford an average near his weight (220 lbs), Zunino will bring a ton of power in a position that 
lacks it, outside of Gary Sanchez. His power alone makes him a top-10 fantasy catcher, but you have to 
insulate that AVG elsewhere in Rotisserie leagues.

(5-8) 
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last season

|9| Wilson Ramos | Rays

GP: 64 | H: 54 | R: 19 | HR: 11 | RBI: 35 | SB: 0 | AVG: .260 | OBP: .290 | SLG: .447 |

(9-12) 

2018 Projections
GP: 107 | H: 102 | R: 41 | HR: 15 | RBI: 54 | SB: 0 | AVG: .262 | OBP: .292 | SLG: .415 | 
Offseason knee surgery made 2017 a throwaway season for Ramos, who appeared in just 64 games with his new 
team. Entering 2018, Ramos will look to recapture the form that saw him hit .307 with 22 HR and 80 RBI for the 
Nationals. Don’t expect those numbers to return, but he should make his way back into the top-10 at the position.

last season

|10| Brian McCann | Astros

GP: 97 | H: 84 | R: 47 | HR: 18 | RBI: 62 | SB: 1 | AVG: .241 | OBP: .323 | SLG: .436 |

2018 Projections
GP: 109 | H: 96 | R: 50 | HR: 17 | RBI: 59 | SB: 1 | AVG: .242 | OBP: .324 | SLG: .406 | 
Injuries were the only issue for McCann last season, otherwise he came exactly as advertised. The 34-year-
old catcher will hit between .230-.245 and will approach 20 HR and 60 RBI as long as he’s healthy. In his 14th 
MLB season, durability behind the plate is an obvious concern, so make sure you have a backup plan.

last season

|11| Welington Castillo | White Sox

GP: 96 | H: 96 | R: 44 | HR: 20 | RBI: 53 | SB: 0 | AVG: .282 | OBP: .323 | SLG: .490 |

2018 Projections
GP: 101 | H: 93 | R: 43 | HR: 17 | RBI: 53 | SB: 1 | AVG: .248 | OBP: .292 | SLG: .429 | 
As long as Castillo can stay healthy in 2018, he could set a new career-high in plate appearances after 
signing a two-year deal worth $15 million with the White Sox. Castillo has been in the top-12 in HR among 
catchers in each of the last three seasons and should land among the low-end No.1 fantasy catchers in 2018.

last season

|12| Jonathan Lucroy | Athletics

GP: 123 | H: 112 | R: 45 | HR: 6 | RBI: 40 | SB: 1 | AVG: .265 | OBP: .345 | SLG: .371 |

2018 Projections
GP: 95 | H: 101 | R: 48 | HR: 11 | RBI: 46 | SB: 1 | AVG: .265 | OBP: .327 | SLG: .393 | 
Lucroy is coming off of a disastrous 2017 season, where he had just six home runs and 40 RBI despite playing in 
two of the most hitter friendly parks in baseball (TEX & COL). This winter he hung around in free agency for a long 
time before signing in Oakland where he will be their full-time backstop. Look for him to get back to double-digit 
homers and near 50 RBI.

C



last season

|13| Russell Martin | Blue Jays

GP: 91 | H: 68 | R: 49 | HR: 13 | RBI: 35 | SB: 1 | AVG: .221 | OBP: .343 | SLG: .388 |

2018 Projections
GP: 108 | H: 88 | R: 48 | HR: 16 | RBI: 48 | SB: 2 | AVG: .231 | OBP: .352 | SLG: .402 | 
Similar to Yadier Molina, Martin will see a boatload of plate appearances in 2018 because of his defence but his skills 
with the bat continue to deteriorate After hitting .235 and averaging 22 HR and 76 RBI in his first two year in Toronto, 
his offence fell off of a cliff in 2017. There is some offence lingering, but he should be drafted as a No.2 fantasy catcher.

last season

|14| Yasmani Grandal | Dodgers

GP: 129 | H: 108 | R: 50 | HR: 22 | RBI: 58 | SB: 0 | AVG: .247 | OBP: .308 | SLG: .459 |

2018 Projections
GP: 90 | H: 82 | R: 40 | HR: 17 | RBI: 48 | SB: 1 | AVG: .235 | OBP: .298 | SLG: .427 | 
It remains to be seen how the Dodgers will split starts between Grandal and Austin Barnes, but as long as 
Grandal is behind the dish you can count on a home run total near 20 with 50-plus RBI and and ugly AVG. 
Regardless, pairing him with Barnes could give you a strong platoon option at a weak position.

last season

|15| Robinson Chirinos | Rangers

GP: 88 | H: 67 | R: 46 | HR: 17 | RBI: 38 | SB: 1 | AVG: .255 | OBP: .360 | SLG: .506 |

2018 Projections
GP: 109 | H: 81 | R: 43 | HR: 16 | RBI: 44 | SB: 2 | AVG: .233 | OBP: .333 | SLG: .422 | 
After Jonathan Lucroy was traded to the Rockies and Chirinos took over as the Rangers’ backstop, he hit .306 
with five home runs and 12 RBI in the final two months of the season. He won’t hit .300 for an entire season, 
but he has pop in his bat and a full complement of starts in 2018 should see him post career-highs.

last season

|16| Tyler Flowers | Braves 

GP: 99 | H: 89 | R: 41 | HR: 12 | RBI: 49 | SB: 0 | AVG: .281 | OBP: .378 | SLG: .445 |

2018 Projections
GP: 97 | H: 92 | R: 36 | HR: 12 | RBI: 45 | SB: 0 | AVG: .257 | OBP: .359 | SLG: .399 | 
Flowers is coming off of a really nice 2017 campaign, in which he hit for a career-best .281 with 12 home 
runs and 49 RBI. Coming into 2018 he will be hampered by sharing playing time with veteran Kurt Suzuki, 
but if he can play his way into more starts he could easily become a top-10 fantasy catcher.

(13-16) 
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last season

|17| Austin Barnes | Dodgers

GP: 102 | H: 63 | R: 35 | HR: 8 | RBI: 38 | SB: 4 | AVG: .289 | OBP: .408 | SLG: .486 |

(17-20) 

2018 Projections
GP: 87 | H: 92 | R: 43 | HR: 8 | RBI: 41 | SB: 6 | AVG: .258 | OBP: .382 | SLG: .387 | 
Barnes is a very intriguing catching option because of his ability to be a five-category contributor, but the 
presence of Yasmani Grandal is going to limit his plate appearances. However, he is worth a late-flier as a 
backup catcher because of his top-5 catcher upside if Grandal gets hurt or traded at any point during 2018.

last season

|18| Travis d’Arnaud | Mets

GP: 112 | H: 85 | R: 39 | HR: 16 | RBI: 57 | SB: 0 | AVG: .244 | OBP: .293 | SLG: .443 |

2018 Projections
GP: 95 | H: 92 | R: 39 | HR: 13 | RBI: 47 | SB: 1 | AVG: .251 | OBP: .299 | SLG: .413 | 
d’Arnaud figures to own the larger portion of starts behind the Mets’ plate, but it likely won’t be enough to 
elevate him into the upper-tier of catchers. With d’Arnaud you know what you are getting though—.245 
AVG with double-digit home runs and 40-plus RBI.

last season

|19| Austin Hedges | Padres

GP: 120 | H: 83 | R: 36 | HR: 18 | RBI: 55 | SB: 4 | AVG: .214 | OBP: .262 | SLG: .398 |

2018 Projections
GP: 111 | H: 91 | R: 38 | HR: 15 | RBI: 49 | SB: 3 | AVG: .233 | OBP: .279 | SLG: .396 | 
Hedges is another catcher who will be behind the plate almost everyday because of his defensive skills, but still 
has some work to do with the bat. At just 25-years-old, it’s not outlandish to think that Hedges can improve on 
his 2017 numbers. There’s a legitimate chance that he could hit .235 with 15-plus HR and 50-plus RBI.

last season

|20| James McCann | Tigers 

GP: 106 | H: 89 | R: 39 | HR: 13 | RBI: 49 | SB: 1 | AVG: .253 | OBP: .318 | SLG: .415 |

2018 Projections
GP: 109 | H: 96 | R: 38 | HR: 11 | RBI: 44 | SB: 1 | AVG: .248 | OBP: .315 | SLG: .388 | 
McCann may be overlooked on Draft Day because the Tigers are rebuilding, but that might help his fantasy value. 
The 27-year-old will be an everyday starter behind the dish in Detroit and with limited options around him, he 
should sit prominently in the Tigers’ lineup. His improved approach at the plate in 2017 makes him a legit sleeper 
candidate in 2018. 

C



by: brock seguin
First base is loaded with power-
hitting sluggers and the top tier 
features some familiar faces (Paul 
Goldschmidt, Joey Votto, Freddie 
Freeman, Anthony Rizzo and 
Edwin Encarnacion) but also a 
new one in Cody Bellinger, who 
is coming off of a historic rookie 
season. 

There is also some question marks 
with usually consistent veterans 
like Miguel Cabrera and Matt 
Carpenter. Both battled injuries 
last season and have the ability 
to be big time value picks if they 
re-gain their stoke in 2018. 

Most intriguing are the young 
bats like Josh Bell, Justin Bour, 
Matt Olson and Greg Bird. None 
of them are likely to jump into the 
“Elite” tier like Bellinger was able 
to do last season, but all bring 
their share of pop and ability to 
be a No.1 fantasy first baseman. 

positional breakdown

first base

1. Paul Goldschmidt (ARI)
2. Joey Votto (CIN)
3. Freddie Freeman (ATL)
4. Anthony Rizzo (CHC)
5. Edwin Encarnacion (CIN)
6. Cody Bellinger (LAD)
7. Jose Abreu (CWS)
8. Eric Hosmer (SD)
9. Miguel Cabrera (DET)

10. Carlos Santana (PHI)
11. Matt Carpenter (STL)
12. Josh Bell (PIT)
13. Ryan Zimmerman (WSH)
14. Justin Smoak (TOR)
15. Justin Bour (MIA)
16. Matt Olson (OAK)
17. Logan Morrison (MIN)
18. Greg Bird (NYY)
19. Eric Thames (MIL)
20. Chris Davis (BAL)

top 20



last season

|1| Paul goldschmidt | diamondbacks

GP: 155 | H: 166 | R: 117 | HR: 36 | RBI: 120 | SB: 18 | AVG: .297 | OBP: .404 | SLG: .563 |

(1-4) 

2018 Projections
GP: 162 | H: 174 | R: 100 | HR: 29 | RBI: 98 | SB: 19 | AVG: .291 | OBP: .399 | SLG: .498 |
Goldschmidt missed some time in 2014 but has been extremely durable and consistent otherwise.  Taking 
that year out, he has hit .304 while averaging 32 HR, 113 RBI and 22 SB since 2013. He checks all of the 
Rotisserie boxes, including steals, which is rare for a first baseman.

last season

|2| joey votto | REDS

GP: 162 | H: 179 | R: 106 | HR: 36 | RBI: 100 | SB: 5 | AVG: .320 | OBP: .454 | SLG: .578 |

2018 Projections
GP: 162 | H: 178 | R: 96 | HR: 29 | RBI: 91 | SB: 6 | AVG: .304 | OBP: .441 | SLG: .508 |
Votto is as consistent of a performer as you will find and he rarely takes a day off. Even into his 30’s, Votto has 
hit .320 while averaging 31 HR, 92 RBI and 100 Runs over the last three years. Votto is as patient of a hitter as 
there is and that leads to an elite on-base percentage year after year.

last season

|3| Freddie freeman | braves

GP: 117 | H: 135 | R: 84 | HR: 28 | RBI: 71 | SB: 8 | AVG: .307 | OBP: .403 | SLG: .586 |

2018 Projections
GP: 149 | H: 167 | R: 89 | HR: 31 | RBI: 89 | SB: 8 | AVG: .296 | OBP: .393 | SLG: .532 |
Freeman had an outstanding 2017 campaign going before a fractured wrist cost him a month and a half, but 
he still finished the year with nearly 30 HR and 71 RBI. Freeman is among the elite 1B thanks to his ability to 
hit over .300 with power. The Braves new ballpark should  help him build on already impressive career.

last season

|4| Anthony rizzo | cubs

GP: 157 | H: 156 | R: 99 | HR: 32 | RBI: 109 | SB: 10 | AVG: .273 | OBP: .392 | SLG: .507 |

2018 Projections
GP: 161 | H: 168 | R: 95 | HR: 31 | RBI: 103 | SB: 9 | AVG: .282 | OBP: .401 | SLG: .504 |
In his first five full MLB seasons, Rizzo has hit .272 while averaging 30 HR, .95 RBI and eight stolen bases. First 
base is not a deep position, but Rizzo is one of the best and most consistent at the position. He is one of the 
few hitters capable of hitting 30-plus HR with triple-digit RBI and double-digit steals.

1B



last season

|5| Edwin encarnacion | indians

GP: 157 | H: 143 | R: 96 | HR: 38 | RBI: 107 | SB: 2 | AVG: .258 | OBP: .377 | SLG: .504 |

2018 Projections
GP: 162 | H: 150 | R: 90 | HR: 36 | RBI: 107 | SB: 2 | AVG: .258 | OBP: .377 | SLG: .486 |
Even at 35-years-old, Encarnacion makes for an intriguing early-round pick. Encarnacion did not see a 
statistical drop-off in his first year in Cleveland, recording at least 34 HR for the sixth straight year. His great 
plate discipline make him one of the most consistent power bats in the MLB.

last season

|6| Cody bellinger | dodgers

GP: 132 | H: 128 | R: 87 | HR: 39 | RBI: 97 | SB: 10 | AVG: .267 | OBP: .352 | SLG: .581 |

2018 Projections
GP: 150 | H: 146 | R: 84 | HR: 36 | RBI: 99 | SB: 10 | AVG: .257 | OBP: .344 | SLG: .503 |
Bellinger took the National League by storm in his first year, setting an NL rookie record with 39 home runs. 
Pitchers seem to figure him out a bit late in the year, but his power is elite and he should have no problem 
clearing 40 HR and 100 RBI in his second campaign. 

last season

|7| Jose abreu | white sox

GP: 156 | H: 189 | R: 95 | HR: 33 | RBI: 102 | SB: 3 | AVG: .304 | OBP: .354 | SLG: .552 |

2018 Projections
GP: 146 | H: 169 | R: 82 | HR: 30 | RBI: 98 | SB: 2 | AVG: .290 | OBP: .341 | SLG: .509 |
Despite the White Sox being a combined 60 games below .500 in his first four MLB seasons, Abreu has 
produced 31 HR and 103 RBI per season since coming to the United States. The 31-year-old remains one of 
the safest picks at the position and may be picked up a few rounds later and produce similar results. 

last season

|8| eric hosmer | padres

GP: 162 | H: 192 | R: 98 | HR: 25 | RBI: 94 | SB: 6 | AVG: .318 | OBP: .385 | SLG: .498 |

2018 Projections
GP: 160 | H: 170 | R: 83 | HR: 22 | RBI: 85 | SB: 5 | AVG: .283 | OBP: .353 | SLG: .446 |
After seven years with the Royals, Hosmer signed with the Padres this spring. Hosmer is coming off of back-
to-back 25 home run seasons, but his power will likely take a hit at Pecto Park. Regardless, he is a career .284 
hitter with modest power that should be a key run producer in the middle of the Padres’ lineup.

(5-8) 
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last season

|9| miguel cabrera | tigers

GP: 130 | H: 117 | R: 50 | HR: 16 | RBI: 60 | SB: 0 | AVG: .249 | OBP: .329 | SLG: .399 |

(9-12) 

2018 Projections
GP: 147 | H: 153 | R: 70 | HR: 25 | RBI: 80 | SB: 1 | AVG: .285 | OBP: .361 | SLG: .478 |
Back issues plagued Cabrera in 2017 as he was limited to 130 games and hit under .300 for the first time since 2008. 
The disappointing campaign will see the former MVP fall down draft boards, making him a huge sleeper candidate. 
However, the rebuilding Tigers and back issues could hold him back from re-gaining his elite status in 2018.

last season

|10| Carlos Santana | phillies

GP: 154 | H: 148 | R: 90 | HR: 23 | RBI: 79 | SB: 5 | AVG: .259 | OBP: .363 | SLG: .455 |

2018 Projections
GP: 148 | H: 141 | R: 79 | HR: 27 | RBI: 82 | SB: 7 | AVG: .255 | OBP: .359 | SLG: .457 |
Santana is a better in points-league than Rotisserie because he picks up extra-base hits in bunches. Over 
the last four seasons, he has hit .246 while averaging 80 runs, 26 HR and 84 RBI. That kind of consistent 
production makes him a safe, low-end No.1 first baseman in Roto leagues —bump him up in points leagues.

last season

|11| Matt carpenter | cardinals

GP: 145 | H: 120 | R: 91 | HR: 23 | RBI: 69 | SB: 2 | AVG: .241 | OBP: .384 | SLG: .451 |

2018 Projections
GP: 156 | H: 144 | R: 85 | HR: 22 | RBI: 75 | SB: 3 | AVG: .262 | OBP: .400 | SLG: .450 |
Despite missing some time with injuries, Carpenter has seen an increase in power over the last two years 
and that bodes well for him if he’s healthy in 2018. He remains an OBP machine, so expect him to approach 
100 runs with solid numbers across the board. 

last season

|12| josh bell | pirates

GP: 159 | H: 140 | R: 75 | HR: 26 | RBI: 90 | SB: 2 | AVG: .255 | OBP: .334 | SLG: .466 |

2018 Projections
GP: 145 | H: 155 | R: 73 | HR: 20 | RBI: 80 | SB: 3 | AVG: .275 | OBP: .352 | SLG: .448 |
Bell’s 26 home runs and 90 RBI went overlooked last year because of other breakout seasons, but fantasy 
owners should take notice. Bell is more of a contact than power hitter, so expect his AVG to come back up 
toward .275 and his HR to drop closer to 20 than 30. He’s a low-end No.1/high-end No.2 first baseman. 

1B



last season

|13| ryan zimmerman | nationals

GP: 144 | H: 159 | R: 90 | HR: 36 | RBI: 108 | SB: 1 | AVG: .303 | OBP: .358 | SLG: .573 |

2018 Projections
GP: 127 | H: 136 | R: 69 | HR: 25 | RBI: 83 | SB: 2 | AVG: .269 | OBP: .326 | SLG: .474 |
Zimmerman had a ridiculous season going in 2017 but cooled off in the second half, hitting .269 with 17 HR 
and 45 RBI after the All-Star break. Owners will likely draft him on his season-end numbers (.303 / 36 HR / 
108 RBI) but he will likely end up being closer to the player that he was in the second half . 

last season

|14| justin smoak | blue jays

GP: 158 | H: 151 | R: 85 | HR: 38 | RBI: 90 | SB: 0 | AVG: .270 | OBP: .355 | SLG: .529 |

2018 Projections
GP: 145 | H: 138 | R: 76 | HR: 30 | RBI: 86 | SB: 1 | AVG: .250 | OBP: .338 | SLG: .461 |
Smoak hit 32 home runs in his first two seasons with the Blue Jays, but blew those numbers away in 2018 
when he stroked a career-high 38 homers with 90 RBI—31 clear of his previous career-best. He cooled off in 
the second half, so expect some regression in 2018, but he still boasts low-end No.1 first baseman upside. 

last season

|15| Justin Bour | MARLINS

GP: 108 | H: 109 | R: 52 | HR: 25 | RBI: 83 | SB: 1 | AVG: .289 | OBP: .366 | SLG: .536 |

2018 Projections
GP: 126 | H: 127 | R: 59 | HR: 24 | RBI: 75 | SB: 1 | AVG: .270 | OBP: .350 | SLG: .470 |
Injuries limited Bour to 108 games in 2017 but he was still able to set career highs in AVG (.289) OBP (.366), 
SLG (.536), Runs (52) HR (25) and RBI (83). The Marlins cleaned house this offseason, so Bour may have a more 
difficult time in 2018, but better fortune in the health department could see him match those numbers. 

last season

|16| Matt Olson | athletics

GP: 59 | H: 49 | R: 98 | HR: 24 | RBI: 45 | SB: 0 | AVG: .259 | OBP: .352 | SLG: .651 |

2018 Projections
GP: 135 | H: 126 | R: 74 | HR: 30 | RBI: 82 | SB: 1 | AVG: .237 | OBP: .332 | SLG: .457 |
After a few brief stints with the Athletics early in the year, Olson was called up for good in early-August. He 
went on to hit .283 with an absurd 20 HR and 36 RBI in just 138 at-bats. In his first full MLB season, regression 
is coming his way, but he could contend for the HR crown with a modest AVG. 

(13-16) 
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last season

|17| Logan morrison | twins

GP: 149 | H: 126 | R: 75 | HR: 38 | RBI: 85 | SB: 2 | AVG: .246 | OBP: .353 | SLG: .516 |

(17-20) 

2018 Projections
GP: 136 | H: 129 | R: 70 | HR: 29 | RBI: 76 | SB: 4 | AVG: .252 | OBP: .358 | SLG: .470 |
Thanks to a drastic increase in fly-ball% (46.2) and hard-hit% (37.4), Morrison destroyed his career highs in home 
runs (38) and RBI (85) in 2017. Still, he waited deep into the offseason before signing with the Twins, where he 
should enjoy playing at Target Field. Don’t expect a repeat of last year but 30 HR and 75 RBI is reasonable.  

last season

|18| greg bird | yankees

GP: 48 | H: 28 | R: 20 | HR: 9 | RBI: 28 | SB: 0 | AVG: .190 | OBP: .288 | SLG: .422 |

2018 Projections
GP: 124 | H: 111 | R: 61 | HR: 25 | RBI: 68 | SB: 1 | AVG: .249 | OBP: .339 | SLG: .471 |
Bird has displayed massive power early in his MLB career but injuries have limited to just 94 games since 
2015. However, with a power left-handed bat like his in Yankee Stadium, big things are expected of the 
25-year-old in 2018. With that said, it would be foolish to not have a backup plan given his injury history. 

last season

|19| Eric Thames | Brewers

GP: 138 | H: 116 | R: 83 | HR: 31 | RBI: 63 | SB: 4 | AVG: .247 | OBP: .359 | SLG: .518 |

2018 Projections
GP: 115 | H: 110 | R: 65 | HR: 24 | RBI: 65 | SB: 6 | AVG: .251 | OBP: .363 | SLG: .484 |
Upon returning to the United States, Thames burst onto the scene with 11 home runs in April. From there on 
he hit just 20 through the remainder of the season and struggled mightily against left-handed pitchers. He 
likely won’t face many lefties in 2018, so make sure to draft another 1B to play on his days off.  

last season

|20| Chris davis | orioles

GP: 128 | H: 98 | R: 65 | HR: 26 | RBI: 61 | SB: 1 | AVG: .215 | OBP: .309 | SLG: .423 |

2018 Projections
GP: 147 | H: 119 | R: 77 | HR: 32 | RBI: 79 | SB: 2 | AVG: .225 | OBP: .317 | SLG: .446 |
If you need a cheap source of power, Davis is your guy. Entering his age 32 season, Davis has seen his numbers fall 
off in recent years but he will still hit a lot of bombs. However, he’s also going to strike out a ton and will be lucky 
to hit his weight. Regardless, it is difficult to find a cheaper source of 30 HR, 80 RBI potential on draft day. 

1B



by: brock seguin
Jose Altuve is in a league all to 
himself when it comes to second 
base tiers. However, after him is a 
collection of hitters who can also 
hit for power and average—Brian 
Dozier, Daniel Murphy, Jonathan 
Schoop and Robinson Cano—
should be considered tier 1-A. 

Tier 2 includes guys who can get 
it done with the bat and on the 
base paths, led by speedster Dee 
Gordon, who can win you stolen 
bases by himself. DJ LeMehieu, 
Rougned Odor, Whit Merrifield, 
Javier Baez and Ian Kinsler can 
contribute in all facets, just to a 
much lesser degree than Altuve. 

Then you have top prospects 
Ozzie Albies and Yoan Moncada, 
who are trying to take the next 
step and they’re followed by a 
collection players who are trying 
to prove they’re still worthy of 
their top-20 ranking. 

positional breakdown

second base

1. Jose Altuve (HOU)
2. Brian Dozier (MIN)
3. Daniel Murphy (WSH)
4. Jonathan Schoop (BAL)
5. Robinson Cano (SEA)
6. Dee Gordon (SEA)
7. DJ LeMahieu (COL)
8. Rougned Odor (TEX)
9. Whit Merrifield (KC)

10. Javier Baez (CHC)
11. Ozzie Albies (ATL)
12. Ian Kinsler (LAA)
13. Yoan Moncada (CWS)
14. Jason Kipnis (CLE)
15. Josh Harrison (PIT)
16. Scooter Gennett (CIN)
17. Starlin Castro (MIA)
18. Joe Panik (SF)
19. Cesar Hernandez (PHI)
20. Jonathan Villar (MIL)

top 20



last season

|1| Jose Altuve | Astros

GP: 153 | H: 204 | R: 112 | HR: 24 | RBI: 81 | SB: 32 | AVG: .346 | OBP: .410 | SLG: .547 |

(1-4) 

2018 Projections
GP: 161 | H: 200 | R: 101 | HR: 20 | RBI: 85 | SB: 29 | AVG: .318 | OBP: .386 | SLG: .480 |
Coming off a magical 2017 season that saw him capture a World Series win and an A.L. MVP award, Altuve is once again top of his 
class heading into 2018. Altuve was five-category monster last year, racking up 24 homers and 81 RBIs while hitting for a robust 
.346 BA and .410 OBP. His 204 hits topped the MLB for the fourth consecutive season, and while his .370 BABIP is likely to regress, 
his usage and consistency atop one of the deadliest lineups in baseball makes him as safe of a pick there is come draft day.

last season

|2| brian dozier | twins

GP: 152 | H: 167 | R: 106 | HR: 34 | RBI: 93 | SB: 16 | AVG: .271 | OBP: .359 | SLG: .498 |

2018 Projections
GP: 152 | H: 159 | R: 96 | HR: 32 | RBI: 87 | SB: 16 | AVG: .256 | OBP: .346 | SLG: .473 |
After a monstrous 2016 season that saw Dozier belt out 42 HR, Dozier took a slight step back last year, managing just 34 HR as his 
isolated power fell to .227 from .278 the year before. Still, his counting stats are elite among his position, and he posted a more 
than tolerable .271 BA last year. Dozier makes for a fairly-safe pick come draft day, he’s played in at least 152 games and has scored 
at least 100 runs in four straight seasons, consistency almost unparalleled at his position. 

last season

|3| Daniel Murphy | Nationals

GP: 144 | H: 172 | R: 94 | HR: 23 | RBI: 93 | SB: 2 | AVG: .322 | OBP: .384 | SLG: .543 |

2018 Projections
GP: 138 | H: 169 | R: 78 | HR: 21 | RBI: 86 | SB: 3 | AVG: .312 | OBP: .376 | SLG: .506 |
A new uppercut-oriented swing plane resulted in a huge boost in isolated power for Murphy in 2016, jumping up to .249 from 
.168 the year before. Last year that number dipped slightly to .221, affecting his AVG more than any of his counting stats. His 
.322 BA and .384 OBP were still elite rates at the position, but it signifies a troubling trend for Murphy. Nevertheless, his walk rate 
continues to rise and his spot atop such a dangerous lineup should see him remain among the elite second basemen. 

last season

|4| jonathan schoop | orioles

GP: 160 | H: 182 | R: 92 | HR: 32 | RBI: 105 | SB: 1 | AVG: .293 | OBP: .338 | SLG: .503 |

2018 Projections
GP: 154 | H: 165 | R: 82 | HR: 30 | RBI: 90 | SB: 2 | AVG: .275 | OBP: .323 | SLG: .481 |
Schoop enjoyed a breakout campaign in 2017, posting career-highs in home runs (32), RBIs (105), runs scored (92), BA (.293), and 
OBP (.338). Such a sudden jump in performance is bound to produce as much skepticism as it is optimism, and with good reason. 
At. 21.0%, Schoop’s K% remained dangerously high last year despite his success, and his 5.2% walk rate is nothing to get excited 
about either. Still, 30 homers is more than attainable for him this year, just don’t expect a .300 BA to go with it.

2B



last season

|5| robinson cano | mariners

GP: 150 | H: 166 | R: 79 | HR: 23 | RBI: 97 | SB: 1 | AVG: .280 | OBP: .338 | SLG: .453 |

2018 Projections
GP: 150 | H: 172 | R: 77 | HR: 23 | RBI: 88 | SB: 2 | AVG: .286 | OBP: .343 | SLG: .453 |
2017 marked another disappointing season for Cano after a career year in 2016. His homerun total dropped by 16, and his runs 
by 28. His isolated power fell from .235 back to .172 after he seemingly rediscovered his power stroke in 2016. His BABIP and walk 
rates suggest his BA and OBP are safe from regression, but he’ll need his home-run-swing to return to form if he wants to move 
back into the top echelon of fantasy second-basemen. 

last season

|6| dee gordon | mariners

GP: 158 | H: 201 | R: 114 | HR: 2 | RBI: 33 | SB: 60 | AVG: .308 | OBP: .341 | SLG: .375 |

2018 Projections
GP: 136 | H: 174 | R: 83 | HR: 4 | RBI: 40 | SB: 44 | AVG: .290 | OBP: .323 | SLG: .366 |
If you’re not in need of any home runs or RBIs from your second-baseman, Gordon can be a premier source of runs and stolen 
bases. In 158 games in 2017, Gordon contributed 114 runs scored and 60 stolen bases, making him a formidable asset in any 
fantasy league with traditional scoring formats. It’s unlikely that he tops .300 BA again this season but he’s a threat for 100 runs 
again as he sits atop the Mariners’ starting lineup. 

last season

|7| dj LeMahieu | rockies

GP: 155 | H: 189 | R: 95 | HR: 8 | RBI: 64 | SB: 6 | AVG: .310 | OBP: .374 | SLG: .409 |

2018 Projections
GP: 150 | H: 187 | R: 86 | HR: 9 | RBI: 62 | SB: 11 | AVG: .309 | OBP: .373 | SLG: .419 |
LeMahieu has quietly been one of the more consistent second-baseman over the last few seasons. While he’s failed to top more 
than 11 home runs in a single season, LeMahieu has logged three straight years with at least 60 RBIs and a .300 batting average. 
He has relied on an extremely-high BABIP to do so, but he’s shown the ability to maintain it. With no real run production to fall 
back on, LeMahieu’s year could get ugly fast if his BABIP falters out the gate, something to keep in mind come draft day.

last season

|8| rougned odor | rangers

GP: 162 | H: 124 | R: 79 | HR: 30 | RBI: 75 | SB: 15 | AVG: .204 | OBP: .252 | SLG: .397 |

2018 Projections
GP: 152 | H: 147 | R: 79 | HR: 29 | RBI: 84 | SB: 13 | AVG: .254 | OBP: .299 | SLG: .466 |
While logging back-to-back seasons of 30-plus homers and 70 plus RBIs is admirable production from a 2B, it seems more likely 
with each passing year that Odor will forever be limited by his poor contact rates. His strikeout rate ballooned to a career-worst 
24.9% last year. Expect his BA to bounce-back to a more respectable total this year, but his value is further diminished in OBP 
leagues thanks to a career walk rate of just 4.9%.

(5-8) 
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last season

|9| Whit Merrifield| Royals

GP: 145 | H: 169 | R: 80 | HR: 19 | RBI: 78 | SB: 34 | AVG: .288 | OBP: .324 | SLG: .460 |

(9-12) 

2018 Projections
GP: 147 | H: 165 | R: 76 | HR: 13 | RBI: 61 | SB: 25 | AVG: .273 | OBP: .311 | SLG: .409 |
Merrifield made for a nice surprise in 2017 in what was his first full-season. The 29-year-old tallied 19 home runs and 78 RBIs, 
while quietly acting as a nice source of stolen bases as well, finishing the year with 34. His .288 BA seems to be repeatable, but his 
value is ultimately limited in OBP leagues thanks to a 4.6 BB%. Nevertheless, his strong counting stats should make him a starting 
second-baseman in traditional formats. 

last season

|10| javier Baez | cubs

GP: 145 | H: 128 | R: 75 | HR: 23 | RBI: 75 | SB: 10 | AVG: .273 | OBP: .317 | SLG: .480 |

2018 Projections
GP: 135 | H: 134 | R: 63 | HR: 21 | RBI: 67 | SB: 11 | AVG: .269 | OBP: .313 | SLG: .451 |
After an abysmal 2016 at the plate, Baez was in danger of being type-casted as a super-utility defender for the Cubs whose 
defensive value far outweighed anything he brought to the plate. Baez flipped the script in 2017, racking up 23 homers and 
75 RBIs, showcasing the power he was originally thought to be capable of. His isolated power spiked to .208 and he posted yet 
another year with an above-average BABIP, suggesting last year’s totals are more than doable for Baez in 2017.

last season

|11| Ozzie Albies | braves

GP: 57 | H: 62 | R: 34 | HR: 6 | RBI: 28 | SB: 8 | AVG: .286 | OBP: .354 | SLG: .456 |

2018 Projections
GP: 153 | H: 156 | R: 77 | HR: 12 | RBI: 61 | SB: 20 | AVG: .268 | OBP: .338 | SLG: .409 |
Albies thoroughly impressed fantasy owners in 55 games in 2016. The 21-year-old contributed six home runs, 28 RBI and eight 
steals along with a .286 BA and .354 OBP. That’s the type of rookie-season that really gets fantasy owners excited, and those hopes 
are all but confirmed by his 8.6 BB% and 14.8 K%, incredibly impressive rates for a 20-year-old. He projects to be a starting second-
baseman in re-draft leagues, but should probably be one of the first 3 or 4 second-baseman off the board in dynasty formats. 

last season

|12| ian kinsler | angels

GP: 139 | H: 130 | R: 90 | HR: 22 | RBI: 52 | SB: 14 | AVG: .236 | OBP: .313 | SLG: .412 |

2018 Projections
GP: 145 | H: 150 | R: 82 | HR: 18 | RBI: 60 | SB: 12 | AVG: .257 | OBP: .331 | SLG: .404 |
Luckily for the Angels and their new 2B, not all of Kinsler’s struggles in 2017 can be attributed to an aging-player in decline. 
Despite a dramatic dip in both his BA and OBP, Kinsler’s walk and strikeout rates actually improved from 2016. Kinsler’s year was 
mostly derailed by a .244 BABIP, his worst since 2009. He should continue to be an elite source of runs atop the Angels lineup, and 
20 home runs feels like a pretty safe bet

2B



last season

|13| yoan Moncada | white sox

GP: 54 | H: 46 | R: 31 | HR: 8 | RBI: 22 | SB: 3 | AVG: .231 | OBP: .338 | SLG: .412 |

2018 Projections
GP: 145 | H: 128 | R: 79 | HR: 19 | RBI: 61 | SB: 22 | AVG: .240 | OBP: .345 | SLG: .403 |
Moncada performed well during his first cup of coffee with the White Sox in 2016, totalling eight home runs, 22 RBIs, and 31 runs 
scored in just 231 plate appearances. He has the build of an All-Star second-baseman, but contact rates are an issue. Moncada had 
an astounding strikeout rate of 32.0% in the MLB last year, right on par with the 28.3% he posted in AAA. Luckily, a 12.6% walk rate 
helped keep his OBP afloat, but he’ll need to work on his contact if he ever wants to be an elite fantasy second-baseman. 

last season

|14| Jason Kipnis | indians

GP: 90 | H: 78 | R: 43 | HR: 12 | RBI: 35 | SB: 6 | AVG: .232 | OBP: .291 | SLG: .414 |

2018 Projections
GP: 133 | H: 134 | R: 71 | HR: 16 | RBI: 61 | SB: 11 | AVG: .262 | OBP: .318 | SLG: .426 |
Kipnis had trouble staying healthy last year, playing in just 90 games for Cleveland, and wasn’t all that productive even when 
he was on the field. He saw a decline in his run production, BB%, and ISO, none of which bode well for a 30-year-old second-
baseman. Yes he was a valuable fantasy asset in 2016, but banking on his health issues subsiding and his production rates 
bouncing back is simply too much hope to invest in one player.

last season

|15| josh harrison | pirates

GP: 128 | H: 132 | R: 66 | HR: 16 | RBI: 47 | SB: 12 | AVG: .272 | OBP: .339 | SLG: .432 |

2018 Projections
GP: 132 | H: 145 | R: 64 | HR: 10 | RBI: 54 | SB: 15 | AVG: .276 | OBP: .343 | SLG: .404 |
Harrison added another dynamic to his game in 2017, setting a career-high in home runs with 16 after hitting a combined 
eight in the two seasons prior. Harrison did it in a limited role for the Pirates, playing in just 128 games. If he’s able to 
secure more playing time this year and maintain his jump in isolated power, Harrison could be a 20 home run threat.

last season

|16| scooter gennett | reds

GP: 141 | H: 136 | R: 80 | HR: 27 | RBI: 97 | SB: 3 | AVG: .295 | OBP: .342 | SLG: .531 |

2018 Projections
GP: 115 | H: 133 | R: 64 | HR: 19 | RBI: 71 | SB: 4 | AVG: .268 | OBP: .316 | SLG: .446 |
Gennett was one of the more shocking developments of the 2017 season. Gennett shattered his previous career highs in home 
runs (14) and RBIs (56), racking up 27 homers and 97 RBIs in just 141 games for the Reds. While the power does seem legit, 
Gennett failed to prove he could hit lefties last season and will most likely be used in a platoon for the Reds this year, ultimately 
limiting his potential counting stats. He can provide a boost to the depth of your roster, but don’t be the one reaching for him. 

(13-16) 
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last season

|17| Starlin Castro| marlins

GP: 112 | H: 133 | R: 66 | HR: 16 | RBI: 63 | SB: 2 | AVG: .300 | OBP: .338 | SLG: .454 |

(17-20) 

2018 Projections
GP: 132 | H: 146 | R: 61 | HR: 15 | RBI: 64 | SB: 5 | AVG: .274 | OBP: .314 | SLG: .415 |
After a nice bounce-back season in 2017, Castro is almost certain to regress in 2018. His home runs and isolated power should 
drop with the move away from Yankee Stadium, and you can expect his runs and RBIs to plummet as well as he plays with a 
dramatically-worse lineup in Miami. Don’t expect Castro to post another .300 BA either, he relied on a career-high BABIP and 22 
infield hits to do so.

last season

|18| joe panik | giants

GP: 138 | H: 147 | R: 60 | HR: 10 | RBI: 53 | SB: 4 | AVG: .288 | OBP: .347 | SLG: .421 |

2018 Projections
GP: 135 | H: 149 | R: 68 | HR: 10 | RBI: 57 | SB: 5 | AVG: .282 | OBP: .342 | SLG: .405 |
There’s little to get excited about with Joe Panik. The Giants second-baseman is capable of posting above average BA and OBP, but 
offers little to no power or speed. Sure his contact rates are appealing, but with nothing to suggest any type of breakout in power, 
you can avoid Panik on draft day as he seems destined to settle into mediocrity, offering at most a decent placeholder while you 
wait for someone like Daniel Murphy to be cleared to play. 

last season

|19| cesar hernandez | phillies

GP: 128 | H: 150 | R: 85 | HR: 9 | RBI: 34 | SB: 15 | AVG: .294 | OBP: .373 | SLG: .421 |

2018 Projections
GP: 138 | H: 160 | R: 77 | HR: 8 | RBI: 45 | SB: 19 | AVG: .281 | OBP: .361 | SLG: .384 |
Hernandez is ultimately limited by his lack of power, and his speed just isn’t enough to offset that. His consistent 
contact rates and high BB% means he makes for a solid bench player that can pad your averages when the need 
arises, but unless his power makes some sort of breakthrough his value is ultimately capped there. 

last season

|20| jonathan villar | brewers

GP: 122 | H: 97 | R: 49 | HR: 11 | RBI: 40 | SB: 23 | AVG: .241 | OBP: .293 | SLG: .372 |

2018 Projections
GP: 105 | H: 117 | R: 61 | HR: 13 | RBI: 48 | SB: 31 | AVG: .249 | OBP: .301 | SLG: .390 |
It’s hard to overlook the atrocity that was Villar’s 2017 season, but his 2016 breakout lingers strongly enough in our minds that we 
couldn’t hold him off this list. Perhaps most disappointing for Villar was his sharp decline in BB%, which fell to 6.9% from 11.6% in 
2017. That, along with a rise in K% and drop in BABIP, limited the damage he could do on the base paths, which is where his value 
truly lies. He’ll need to make improvements in all of those areas if he wants to get back anywhere near where he was in 2016.

2B



by: brock seguin
Manny Machado’s move to 
shortstop this season means 
there will be four players vying 
for the top spot at the position. 
He joins the likes of category filler 
Francisco Lindor, World Series 
Champion Carlos Correa and 
speedster Trea Turner in the first 
tier. 

Corey Seager lingers not too 
far behind, along with Xander 
Bogaerts who will look to bounce-
back after a so-so campaign a 
year ago. After that there are only 
a few names who you can really 
count on for big numbers and the 
rest have potential to disappoint.

One thing that shortstop provides 
is consistent, high-floor, low-
ceiling options. Players like 
Andrelton Simmons is someone 
who will be in the lineup everyday 
because of his glove and brings 
an O.K. bat to the lineup. 
He’s the kind of No.2 
shortstop that you 
know will be there in 
the late rounds to
 either provide depth 
or fill a hole if you went heavy at 
other positions. 

positional breakdown

SHORTSTOPs

1. Francisco Lindor (CLE)
2. Carlos Correa (HOU)
3. Manny Machado (BAL)
4. Trea Turner (WSH)
5. Corey Seager (LAD)
6. Xander Bogaerts (BOS
7. Elvis Andrus (TEX)
8. Jean Segura (SEA)
9. Didi Gregorius (NYY)

10. Trevor Story (COL)
11. Paul DeJong (STL)
12. Orlando Arcia (MIL)
13. Addison Russell (CHC) 
14. Marcus Semien (OAK)
15. Tim Anderson (CWS)
16. Andrelton Simmons (ATL)
17. Tim Beckham (BAL)
18. Brandon Crawford (SF)
19. Zack Cozart (LAA)
20. Ketel Marte (ARI)

top 20



last season

|1| Francisco Lindor | Indians

GP: 159 | H: 178 | R: 99 | HR: 33 | RBI: 89 | SB: 15 | AVG: .273 | OBP: .337 | SLG: .505 |

(1-4) 

2018 Projections
GP: 157 | H: 187 | R: 97 | HR: 27 | RBI: 89 | SB: 18 | AVG: .292 | OBP: .354 | SLG: .488 | 
Lindor’s change in approach in 2017 led to a drastic increase in home runs (15 to 33) but a drop in batting average 
(.301 to .273). The 24-year-old also swiped at least 12 bags for the third consecutive season and comes into 2018 as a 
true five-tool threat at a relatively sparse shortstop position. He is capable of hitting .300 with 25 HR, 25 SB and 90 RBI.

last season

|2| Carlos Correa | Astros

GP: 109 | H: 133 | R: 82 | HR: 24 | RBI: 84 | SB: 2 | AVG: .315 | OBP: .391 | SLG: .550 |

2018 Projections
GP: 149 | H: 171 | R: 89 | HR: 28 | RBI: 99 | SB: 8 | AVG: .296 | OBP: .374 | SLG: .504 | 
A thumb injury limited Correa’s overall numbers in 2017, but don’t be fooled, he was outstanding when healthy. At 
just 22-years-old, he hit .315 while recording his third straight 20-plus home run season and 84 RBI. The only negative 
about his 2017 season was he was limited on the base paths after recording double-digit steals in his first two seasons.

last season

|3| Manny Machado | Orioles

GP: 156 | H: 163 | R: 81 | HR: 33 | RBI: 95 | SB: 9 | AVG: .259 | OBP: .310 | SLG: .471 |

2018 Projections
GP: 155 | H: 179 | R: 93 | HR: 36 | RBI: 100 | SB: 8 | AVG: .286 | OBP: .335 | SLG: .513 | 
Machado had a tough time in the first half of 2017 but looked much more like himself after the All-Star break, hitting 
.290 with 15 home runs and 48 RBI. Machado’s shift to shortstop this season will make him even more valuable as a 
dual-position threat. Machado should have no trouble carrying his second-half success into Opening Day. 

last season

|4| Trea Turner | Nationals

GP: 98 | H: 117 | R: 75 | HR: 11 | RBI: 45 | SB: 46 | AVG: .284 | OBP: .338 | SLG: .451 |

2018 Projections
GP: 138 | H: 174 | R: 94 | HR: 18 | RBI: 68 | SB: 51 | AVG: .293 | OBP: .347 | SLG: .462 |
 Turner is an absolute game breaker. He has the ability to hit for average with pop and could easily lead the 
majors in steals this season. Unlike his fellow speedster Billy Hamilton, Turner contributes across the board. 
The 24-year-old should approach 20 home runs, 70 RBI and 60 steals, all while hitting close to .300.

SS



last season

|5| Corey Seager | Dodgers

GP: 145 | H: 159 | R: 85 | HR: 22 | RBI: 77 | SB: 4 | AVG: .295 | OBP: .375 | SLG: .479 |

2018 Projections
GP: 151 | H: 177 | R: 93 | HR: 23 | RBI: 88 | SB: 5 | AVG: .295 | OBP: .375 | SLG: .476 | 
Through his first two MLB seasons, Seager has hit .302 with 24 home runs and 75 RBI. Those are rock solid 
numbers for the 23-year-old and that should be considered his floor heading into 2018. Seager’s only 
downfall is the lack of stolen base upside that the other elite shortstops possess.

last season

|6| Xander Bogaerts | Red Sox

GP: 148 | H: 156 | R: 94 | HR: 10 | RBI: 62 | SB: 15 | AVG: .273 | OBP: .343 | SLG: .403 |

2018 Projections
GP: 150 | H: 172 | R: 86 | HR: 15 | RBI: 75 | SB: 13 | AVG: .288 | OBP: .356 | SLG: .428 | 
Bogaerts had a really good first half in 2017 but a midseason wrist injury slowed him down in the second half. Coming 
into his fifth full MLB season, it is hard to expect any improvement on his career numbers to-date. The 25-year-old has 
hit .283 while averaging 13 home runs and 70 RBI in the last four years—expect much of the same in 2018.

last season

|7| Elvis Andrus | Rangers

GP: 158 | H: 191 | R: 100 | HR: 20 | RBI: 88 | SB: 25 | AVG: .297 | OBP: .337 | SLG: .471 |

2018 Projections
GP: 149 | H: 171 | R: 85 | HR: 13 | RBI: 67 | SB: 25 | AVG: .282 | OBP: .323 | SLG: .415 | 
Andrus has been an extremely consistent source of AVG and stolen bases throughout his career, but he set 
new  career-highs in home runs (20) and RBI (88) last season—completely unexpectedly as well. In 2018, you 
can draft him with confidence if you are expecting a .280 AVG, 25 SB and modest power totals.

last season

|8| Jean Segura | Mariners

GP: 125 | H: 157 | R: 80 | HR: 11 | RBI: 45 | SB: 22 | AVG: .300 | OBP: .349 | SLG: .427 |

2018 Projections
GP: 138 | H: 165 | R: 79 | HR: 12 | RBI: 55 | SB: 25 | AVG: .282 | OBP: .333 | SLG: .400 | 
Segura was an obvious candidate for regression in 2017 and there were no surprises. Despite a drop in 
production, he still enjoyed a solid year, hitting .300 with 11 HR and 45 RBI. He can fill all of the categories 
thanks to his high-contact rate, decent pop and speed. 
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last season

|9| Didi Gregorius | Yankees

GP: 136 | H: 153 | R: 73 | HR: 25 | RBI: 87 | SB: 3 | AVG: .287 | OBP: .318 | SLG: .478 |

(9-12) 

2018 Projections
GP: 141 | H: 153 | R: 71 | HR: 20 | RBI: 74 | SB: 6 | AVG: .269 | OBP: .302 | SLG: .430 | 
After hitting just 22 home runs in his first three MLB seasons, Gregorius has mashed a combined 45 dingers 
in the last two seasons. The improved power while maintaining a high average and playing in a dangerous 
Yankees lineup makes Gregorius a top-10 option at the position.

last season

|10| Trevor Story | Rockies

GP: 145 | H: 120 | R: 68 | HR: 24 | RBI: 82 | SB: 7 | AVG: .239 | OBP: .308 | SLG: .457 |

2018 Projections
GP: 142 | H: 133 | R: 75 | HR: 27 | RBI: 82 | SB: 9 | AVG: .248 | OBP: .316 | SLG: .474 | 
Story made a huge splash in his rookie season but took a step back in 2017. Story has collected 51 home runs 
in his first 242 MLB games, showcasing that he is a true 30 HR threat, especially while playing in Colorado. 
Drafting Story will  come with its peaks and valleys but he has the tools to be a top-10 fantasy shortstop.

last season

|11| Paul DeJong | Cardinals

GP: 108 | H: 119 | R: 55 | HR: 25 | RBI: 65 | SB: 1 | AVG: .285 | OBP: .325 | SLG: .532 |

2018 Projections
GP: 131 | H: 137 | R: 64 | HR: 23 | RBI: 73 | SB: 2 | AVG: .261 | OBP: .302 | SLG: .451 | 
Where did that come from? The former 38th round pick came out of nowhere to hit .285 with 25 home runs 
and 65 RBI. Is regression coming for him in 2018? Absolutely. But everyone is thinking it, so he should drop 
down draft boards and be a cheap source of power at a position that lacks it.

last season

|12| Orlando Arcia | Brewers

GP: 153 | H: 140 | R: 56 | HR: 15 | RBI: 53 | SB: 14 | AVG: .277 | OBP: .324 | SLG: .407 |

2018 Projections
GP: 143 | H: 139 | R: 59 | HR: 12 | RBI: 56 | SB: 17 | AVG: .264 | OBP: .312 | SLG: .395 | 
After a rather disappointing rookie season, Arcia improved in his sophomore season, hitting .277 with 15 
home runs, 53 RBI and 14 stolen bases. The Brewers made some nice offseason additions this summer, so 
Arcia should have more run producing opportunities and allow him to take another step forward in 2018.

SS



last season

|13| Addison Russell | Cubs

GP: 110 | H: 84 | R: 63 | HR: 12 | RBI: 43 | SB: 2 | AVG: .239 | OBP: .304 | SLG: .418 |

2018 Projections
GP: 130 | H: 126 | R: 63 | HR: 19 | RBI: 68 | SB: 5 | AVG: .250 | OBP: .315 | SLG: .429 | 
Through his first three MLB seasons, Russell has hit .240 with 15 home runs with 64 RBI. He took a step backward after 
a breakout 2016 campaign, but some of that can be chalked up to a foot injury. Still just 24-years-old, Russell will look 
to re-gain his form from two years ago and could return to No.1 fantasy shortstop status.

last season

|14| Marcus Semien | Athletics

GP: 85 | H: 85 | R: 53 | HR: 10 | RBI: 40 | SB: 12 | AVG: .249 | OBP: .325 | SLG: .398 |

2018 Projections
GP: 134 | H: 135 | R: 72 | HR: 20 | RBI: 59 | SB: 14 | AVG: .251 | OBP: .327 | SLG: .418 | 
Semien had a breakout year in 2016 but battled injuries in 2017. His fantasy numbers took a major shift as he 
went from being a power threat with modest speed and a low average, to a decent average, modest power 
and tons of speed. Given the drastic differences, it’s hard to project Semien in 2018, but he should remain in 

last season

|15| Tim Anderson | White Sox

GP: 146 | H: 151 | R: 72 | HR: 17 | RBI: 56 | SB: 15 | AVG: .257 | OBP: .276 | SLG: .402 |

2018 Projections
GP: 143 | H: 153 | R: 68 | HR: 15 | RBI: 57 | SB: 18 | AVG: .265 | OBP: .285 | SLG: .407 |
You definitely won’t get a high OBP out of Anderson because he’s not afraid to swing the bat—at all. In his 
first two MLB seasons, Anderson has hit .268 while posting 15 HR,  49 RBI and 14 SB per 140 games. If he can 
simply duplicate those numbers in 2018, he becomes a low-end No.1/high-end No.2 fantasy shortstop.

last season

|16| Andrelton Simmons | Angels

GP: 158 | H: 164 | R: 77 | HR: 14 | RBI: 69 | SB: 19 | AVG: .278 | OBP: .331 | SLG: .421 |

2018 Projections
GP: 155 | H: 157 | R: 67 | HR: 10 | RBI: 57 | SB: 15 | AVG: .273 | OBP: .325 | SLG: .382 | 
Simmons is an elite defensive shortstop with excellent contact skills but a decrease in ground-ball rate and an increase 
in hard-hit percentage led to a career-year for the 28-year-old in 2017. He doesn’t have high upside, but his a safe No.2 
fantasy shortstop option.
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last season

|17| Tim Beckham | Orioles

GP: 137 | H: 148 | R: 67 | HR: 22 | RBI: 62 | SB: 6 | AVG: .278 | OBP: .328 | SLG: .454 |

(17-20) 

2018 Projections
GP: 138 | H: 139 | R: 66 | HR: 20 | RBI: 62 | SB: 8 | AVG: .256 | OBP: .308 | SLG: .423 | 
Beckham broke out in 2017, hitting .278 with 22 home runs and 62 RBI. The 28-year-old is able to maintain a 
decent enough average despite striking out an awful lot. He brings some power to a position that is devoid 
of it and he should be able to get back to 20 HR and 60 RBI again in 2018.

last season

|18| Brandon Crawford | Giants

GP: 144 | H: 131 | R: 58 | HR: 14 | RBI: 77 | SB: 3 | AVG: .253 | OBP: .305 | SLG: .403 |

2018 Projections
GP: 142 | H: 142 | R: 60 | HR: 14 | RBI: 74 | SB: 5 | AVG: .260 | OBP: .312 | SLG: .405 | 
Crawford is consistent but unspectacular. His glove allows him to play everyday and he boasts a solid .254 
career average while posting double-digit home runs and floating around 80 RBI. Crawford isn’t going to 
surprise anyone and his upside is rather limited, but he’s a safe No.2 SS option.

last season

|19| Zack Cozart | Angels

GP: 122 | H: 130 | R: 80 | HR: 24 | RBI: 63 | SB: 3 | AVG: .297 | OBP: .385 | SLG: .548 |

2018 Projections
GP: 123 | H: 124 | R: 64 | HR: 18 | RBI: 61 | SB: 4 | AVG: .259 | OBP: .353 | SLG: .435 |
Cozart set career highs in AVG (.297) and HR (24) while tying his previous high in RBI (63) in 2017. This summer he inked a 
deal with the Angels, where he will shift to third base and give him dual-position eligibility. He likely won’t match last year’s 
totals, but can hit above .250 with double-digit home runs and 50-plus RBIs in a powerful Angels lineup.

last season

|20| Ketel Marte | Diamondbacks

GP: 73 | H: 58 | R: 30 | HR: 5 | RBI: 18 | SB: 3 | AVG: .260 | OBP: .345 | SLG: .395 |

2018 Projections
GP: 133 | H: 141 | R: 63 | HR: 8 | RBI: 47 | SB: 12 | AVG: .281 | OBP: .364 | SLG: .409 | 
Marte brings some speed to the table but he hasn’t been able to put that on display in Arizona yet. The 
25-year-old posted solid numbers in 2017 and should be able to build on them with a full complement of plate 
appearances in 2018. If he can move his way up the Diamondbacks’ lineup, you should see his speed put to use.

SS



by: brock seguin
Unlike first and second base, third 
base actually has some depth to 
it. Nolan Arenado, Kris Bryant, 
Josh Donaldson and Anthony 
Rendon are category fillers 
and you should be happy to 
have any of them at the hot 
corner.

The second tier of third basemen 
is interesting. Each player is 
coming off of a career-best season 
and are looking to prove it wasn’t 
a fluke. Justin Turner hit .322 with 
power, Nicholas Castellanos went 
for 101 RBIs, Alex Bregman is just 
scratching the surface of what he’s 
expected to do and Miguel Sano 
is hoping to break into the 30 HR, 
80 RBI club. 

If you want to take a sure-thing 
rather than buy into 2017 hype, 
tier 3 is for you. You know exactly 
what you’re going to get with 
players like Mike Moustakas, Kyle 
Seager, Adrian Beltre and Evan 
Longoria. 

positional breakdown

third base

1. Nolan Arenado (COL)
2. Kris Bryant (CHC)
3. Josh Donaldson (TOR)
4. Jose Ramirez (CLE)
5. Anthony Rendon (WSH)
6. Justin Turner (LAD)
7. Nicholas Castellanos (DET)
8. Alex Bregman (HOU)
9. Miguel Sano (MIN)

10. Mike Moustakas (KC)
11. Kyle Seager (SEA)
12. Jake Lamb (ARI)
13. Adrian Beltre (TEX)
14. Evan Longoria (SF)
15. Rafael Demers (BOS)
16. Travis Shaw (MIL)
17. Eugenio Suarez (CIN)
18. Maikel Franco (PHI)
19. Joey Gallo (TEX)
20. Todd Frazier (NYM)

top 20



last season

|1| Nolan Arenado | Rockies

GP: 159 | H: 187 | R: 100 | HR: 37 | RBI: 130 | SB: 3 | AVG: .309 | OBP: .373 | SLG: .586 |

(1-4) 

2018 Projections
GP: 160 | H: 182 | R: 100 | HR: 41 | RBI: 122 | SB: 3 | AVG: .293 | OBP: .360 | SLG: .570 | 
Arenado continued his dominance of his position in fantasy baseball in 2017, posting his third consecutive season with at least 
35 homers and 130 RBIs. He once again reaped the benefits of playing at Coors Field, posting a home OPS of 1.036 last year. His 
.309 BA was a bonus for Arenado-owners last season, though a career-high BABIP of .320 suggests that isn’t likely to continue into 
2018.

last season

|2| Kris Bryant | CUBS

GP: 151 | H: 162 | R: 111 | HR: 29 | RBI: 73 | SB: 7 | AVG: .295 | OBP: .409 | SLG: .537 |

2018 Projections
GP: 162 | H: 173 | R: 104 | HR: 33 | RBI: 92 | SB: 10 | AVG: .288 | OBP: .402 | SLG: .517 | 
While the dip in power was a disappointment (29 home runs in 2017 compared to 39 in 2016), Bryant continued to improve on 
his walk and strikeout rates in 2017, the most glaring weaknesses in his game upon his arrival to the big leagues. He posted career 
highs in BA (.295) and OBP (.409). Should his power numbers bounce back this year, Bryant could make a real push for the top 
third-baseman in fantasy baseball, especially in OBP formats.

last season

|3| Josh Donaldson | blue Jays

GP: 113 | H: 112 | R: 65 | HR: 33 | RBI: 78 | SB: 2 | AVG: .270 | OBP: .385 | SLG: .559 |

2018 Projections
GP: 154 | H: 156 | R: 93 | HR: 36 | RBI: 96 | SB: 5 | AVG: .274 | OBP: .388 | SLG: .522 | 
Donaldson was able to tally-up 33 homers and 78 RBIs despite injuries limiting the former-MVP to just 113 games in 2017. He was 
on pace for an astounding 47 home runs over a 162-game season, so while his health remains a concern Donaldson proved his 
swing should not be. If he can stay healthy and maintain his risking strikeout rate, Donaldson could collect some more hardware 
in 2018.

last season

|4| Jose Ramirez | indians

GP: 152 | H: 186 | R: 107 | HR: 29 | RBI: 83 | SB: 17 | AVG: .318 | OBP: .374 | SLG: .583 |

2018 Projections
GP: 159 | H: 184 | R: 95 | HR: 22 | RBI: 82 | SB: 19 | AVG: .299 | OBP: .356 | SLG: .492 |
 While his game pales in comparison to his colleagues ranked above him, Ramirez acts as a reasonable compensation prize. 
Ramirez was able to maintain his elite contact rates while adding a power dynamic to his swing in 2017 as he exploded for a 
career-high 29 homers. Even if his power falls off a touch he has the speed and plate vision to keep his counting numbers afloat.

3B



last season

|5| Anthony Rendon | nationals

GP: 147 | H: 153 | R: 81 | HR: 25 | RBI: 100 | SB: 7 | AVG: .301 | OBP: .403 | SLG: .533 |

2018 Projections
GP: 161 | H: 162 | R: 84 | HR: 22 | RBI: 86 | SB: 9 | AVG: .283 | OBP: .388 | SLG: .461 | 
Rendon is fresh off a career year in 2017, setting new personal bests in home runs (25), RBIS (100), BA (.301), and OBP (.403). The 
gains he’s made in his power have more than made up for the loss in stolen bases. His plate vision also seemingly reached a new 
level in 2017 as Rendon posted career-best strikeout and walk rates, which certainly contributed to that gaudy OBP. He remains 
one of the best second-tier options at his position.

last season

|6| justin turner | dodgers

GP: 130 | H: 147 | R: 72 | HR: 21 | RBI: 71 | SB: 7 | AVG: .322 | OBP: .415 | SLG: .530 |

2018 Projections
GP: 148 | H: 160 | R: 76 | HR: 22 | RBI: 80 | SB: 6 | AVG: .293 | OBP: .391 | SLG: .473 | 
While his counting numbers fell off in 2017 Turner actually built on his breakout 2016 campaign, most notably by cutting his 
strikeouts nearly in half. That combined with improved hard-contact rates and a career-high BABIP resulted in a .322 BA and 
an elite .415 OBP. These trends continuing into 2018 along with good-health is what Turner will need to maintain his spike in 
production.

last season

|7| nicholas Castellanos | tigers

GP: 157 | H: 167 | R: 73 | HR: 26 | RBI: 101 | SB: 4 | AVG: .272 | OBP: .320 | SLG: .490 |

2018 Projections
GP: 158 | H: 171 | R: 66 | HR: 24 | RBI: 94 | SB: 2 | AVG: .276 | OBP: .325 | SLG: .486 | 
Castellanos finally elevated his game in 2017, racking up a career-high 26 home runs and 101 RBIs. After a .345 BABIP propelled 
him to a .285 BA in 2016, Castellanos was covered in red flags heading into 2017. He was able to mitigate most of the loss in BABIP 
by improving his contact rates and lowering his strikeout rates. He’ll need to continue doing so before he moves into next echelon 
of third-baseman.

last season

|8| alex bregman | astros

GP: 155 | H: 158 | R: 88 | HR: 19 | RBI: 71 | SB: 17 | AVG: .284 | OBP: .352 | SLG: .475 |

2018 Projections
GP: 155 | H: 162 | R: 83 | HR: 21 | RBI: 74 | SB: 12 | AVG: .278 | OBP: .347 | SLG: .459 | 
Bregman is ultimately limited by where he sits in the elite Astros’ lineup, routinely hitting in the bottom-third of the order last 
season. He raised his walk rate and lower his strikeout rate in 2017, and also added an element of speed to his game with 17 
steals. He could easily move up these rankings if he hit higher in the lineup, but still makes for a formidable fantasy third-baseman 
regardless.
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last season

|9| miguel SANO | twins

GP: 114 | H: 112 | R: 75 | HR: 28 | RBI: 77 | SB: 0 | AVG: .264 | OBP: .352 | SLG: .507 |

(9-12) 

2018 Projections
GP: 130 | H: 127 | R: 74 | HR: 32 | RBI: 84 | SB: 1 | AVG: .252 | OBP: .342 | SLG: .497 | 
Sano failed to stay healthy again in 2017, ultimately being limited to 114 games. A domestic violence charge also threatens his 
status for opening day as Sano could still be subject to a suspension from the league. Throw in his sky-high 35.8% strikeout rate 
and there’s a lot not to like here. He needed a .375 BABIP to post just a .264 BA, meaning you’ll have to stomach the damage he’ll 
do to your BA and/or OBP if you want to add his power numbers.

last season

|10| mike moustakas | royals

GP: 148 | H: 151 | R: 75 | HR: 38 | RBI: 85 | SB: 0 | AVG: .272 | OBP: .314 | SLG: .521 |

2018 Projections
GP: 148 | H: 150 | R: 71 | HR: 32 | RBI: 82 | SB: 0 | AVG: .276 | OBP: .324 | SLG: .497 | 
Moustakas exploded for 38 homers in 2017, obliterating his previous career-high of 22. The breakout in power was a long-
time coming for the 29-year-old, though his isolated power mimicked what he did in just 27 games in 2016, suggesting 
the outburst might be sustainable. His value is substantially lower in OBP formats thanks to a career 6.4% walk rate.

last season

|11| kyle seager | mariners

GP: 154 | H: 144 | R: 72 | HR: 27 | RBI: 88 | SB: 2 | AVG: .249 | OBP: .323 | SLG: .450 |

2018 Projections
GP: 155 | H: 156 | R: 75 | HR: 25 | RBI: 86 | SB: 3 | AVG: .267 | OBP: .339 | SLG: .453 | 
Seager’s numbers fell off a bit in 2017 thanks to a sky-high fly ball rate (52%) which dropped his BABIP (.262) 
and subsequently his BA (.249). Regardless, Seager has averaged 25 home runs and 85 RBI over the last six 
seasons, providing you with a very stable and impressive floor in the second tier of fantasy third basemen.

last season

|12| jake lamb | diamondbacks

GP: 149 | H: 133 | R: 89 | HR: 30 | RBI: 105 | SB: 6 | AVG: .248 | OBP: .357 | SLG: .487 |

2018 Projections
GP: 153 | H: 144 | R: 80 | HR: 25 | RBI: 89 | SB: 7 | AVG: .252 | OBP: .361 | SLG: .452 | 
Surrounded by a plethora of hitting talent in an extremely hitter-friendly home park in Arizona, Lamb has garnered a reputation 
for being an incredibly hot first half of the season starter, who goes cold in the second half. Lamb has made it clear he has yet to 
figure out left-handed pitchers, hurting his overall fantasy value (.144 BA, 5 HR, 19 RBIs vs. LHP in 2017). Regardless of his extreme 
splits, Lamb usually ends up finishing with impressive numbers like we saw a season ago in his 30 HR, 105 RBI campaign.

3B



last season

|13| adrian beltre | rangers

GP: 94 | H: 106 | R: 47 | HR: 17 | RBI: 71 | SB: 1 | AVG: .312 | OBP: .383 | SLG: .532 |

2018 Projections
GP: 135 | H: 140 | R: 65 | HR: 21 | RBI: 79 | SB: 1 | AVG: .284 | OBP: .359 | SLG: .471 | 
Time cannot seem to catch Adrian Beltre. If you don’t know what you are getting from the Texans third baseman by now, then 
simply look back at his previous 20 years of effective offensive baseball. After an impressive season in 2017 which Beltre started 
late, he came swinging and closing out the year with 17 home runs, 71 RBIs and a .312 BA which ranked him 7th in the AL. At his 
age, it probably isn’t going to get better than that.

last season

|14| evan longoria | giants

GP: 156 | H: 160 | R: 71 | HR: 20 | RBI: 86 | SB: 6 | AVG: .261 | OBP: .313 | SLG: .424 |

2018 Projections
GP: 154 | H: 164 | R: 72 | HR: 21 | RBI: 83 | SB: 4 | AVG: .271 | OBP: .321 | SLG: .437 | 
Longoria was once considered one of the best fantasy third baseman but has recently turned into more of a second-tier fantasy 
option as his hitting continues to take a negative turn with age. One almost certain guarantee is that he will be healthy, as the 
third baseman has rarely missed any games since his introduction into the league. Production similar to last years season of .261 
BA, 20 home runs and 86 RBIs is a realistic expectation for Longoria in 2018.

last season

|15| rafael devers | red sox

GP: 58 | H: 63 | R: 34 | HR: 10 | RBI: 30 | SB: 3 | AVG: .284 | OBP: .338 | SLG: .482 |

2018 Projections
GP: 139 | H: 153 | R: 73 | HR: 23 | RBI: 78 | SB: 6 | AVG: .277 | OBP: .332 | SLG: .471 | 
Devers entered 2017 as a top-20 prospect in baseball and did not disappoint, shattering the minors to the tune of .311/.377/.578 
with 20 home runs and 60 RBI before being promoted. Upon his arrival in Boston he added another 10 HR and 30 RBI, but his .284 
BA was buoyed by a .342 BABIP. The power is very real but his average might take a dip closer to .250 than .300 in 2018.

last season

|16| travis shaw | brewers

GP: 144 | H: 147 | R: 84 | HR: 31 | RBI: 101 | SB: 10 | AVG: .273 | OBP: .349 | SLG: .513 |

2018 Projections
GP: 147 | H: 143 | R: 76 | HR: 25 | RBI: 84 | SB: 9 | AVG: .257 | OBP: .334 | SLG: .450 | 
One of the big breakout stories of the 2017 season after the Red Sox essentially gave up on him, Shaw will be 
heading into 2018 looking to prove his 31 home runs, 101 RBIs, 10 stolen bases and .273 batting average were not 
a fluke. A changed approach at the plate and a move to Miller Park aided this breakout, now it is time for an encore.
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last season

|17| eugenio suarez | reds

GP: 156 | H: 139 | R: 87 | HR: 26 | RBI: 82 | SB: 4 | AVG: .260 | OBP: .367 | SLG: .461 |

(17-20) 

2018 Projections
GP: 161 | H: 148 | R: 79 | HR: 23 | RBI: 75 | SB: 6 | AVG: .257 | OBP: .365 | SLG: .429 | 
Since being traded to the Reds in 2015 Suarez has quietly established himself as a premium power third basemen. He heads into 
his third season as the Reds starter with similar expectations heightened expectations after what he’s done so far. Ending the 
season sixth in home runs (26) and fifth in RBIs (82) for N.L. third basemen, Suarez has proven he can put up the numbers worthy 
of an everyday roster spot on fantasy teams.

last season

|18| maikel franco | phillies

GP: 154 | H: 132 | R: 66 | HR: 24 | RBI: 76 | SB: 0 | AVG: .230 | OBP: .281 | SLG: .409 |

2018 Projections
GP: 142 | H: 148 | R: 68 | HR: 25 | RBI: 82 | SB: 1 | AVG: .266 | OBP: .315 | SLG: .460 | 
At only 25 years old, Maikel Franco has sure had a lot of pressure to produce the last few years in the majors. With such pressure, 
has unfortunately come a great disappointment so far. Franco heads into the 2018 season looking to remind people that he truly 
is the superstar he was once touted to become. A proven power hitter, Franco still managed to knock 23 balls out of the park while 
driving in 78 runs last year—giving him a solid floor.

last season

|19| joey gallo | rangers

GP: 145 | H: 94 | R: 85 | HR: 41 | RBI: 80 | SB: 7 | AVG: .209 | OBP: .333 | SLG: .537 |

2018 Projections
GP: 151 | H: 112 | R: 75 | HR: 35 | RBI: 82 | SB: 6 | AVG: .224 | OBP: .345 | SLG: .483 | 
A lot of power, a lot of strikeouts, and a very dangerous batting average is almost a guarantee for the Rangers’ free-swinging 
corner infielder. Making a statement in 2017 by finishing third in the American League with 41 home runs, Gallo proved he can 
rake off of RHP (34 HRs, 63 RBIs), if he can continue to improve and figure out lefties, he could establish himself as the perennial 
source of fantasy power.

last season

|20| todd frazier | mets

GP: 147 | H: 101 | R: 74 | HR: 27 | RBI: 76 | SB: 4 | AVG: .213 | OBP: .344 | SLG: .428 |

2018 Projections
GP: 153 | H: 118 | R: 66 | HR: 26 | RBI: 71 | SB: 7 | AVG: .230 | OBP: .357 | SLG: .424 | 
Frazier is a shell of the player he used to be just five years ago in Cincinnati. Nonetheless, he is a low-risk fantasy option who could 
turn out to have big payoffs if he can manage re-gain that form. With 27 home runs in 2017, Frazier proved the power has not left 
him, unfortunately, it seems all other aspects of hitting have. Frazier has turned into a cheap source of home runs and RBI, but will 
kill your BA while doing so. 

3B



by: brock seguin
Outfield is obviously the deepest 
hitting position but loading up 
with OF’s than can contribute 
in all categories can lead to 
fantasy success. 

The first tier is absolutely loaded 
with big names Mike Trout and 
Mookie Betts being the sure-first 
1-2 OF. They’re followed by Bryce 
Harper who is looking for a healthy 
2018, Giancarlo Stanton who is now 
in New York, Charlie Blackmon who 
rakes in Colorado and the newest 
Red Sox outfielder J.D. Martinez. 

The second tier is full of young 
talent looking to build off of great 
2017 seasons and World Series MVP 
George Springer and Aaron Judge 
top that list. Andrew Benintendi, 
late-season breakout Rhys Hoskins 
and two former Marlins (Christian 
Yelich and Marcell Ozuna) join that 
group. 

There seems to be a changing of 
the guard a little bit, but former 
fantasy cornerstones Andrew 
McCutchen and Adam Jones still 
bring rock-steady production and 
come with a cheaper price tag 
these days. 

positional breakdown

outfield

1. Mike Trout (LAA)
2. Mookie Betts (BOS)
3. Bryce Harper (WSH)
4. Giancarlo Stanton (NYY)
5. Charlie Blackmon (COL)
6. J.D. Martinez (BOS)
7. George Springer (HOU)
8. Aaron Judge (NYY)
9. Christian Yelich (MIL)

10. Andrew Benintendi (BOS)
11. Rhys Hoskins (PHI)
12. Marcell Ozuna (STL)
13. Justin Upton (LAA)
14. Wil Myers (SD)
15. Byron Buxton (MIN)
16. Starling Marte (PIT)
17. Khris Davis (OAK)
18. Tommy Pham (STL)
19. A.J. Pollock (ARI)
20. Yoenis Cespedes (NYM)

top 20



last season

|1| mike trout | angels

GP: 114 | H: 123 | R: 92 | HR: 33 | RBI: 72 | SB: 22 | AVG: .306 | OBP: .442 | SLG: .629 |

(1-4) 

2018 Projections
GP: 162 | H: 175 | R: 110 | HR: 37 | RBI: 99 | SB: 21 | AVG: .306 | OBP: .442 | SLG: .568 | 
You can’t argue that he doesn’t deserve your first overall pick on draft day. Trout, the dynasty player that he 
is, is only going to be better in 2018. The offseason of the Angels’ new leadoff hitter Ian Kinsler should help 
Trout get back to the 100 RBI plateau this season. 

last season

|2| mookie Betts | red sox

GP: 153 | H: 166 | R: 101 | HR: 24 | RBI: 102 | SB: 26 | AVG: .264 | OBP: .344 | SLG: .459 |

2018 Projections
GP: 154 | H: 188 | R: 106 | HR: 27 | RBI: 90 | SB: 24 | AVG: .297 | OBP: .373 | SLG: .499 | 
Boston has a knack for getting on base and Betts leads the way. His bad BABIP luck in 2017 was the resaon 
for his dip in batting average. Despite the lack of home runs last year, Mookie is a true five-tool threat and a 
near lock for a 25-25 season with a near .300 BA. 

last season

|3| bryce Harper | nationals

GP: 111 | H: 134 | R: 95 | HR: 29 | RBI: 87 | SB: 4 | AVG: .319 | OBP: .413 | SLG: .595 |

2018 Projections
GP: 143 | H: 167 | R: 99 | HR: 34 | RBI: 102 | SB: 9 | AVG: .303 | OBP: .398 | SLG: .546 |
Harper is coming off of another nice season, having hit .315 with 29 home runs and 87 RBI. While he’s one of 
the biggest names in baseball and doesn’t disappoint with his production, durability has been an issue for 
the Nationals’ franchise outfielder. Few have as much upside, but few in the first round have as much risk. 

last season

|4| giancarlo Stanton | yankees

GP: 159 | H: 168 | R: 123 | HR: 59 | RBI: 132 | SB: 2 | AVG: .281 | OBP: .376 | SLG: .631 |

2018 Projections
GP: 149 | H: 160 | R: 108 | HR: 53 | RBI: 126 | SB: 3 | AVG: .278 | OBP: .373 | SLG: .601 | 
Always a threat for 60 home runs, Stanton should be a prime target for you. There isn’t a better place for him 
to perform than Yankee stadium and the AL East. Durability has been a concern, but 2017 should help put 
your mind at ease. Expect massive numbers from Stanton in pinstripes. 

of



last season

|5| charlie blackmon | rockies

GP: 159 | H: 213 | R: 137 | HR: 37 | RBI: 104 | SB: 14 | AVG: .331 | OBP: .399 | SLG: .601 |

2018 Projections
GP: 154 | H: 189 | R: 109 | HR: 30 | RBI: 88 | SB: 16 | AVG: .302 | OBP: .373 | SLG: .519 
Don’t expect another 37-bomb campaign from Blackmon. However, another MVP candidate, Blackmon should be 
another prime target during the early rounds of your draft. He might be the best lead-off hitter in the game and 
should be a lock for 100-plus runs scored, 30 home runs, 80-plus RBI and double-digit steals while hitting over .300.

last season

|6| j.D. Martinez | red sox

GP: 119 | H: 131 | R: 85 | HR: 45 | RBI: 104 | SB: 4 | AVG: .303 | OBP: .376 | SLG: .690 |

2018 Projections
GP: 153 | H: 162 | R: 94 | HR: 42 | RBI: 109 | SB: 4 | AVG: .286 | OBP: .361 | SLG: .572 | 
The late bloomer cashed in this winter, albeit later than many expected and he landed in a great spot. The Red Sox 
tried to match the Yankees addition of Giancarlo Stanton by adding Martinez. He is coming off of an absurd second-
half, where he hit .306 with 27 home runs and 72 RBI in 245 at-bats. Look for him to pick up where he left off.

last season

|7| george springer | astros

GP: 140 | H: 155 | R: 112 | HR: 34 | RBI: 85 | SB: 5 | AVG: .283 | OBP: .367 | SLG: .522 |

2018 Projections
GP: 150 | H: 166 | R: 104 | HR: 31 | RBI: 82 | SB: 10 | AVG: .278 | OBP: .363 | SLG: .485 | 
The reigning World Series MVP should be on everyone’s radar. Springer can contribute in across the board 
and comes into 2018 as a 30-plus home run candidate. Springer will do so while scoring 100-plus runs with 
double-digit steals and an average around .280.

last season

|8| aaron judge | yankees

GP: 155 | H: 154 | R: 128 | HR: 52 | RBI: 114 | SB: 9 | AVG: .284 | OBP: .422 | SLG: .627 |

2018 Projections
GP: 159 | H: 145 | R: 99 | HR: 40 | RBI: 101 | SB: 6 | AVG: .254 | OBP: .398 | SLG: .511 | 
Judge had an unbelievable 2017 season but his regression didn’t even wait for 2018. Judge’s average dropped 99 
points after the All-Star break as his strikeout% ballooned to 41.1 percent. Regardless, this kid can rake and he does so 
in the most hitter friendly environment in baseball. If regression is 40 home runs, who’s going to complain? 

(5-8) 
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last season

|9| christian yelich | brewers

GP: 156 | H: 170 | R: 100 | HR: 18 | RBI: 81 | SB: 16 | AVG: .282 | OBP: .369 | SLG: .439 |

(9-12) 

2018 Projections
GP: 158 | H: 182 | R: 95 | HR: 21 | RBI: 83 | SB: 14 | AVG: .296 | OBP: .381 | SLG: .469 | 
The 2016 Silver Slugger winner is set for another dominant season at the plate. Yelich gets out of Miami and 
lands in Milwaukee, where he joins an up-and-coming offense. Yelich’s numbers won’t jump off of the page 
but they’re reliable.

last season

|10| andrew benintendi | red sox

GP: 151 | H: 155 | R: 84 | HR: 20 | RBI: 90 | SB: 20 | AVG: .271 | OBP: .352 | SLG: .424 |

2018 Projections
GP: 150 | H: 169 | R: 84 | HR: 21 | RBI: 86 | SB: 16 | AVG: .280 | OBP: .360 | SLG: .458 | 
Benintendi is another young stud, who had his breakout campaign overshadowed by the likes of Aaron 
Judge and Cody Bellinger. Benintendi hits near the top of one of the most lethal lineups in baseball and is 
capable of posting a 20-20 season with 90 RBIs and a .270 BA, like he did a season ago.

last season

|11| rhys hoskins | phillies

GP: 50 | H: 44 | R: 37 | HR: 18 | RBI: 48 | SB: 2 | AVG: .259 | OBP: .396 | SLG: .618 |

2018 Projections
GP: 162 | H: 148 | R: 87 | HR: 34 | RBI: 102 | SB: 6 | AVG: .264 | OBP: .401 | SLG: .504 | 
The Phillies have been an afterthought in recent seasons. However, Hoskins will be on everyone’s radar after his historic late-
season run in 2017. Hoskins his 18 home runs with 39 RBIs in his first 34 MLB games. Despite that run, the power dried up as he 
went without a HR in his final 19 contests. Regardless, the power is undeniable and he should be a No.1 fantasy outfielder in 2018.

last season

|12| marcell ozuna | cardinals

GP: 159 | H: 191 | R: 93 | HR: 37 | RBI: 124 | SB: 1 | AVG: .312 | OBP: .376 | SLG: .548 |

2018 Projections
GP: 149 | H: 170 | R: 81 | HR: 28 | RBI: 95 | SB: 2 | AVG: .288 | OBP: .355 | SLG: .490 | 
Ozuna has topped 500 plate appearances in three of his first four seasons and has been extremely 
productive in those years. Ozuna broke out in a big way in 2017 and will play in the middle of a talented 
Cardinals lineup this season. He might not get to 30 home runs and 90-plus RBI agian, but he’ll be close. 

of



last season

|13| justin upton | angels

GP: 152 | H: 152 | R: 100 | HR: 35 | RBI: 109 | SB: 14 | AVG: .273 | OBP: .361 | SLG: .540 |

2018 Projections
GP: 158 | H: 146 | R: 85 | HR: 30 | RBI: 90 | SB: 13 | AVG: .250 | OBP: .340 | SLG: .458 | 
Upton had a really nice season going in Detroit but wasn’t as good following a midseason trade to Los 
Angeles. Now that he is settled in with his new team, expect Upton to return to the form that saw him hit 30-
plus home runs and 90 RBIs in two years with the Tigers.

last season

|14| wil myers | padres

GP: 155 | H: 138 | R: 80 | HR: 30 | RBI: 74 | SB: 20 | AVG: .243 | OBP: .328 | SLG: .464 |

2018 Projections
GP: 158 | H: 147 | R: 81 | HR: 28 | RBI: 82 | SB: 18 | AVG: .253 | OBP: .336 | SLG: .454 | 
Myers seems to be underrated every year and it might be because he plays in San Diego. Regardless, Myers 
will be eligible at 1B and OF this season thanks to the addition of Eric Hosmer to the Padres’ lineup. He is 
capable of hitting 30 home runs, 80-plus RBI with 20-plus steals.

last season

|15| byron buxton | twins

GP: 140 | H: 117 | R: 69 | HR: 16 | RBI: 51 | SB: 29 | AVG: .253 | OBP: .314 | SLG: .413 |

2018 Projections
GP: 161 | H: 145 | R: 83 | HR: 20 | RBI: 67 | SB: 27 | AVG: .255 | OBP: .317 | SLG: .424 |
If you aren’t on his train, get on it. He can do it all: home runs, RBIs, stolen bases, batting average, defence, you name 
it. Buxton struggled in his first two seasons but had a huge second-half in 2017 to finish near the top-30 fantasy 
outfielders. Buxton will play a ton because of his defence and is one of the only 20-40 threats in baseball.

last season

|16| starling marte | pirates

GP: 77 | H: 85 | R: 48 | HR: 7 | RBI: 31 | SB: 21 | AVG: .275 | OBP: .333 | SLG: .379 |

2018 Projections
GP: 135 | H: 159 | R: 74 | HR: 14 | RBI: 61 | SB: 29 | AVG: .285 | OBP: .342 | SLG: .427 | 
Despite missing 80 games due to a PED suspension, Marte still swiped 21 bags in 2017. Marte’s speed is no 
secret but his power has dropped off considerably in the last two seasons. He’s one of the lone big names 
still in the Pirates lineup, so look for them to turn him loose in 2018.

(13-16) 
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last season

|17| khris Davis | athletics

GP: 153 | H: 140 | R: 91 | HR: 43 | RBI: 110 | SB: 4 | AVG: .247 | OBP: .336 | SLG: .528 |

(17-20) 

2018 Projections
GP: 146 | H: 135 | R: 83 | HR: 38 | RBI: 100 | SB: 3 | AVG: .249 | OBP: .337 | SLG: .508 | 
Davis doesn’t get the respect he deserves. He has hit for an identical .247 BA in the last three seasons and 
has his for 42 and 43 home runs with 102 and 110 RBI in the last two years. The crazy part? He’s done that on 
an underwhelming Athletics team.

last season

|18| tommy pham | cardinals

GP: 128 | H: 136 | R: 95 | HR: 23 | RBI: 73 | SB: 25 | AVG: .306 | OBP: .411 | SLG: .520 |

2018 Projections
GP: 133 | H: 135 | R: 85 | HR: 21 | RBI: 71 | SB: 19 | AVG: .266 | OBP: .376 | SLG: .449 | 
Pham had a breakout 2017 campaign, hitting .306 with 23 home runs, 73 RBI and 25 steals. If he can 
replicate those numbers, Pham will make for one of the best No.2 fantasy outfielders out there. He is a five-
category player that will come at a cheaper price than others in that conversation. 

last season

|19| a.j. pollock | diamondbacks

GP: 112 | H: 113 | R: 73 | HR: 14 | RBI: 49 | SB: 20 | AVG: .266 | OBP: .330 | SLG: .471 |

2018 Projections
GP: 131 | H: 158 | R: 87 | HR: 18 | RBI: 63 | SB: 25 | AVG: .284 | OBP: .348 | SLG: .466 | 
Pollock is consistently undervalued but smart owners will see his value. Pollock hits, gets on base and picks 
up steals in bunches. If he can avoid injuries that have plagued him in the last two seasons, he easily climbs 
back into the top-20 of fantasy OF’s.

last season

|20| yoenis cespedes | mets

GP: 81 | H: 85 | R: 46 | HR: 17 | RBI: 42 | SB: 0 | AVG: .292 | OBP: .352 | SLG: .540 |

2018 Projections
GP: 144 | H: 151 | R: 78 | HR: 31 | RBI: 83 | SB: 2 | AVG: .274 | OBP: .335 | SLG: .502 | 
On one hand, Cespedes is a fantasy owners dream. He hits the ball (very) hard. He hits that ball far. And he 
hits the ball a lot. On the other hand, he has a tough time staying in the lineup due to injuries. When healthy, 
he is a 30-home run, 100 RBI and .290 BA threat.

of



last season

|21| andrew mccutchen | giants

GP: 156 | H: 159 | R: 94 | HR: 28 | RBI: 88 | SB: 11 | AVG: .279 | OBP: .363 | SLG: .486 |

2018 Projections
GP: 158 | H: 158 | R: 85 | HR: 23 | RBI: 79 | SB: 11 | AVG: .271 | OBP: .356 | SLG: .449 | 
McCutchen has been as consistent of a producer as there has been in the last decade. He rarely misses time, playing in at least 
153 games in seven of the last eight seasons—hitting 20-plus HR in seven straight and recording at least 79 RBI in each of 
those seasons as well. The move to San Francisco makes 28 homers unlikely to be repeated, but he remains a great OF option.

last season

|22| billy hamilton | reds

GP: 139 | H: 144 | R: 85 | HR: 4 | RBI: 38 | SB: 59 | AVG: .247 | OBP: .299 | SLG: .335 |

2018 Projections
GP: 128 | H: 137 | R: 72 | HR: 4 | RBI: 39 | SB: 53 | AVG: .249 | OBP: .301 | SLG: .328 | 
Hamilton is obviously a more attractive name in Rottiserie leagues and should be ranked much lower than this if you’re in a points 
league. However, there’s few players in the game with his plus-speed, making him one of the safest bets in baseball for 50-plus 
steals and 80-plus runs. Durability, contact and streakiness are concerns, but he can single handedly take a category for you every 
week.

last season

|23| lorenzo cain | brewers

GP: 155 | H: 175 | R: 86 | HR: 15 | RBI: 49 | SB: 26 | AVG: .300 | OBP: .363 | SLG: .440 |

2018 Projections
GP: 146 | H: 158 | R: 77 | HR: 17 | RBI: 59 | SB: 21 | AVG: .286 | OBP: .351 | SLG: .442 |
Not a keeper target, but his speed and average will definitely compliment your power outfielders. Cain can 
get on base, steal bases, and score. If you can slide Cain in as your No.3 outfielder, you can afford to have a 
few low-average, high-power bats througout your fantasy lineup. 

last season

|24| ryan braun | brewers

GP: 104 | H: 102 | R: 58 | HR: 17 | RBI: 52 | SB: 12 | AVG: .268 | OBP: .336 | SLG: .487 |

2018 Projections
GP: 120 | H: 130 | R: 67 | HR: 21 | RBI: 70 | SB: 12 | AVG: .282 | OBP: .349 | SLG: .482 | 
Braun could see an increase in value in 2018 even if he sees less playing time. The additions of Christian Yelich and Lorenzo Cain 
have crowded the Brewers outfield and will likely push Braun to first-base on occasion. As soon as he gains that eligibility, a player 
who can hit .280 with 20-plus HR, 70-plus RBI and double-digit steals is a top-10 fantasy first baseman.

(21-24) 
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last season

|25| domingo santana | brewers

GP: 151 | H: 146 | R: 88 | HR: 30 | RBI: 85 | SB: 15 | AVG: .278 | OBP: .371 | SLG: .505 |

(25-28) 

2018 Projections
GP: 135 | H: 136 | R: 74 | HR: 24 | RBI: 75 | SB: 10 | AVG: .266 | OBP: .360 | SLG: .460 | 
Santana’s breakout year came a year later than some expected, but his emergence gives the Brewers five legit outfielders who can 
hit. Playing time will need to be monitored, but Santana will likely have a larger share of the pie than most. His high BABIP and 
home run/fly ball rate suggest there is some regression on the horizon, but he remains a 25 HR, 75 RBI and double-digit SB threat.

last season

|26| adam jones | orioles

GP: 147 | H: 170 | R: 82 | HR: 26 | RBI: 73 | SB: 2 | AVG: .285 | OBP: .322 | SLG: .466 |

2018 Projections
GP: 144 | H: 159 | R: 74 | HR: 26 | RBI: 82 | SB: 3 | AVG: .271 | OBP: .310 | SLG: .454 | 
Jones is one of the most consistent hitters in baseball. He has appeared in at least 147 games in seven of the 
last eight seasons while hitting .280 and averaging 28 home runs, 85 RBI and eight stolen bases. It would be 
silly to expect anything different in 2018.

last season

|27| ian desmond | rockies

GP: 95 | H: 93 | R: 47 | HR: 7 | RBI: 40 | SB: 15 | AVG: .274 | OBP: .326 | SLG: .375 |

2018 Projections
GP: 133 | H: 140 | R: 68 | HR: 17 | RBI: 70 | SB: 17 | AVG: .273 | OBP: .324 | SLG: .427 | 
With Mark Reynolds out of the picture and injuries in the past, Desmond should produce much better than his 2017 line would 
suggest. An early-season hand injury derailed his season before it got started and Desmond never really got on track. Hitting in 
Coors Field will help boost his counting stats and his propensity for stealing bases is rare for a player with first base eligibility.

last season

|28| yasiel puig | dodgers

GP: 152 | H: 131 | R: 72 | HR: 28 | RBI: 74 | SB: 15 | AVG: .263 | OBP: .346 | SLG: .487 |

2018 Projections
GP: 135 | H: 137 | R: 64 | HR: 24 | RBI: 70 | SB: 11 | AVG: .274 | OBP: .356 | SLG: .480 | 
Just when fantasy owners were about to give up on Puig, he had a career-year. Puig probably drops a bit 
in drafts because of his inconsistency, but he should settle in as low-end No.2/high-end No.3 outfielder in 
2018. Expect the 28 home runs to come down a bit, but 20 HR, 70 RBI is reasonable.

of



last season

|29| ender inciarte | braves

GP: 157 | H: 201 | R: 93 | HR: 11 | RBI: 57 | SB: 22 | AVG: .304 | OBP: .350 | SLG: .409 |

2018 Projections
GP: 145 | H: 180 | R: 82 | HR: 8 | RBI: 52 | SB: 21 | AVG: .288 | OBP: .335 | SLG: .388 |
Inciarte enjoyed a career year in 2017 but the chances of him repeating those numbers aren’t great. Simply 
put, he puts the bat on the ball. He has elite contact skills, but limited pop. He could hit .300 again and top 
20-plus steals but double-digit home runs again is unlikely.

last season

|30| eddie rosario | twins

GP: 151 | H: 157 | R: 79 | HR: 27 | RBI: 78 | SB: 9 | AVG: .290 | OBP: .328 | SLG: .507 |

2018 Projections
GP: 149 | H: 155 | R: 74 | HR: 24 | RBI: 74 | SB: 10 | AVG: .274 | OBP: .314 | SLG: .469 | 
Through his first two years and the first half of last season, Rosario had a 24.9 strikeout% but dropped that to 
18.7% in the second half while hitting .292 with 17 home runs, 52 RBI and five stolen bases. The second half 
explosion makes Rosario one of the most intriguing young outfielders in this year’s class.

last season

|31| nomar mazara | rangers

GP: 148 | H: 140 | R: 64 | HR: 20 | RBI: 101 | SB: 2 | AVG: .253 | OBP: .323 | SLG: .422 |

2018 Projections
GP: 149 | H: 158 | R: 74 | HR: 24 | RBI: 88 | SB: 2 | AVG: .271 | OBP: .340 | SLG: .451 | 
After a successful rookie campaign, Mazara took a huge step forward in 2018. The 22-year-old hit .253 
with 20 home runs and 101 RBI. Can he repeat those numbers in 2018? Maybe. But don’t draft the Ranger 
outfielder with those expectations. Consider him closer to 20 HR, 80 RBI.

last season

|32| adam eaton | nationals

GP: 23 | H: 91 | R: 24 | HR: 2 | RBI: 13 | SB: 3 | AVG: .297 | OBP: .393 | SLG: .462 |

2018 Projections
GP: 133 | H: 159 | R: 84 | HR: 10 | RBI: 55 | SB: 15 | AVG: .289 | OBP: .386 | SLG: .417 | 
Eaton missed the majority of 2017 after tearing his ACL in late April. Before he got hurt he showcased the potential 
threat he could be atop the Nationals’ potent offence. He scored 24 runs in 23 games while hitting .297 and posting a 
robust .393 OBP. Eaton could be ready to go for Opening Day and be a great source of AVG, OBP, runs and stolen bases.
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last season

|33| gregory Polanco | pirates

GP: 108 | H: 95 | R: 39 | HR: 11 | RBI: 35 | SB: 8 | AVG: .251 | OBP: .305 | SLG: .391 |

(33-36) 

2018 Projections
GP: 134 | H: 139 | R: 66 | HR: 16 | RBI: 65 | SB: 13 | AVG: .265 | OBP: .318 | SLG: .422 | 
Polanco was hampered by injuries in 2017 and limited him to just 11 home runs, 35 RBIs and eight stolen 
bases. There were some positives though. He cut down on his K% and improved his fly-ball% while cutting 
down on his ground-ball%. If he can stay healthy in 2018, he should get back to his 2016 breakout numbers.

last season

|34| manuel margot | padres

GP: 126 | H: 128 | R: 53 | HR: 13 | RBI: 39 | SB: 17 | AVG: .263 | OBP: .313 | SLG: .409 |

2018 Projections
GP: 140 | H: 147 | R: 69 | HR: 12 | RBI: 54 | SB: 21 | AVG: .261 | OBP: .310 | SLG: .395 | 
Margot appeared in 126 games with the Padres last season and hit 13 home runs thanks to an inflated 9.4% HR/FB . He’s 
never been a big power source at the minor league levels, so don’t expect that to continue in 2018. However, he should 
make up for the lack of power in the stolen base category—he stole 42 (’14), 39 (’15) and 30 (’16) bases in the minors.

last season

|35| brett gardner | yankees

GP: 151 | H: 157 | R: 96 | HR: 21 | RBI: 63 | SB: 23 | AVG: .264 | OBP: .350 | SLG: .428 |

2018 Projections
GP: 129 | H: 144 | R: 78 | HR: 15 | RBI: 52 | SB: 17 | AVG: .260 | OBP: .346 | SLG: .396 | 
Gardner has been a consistently under appreciated fantasy asset. He rarely misses games and usually hits 
double-digit home runs with 50-plus RBIs and 20-plus steals. At 34-years-old though, he could finally be in 
danger of losing playing time in a crowded Yankees outfield.

last season

|36| steven souza jr. | diamondbacks

GP: 148 | H: 125 | R: 78 | HR: 30 | RBI: 78 | SB: 16 | AVG: .239 | OBP: .351 | SLG: .459 |

2018 Projections
GP: 130 | H: 117 | R: 72 | HR: 25 | RBI: 71 | SB: 11 | AVG: .247 | OBP: .358 | SLG: .461 | 
Souza Jr. had a breakout 2017 season and signed with the Diamondbacks this winter, making him even more intriguing. 
Souza strikes out a ton, but actually cut down on his K% (34.0 to 29.0%) last year. He walked more last year as well, so if 
he can keep those rates up he might actually be able to hit over .250 with big power and four category contributions.
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last season

|37| jay Bruce | mets

GP: 146 | H: 141 | R: 82 | HR: 36 | RBI: 101 | SB: 1 | AVG: .254 | OBP: .324 | SLG: .508 |

2018 Projections
GP: 143 | H: 134 | R: 75 | HR: 30 | RBI: 89 | SB: 3 | AVG: .243 | OBP: .315 | SLG: .461 | 
Bruce is a one dimensional hitter. The soon to be 31-year-old brings a lot of power to the table, but little else. He set a 
career-high in home runs (36) last season and topped 100 RBIs for the second time in 10 years. Where he might not be 
one dimensional is in positional eligibility, where he could gain first base after the first few weeks of the season.

last season

|38| adam duvall | reds

GP: 157 | H: 146 | R: 78 | HR: 31 | RBI: 99 | SB: 5 | AVG: .249 | OBP: .301 | SLG: .480 |

2018 Projections
GP: 131 | H: 123 | R: 64 | HR: 28 | RBI: 80 | SB: 5 | AVG: .239 | OBP: .292 | SLG: .460 | 
Duvall is a career .241 hitter but has popped 30-plus home runs in back-to-back seasons. Duvall could be in 
danger of losing some playing time this season thanks to the emergence of Jesse Winker. Regardless, Duvall 
should see at least enough starts to approach 30 home runs and 80 RBIs again.

last season

|39| josh reddick | astros

GP: 134 | H: 150 | R: 77 | HR: 13 | RBI: 82 | SB: 7 | AVG: .314 | OBP: .363 | SLG: .484 |

2018 Projections
GP: 129 | H: 144 | R: 67 | HR: 14 | RBI: 68 | SB: 8 | AVG: .284 | OBP: .336 | SLG: .430 | 
Reddick is coming off of a 2017 campaign in which he was near the top-20 outfielders, having hit .314 with 13 home runs, 82 
RBI and seven stolen bases. The Astros loaded lineup both hurts and helps Reddick’s fantasy status. It hurts because he’s sure 
to sit against lefties but it helps because his counting stats should help boost his value that he heavily reliant on his AVG.

last season

|40| chris taylor | dodgers

GP: 140 | H: 148 | R: 85 | HR: 21 | RBI: 72 | SB: 17 | AVG: .288 | OBP: .354 | SLG: .496 |

2018 Projections
GP: 134 | H: 143 | R: 71 | HR: 15 | RBI: 59 | SB: 14 | AVG: .260 | OBP: .328 | SLG: .417 | 
Prior to 2017, Taylor had a combined one home run and 17 RBI in his first 291 MLB at-bats. In 514 plate appearances last 
season, Taylor broke out, hitting .288 with 21 home runs, 72 RBIs and 17 steals. He is a nice utility player with the Dodgers 
and solid utility fantasy asset. He is 2B and OF eligible and will give you modest contributions across the board.

(37-40) 
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last season

|41| marwin gonzalez | astros

GP: 134 | H: 138 | R: 67 | HR: 23 | RBI: 90 | SB: 8 | AVG: .303 | OBP: .377 | SLG: .530 |

(41-44) 

2018 Projections
GP: 116 | H: 120 | R: 57 | HR: 16 | RBI: 61 | SB: 7 | AVG: .272 | OBP: .349 | SLG: .444 | 
Gonzalez is the ultimate utility man, eligible for four positions (1B/2B/SS/OF) and brings some decent offensive tools to the table. 
Gonzalez will cycle in and out of the Astros lineup on a regular basis but should play between 120-140 games like he has for the 
last three seasons. He likely won’t repeat last year’s 23 home runs, but is a double-digit home run and stolen base threat and 
should easily top 60 RBI.

last season

|42| michael conforto | mets

GP: 109 | H: 104 | R: 72 | HR: 27 | RBI: 68 | SB: 2 | AVG: .279 | OBP: .384 | SLG: .555 |

2018 Projections
GP: 105 | H: 111 | R: 61 | HR: 23 | RBI: 63 | SB: 3 | AVG: .264 | OBP: .371 | SLG: .485 | 
Conforto had an outstanding 2017 season going until a shoulder injury ended his season early and will cost him a decent chunk 
of time in 2018. Conforto was hitting .279 with 27 home runs and 68 RBI before getting injured—a 40 HR, 101 RBI pace if you 
extrapolate those numbers over a season’s worth of at-bats. Starting the year on the DL will lower his draft stock, but he possesses 
a ton of upside.

last season

|43| kevin kiermaier | rays

GP: 98 | H: 105 | R: 56 | HR: 15 | RBI: 39 | SB: 16 | AVG: .276 | OBP: .338 | SLG: .450 |

2018 Projections
GP: 128 | H: 133 | R: 68 | HR: 15 | RBI: 52 | SB: 20 | AVG: .259 | OBP: .323 | SLG: .415 | 
One thing you don’t have to worry about when drafting Kiermaier is playing time. The 27-year-old has an elite glove 
in center field and that reserves him a spot in the lineup everyday. He battled injuries last season but had a strong 
second half to give him career highs in AVG (.276) and home runs (15). He is a safe No.4/No.5 fantasy outfielder.

last season

|44| trey mancini | orioles

GP: 147 | H: 159 | R: 65 | HR: 24 | RBI: 78 | SB: 1 | AVG: .293 | OBP: .338 | SLG: .488 |

2018 Projections
GP: 145 | H: 155 | R: 70 | HR: 24 | RBI: 78 | SB: 2 | AVG: .276 | OBP: .322 | SLG: .463 | 
A great spring turned into a red-hot start for Mancini in 2017. The 25-year-old cooled off a bit after the a 
All-Star break, hitting .276 with 10 home runs and 34 RBI—a 19 HR, 65 RBI pace. That is probably a better 
representation of who the real Mancini is, so draft him with those standards.

of



last season

|45| ian happ | cubs

GP: 115 | H: 92 | R: 62 | HR: 24 | RBI: 68 | SB: 8 | AVG: .253 | OBP: .328 | SLG: .514 |

2018 Projections
GP: 117 | H: 120 | R: 69 | HR: 25 | RBI: 71 | SB: 8 | AVG: .251 | OBP: .327 | SLG: .462 | 
Happ was the No.9 overall pick in 2015 and enjoyed a nice rookie campaign in 2017. The 23-year-old hit .253 with 24 home runs, 
68 RBIs and eight steals in just 115 games. Happ was never a huge power source in the minors so expect the home run total to 
take a hit in 2017.Playing regularly in a powerful Cubs lineup should allow him to rack up nice numbers in his second season.

last season

|46| odubel herrera | phillies

GP: 138 | H: 148 | R: 67 | HR: 14 | RBI: 56 | SB: 8 | AVG: .281 | OBP: .325 | SLG: .452 |

2018 Projections
GP: 141 | H: 162 | R: 75 | HR: 13 | RBI: 59 | SB: 14 | AVG: .279 | OBP: .322 | SLG: .411 | 
While playing on bad Phillies teams, Herrera has managed to hit .281 while averaging 12 home runs, 49 
RBIs and 16 stolen bases in his first three MLB seasons. With Philadelphia shaping up to be a much more 
dangerous team this season, Herrera seems poised to set career-highs while providing a very stable floor.

last season

|47| avisail garcia | white sox

GP: 136 | H: 171 | R: 75 | HR: 18 | RBI: 80 | SB: 5 | AVG: .330 | OBP: .380 | SLG: .506 |

2018 Projections
GP: 135 | H: 146 | R: 69 | HR: 18 | RBI: 73 | SB: 6 | AVG: .282 | OBP: .336 | SLG: .443 |
Garcia’s BABIP jumped from .309 in 2016 to .392 in 2017, allowing the 26-year-old to hit a career-high .330 in 136 
games. Garcias’s ISO also bumped up from .140 to .176, so he also had career bests in HR (18) and RBIs (80). Even if 
both of those numbers drop back down a bit, he should be able to hit over .280 with 15-plus homers and 70-plus RBIs.

last season (AAA)

|48| ronald acuna | braves

GP: 54 | H: 76 | R: 38 | HR: 9 | RBI: 33 | SB: 11 | AVG: .344 | OBP: .393 | SLG: .548 |

2018 Projections
GP: 135 | H: 136 | R: 60 | HR: 15 | RBI: 58 | SB: 28 | AVG: .253 | OBP: .298 | SLG: .404 |
Acuna, who is the top prospect in baseball, played in A+, AA and AAA last year, combing for a .325 BA, 21 HR, 82 RBI and 
44 SB. Those numbers showcase what kind of category filler Acuna could be in 2018. The 20-year-old has absolutely 
torched spring training, which will certainly bump his ADP up. He could be a 20-20 threat in his rookie season.

(45-48) 
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last season

|49| max kepler | twins

GP: 147 | H: 124 | R: 67 | HR: 19 | RBI: 69 | SB: 6 | AVG: .243 | OBP: .312 | SLG: .425 |

(49-52) 

2018 Projections
GP: 128 | H: 131 | R: 63 | HR: 19 | RBI: 69 | SB: 8 | AVG: .259 | OBP: .327 | SLG: .445 | 
Kepler has put together two nice seasons in 2016 and 2017, averaging 18 home runs and 66 RBIs but has a modest 
.239 AVG.The 25-year-old is expected to play everyday but he is a No.5 fantasy outfielder, who should be benched on 
days where he faces left-handers. Kepler has hit .261 with 32 HR and 106 RBI in 670 career at bats vs. righties.

last season

|50| delino deshields | rangers

GP: 120 | H: 101 | R: 75 | HR: 6 | RBI: 22 | SB: 29 | AVG: .269 | OBP: .347 | SLG: .367 |

2018 Projections
GP: 133 | H: 124 | R: 83 | HR: 9 | RBI: 42 | SB: 33 | AVG: .252 | OBP: .333 | SLG: .366 | 
DeShields offers no power, but is a great contact hitter that can provide you with a solid BA and OBP while 
swiping a ton of bags. DeShields should play nearly everyday after reviving his career last season and could 
steal 40 bases if the Rangers give him the green light more frequently.

last season

|51| dexter fowler | cardinals

GP: 118 | H: 111 | R: 68 | HR: 18 | RBI: 64 | SB: 7 | AVG: .264 | OBP: .363 | SLG: .488 |

2018 Projections
GP: 135 | H: 136 | R: 79 | HR: 17 | RBI: 62 | SB: 11 | AVG: .261 | OBP: .359 | SLG: .427 | 
Fowler saw his numbers fall off in his first season with the Cardinals and battled injuries yet again. The soon to be 
32-year-old has played fewer than 126 games in four of the last five seasons while hitting .265 and averaging 14 
home runs, 47 RBI and 14 stolen bases. They aren’t great numbers, but they’re steady for a No.5 fantasy OF.

last season

|52| kyle schwarber | cubs

GP: 129 | H: 89 | R: 67 | HR: 30 | RBI: 59 | SB: 1 | AVG: .211 | OBP: .315 | SLG: .467 |

2018 Projections
GP: 124 | H: 118 | R: 69 | HR: 30 | RBI: 73 | SB: 2 | AVG: .245 | OBP: .345 | SLG: .480 | 
Schwarber is taking a new approach at the plate and it has been working well in spring training. Schwarber is a player 
who is limited by his poor defence and strikes out in one-third of his at-bats. Schwarber makes up for those two 
deficiencies with massive power though. He hit 30 last year and could go for 40 if he carves out a bigger role.

of



last season

|53| stephen piscotty | athletics

GP: 107 | H: 80 | R: 40 | HR: 9 | RBI: 39 | SB: 3 | AVG: .235 | OBP: .342 | SLG: .367 |

2018 Projections
GP: 138 | H: 133 | R: 61 | HR: 16 | RBI: 64 | SB: 6 | AVG: .260 | OBP: .363 | SLG: .416 | 
Piscotty was traded back to his home state this winter for personal reasons and hopefully a little home cooking will 
allow him to bounce-back from a bad 2017 season. The 27-year-old likely won’t get all the way back to his 2016 
numbers, but they definitely won’t be as bad as 2018 either. Look for home runs in the mid-teens with 60-plus RBI.

last season

|54| corey dickerson | pirates

GP: 150 | H: 166 | R: 84 | HR: 27 | RBI: 62 | SB: 4 | AVG: .282 | OBP: .325 | SLG: .490 |

2018 Projections
GP: 122 | H: 141 | R: 68 | HR: 25 | RBI: 70 | SB: 3 | AVG: .272 | OBP: .316 | SLG: .485 | 
Dickerson had a ridiculous start to 2017 but cooled off after the All-Star break, hitting just .241 with 10 HR 
and 20 RBI in his final 245 at-bats. The true Dickerson probably sits somewhere between the first and second 
half. He his a power threat who has hit 24-plus home runs in three of his last four seasons.

last season

|55| jackie bradley jr. | red sox

GP: 133 | H: 118 | R: 58 | HR: 17 | RBI: 63 | SB: 8 | AVG: .245 | OBP: .323 | SLG: .402 |

2018 Projections
GP: 134 | H: 136 | R: 76 | HR: 20 | RBI: 72 | SB: 8 | AVG: .255 | OBP: .334 | SLG: .407 | 
Bradley Jr. is afforded a lot of starts thanks to his elite glove but he also brings a decent bat to the table as 
well. The-27-year-old’s numbers took an expected dip in 2017 but he still put up quality numbers. If you 
draft him expecting him to re-create last year’s output, you won’t be disappointed.

last season

|56| david peralta | diamondbacks

GP: 140 | H: 154 | R: 82 | HR: 14 | RBI: 57 | SB: 8 | AVG: .293 | OBP: .352 | SLG: .444 |

2018 Projections
GP: 118 | H: 140 | R: 68 | HR: 14 | RBI: 60 | SB: 9 | AVG: .281 | OBP: .341 | SLG: .443 | 
Peralta missed the majority of the 2016 season but returned to have  a solid 2017 season—hitting .293 with 
14 home runs, 57 RBIs and eight steals. He is a high-floor/low-ceiling back of the roster player thanks to his 
high contact rate and limited power.

(53-56) 
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last season

|57| mitch haniger | mariners

GP: 96 | H: 104 | R: 58 | HR: 16 | RBI: 47 | SB: 5 | AVG: .282 | OBP: .352 | SLG: .491 |

(57-60) 

2018 Projections
GP: 139 | H: 141 | R: 68 | HR: 19 | RBI: 65 | SB: 6 | AVG: .261 | OBP: .332 | SLG: .425 | 
Haniger’s 2017 season got off to a ridiculous start, hitting .342 with four home runs and 16 RBI in his first 21 games before getting 
hurt. The injury cost him nearly a month and a half and his AVG eventually dropped below .300 wishing 16 games of returning. All-
in-all he had a productive year, hitting .282 with 16 home runs and 47 RBIs but never again sniffed that early-season production. 
Expect similar numbers in his second full season.

last season

|58| shin-soo Choo | rangers

GP: 149 | H: 142 | R: 96 | HR: 22 | RBI: 78 | SB: 12 | AVG: .261 | OBP: .357 | SLG: .423 |

2018 Projections
GP: 133 | H: 134 | R: 75 | HR: 17 | RBI: 62 | SB: 10 | AVG: .260 | OBP: .356 | SLG: .405 | 
Choo will be 36-years-old this summer but remains a useful back of the roster piece. Choo has started at least 
149 games in four of the lat six games and always gives you nice BA, OBP and power numbers. His increasing 
age will undoubtedly scare fellow owners away, but he’s a cheap option that will contribute in all categories.

last season

|59| Kole Calhoun | angels

GP: 155 | H: 139 | R: 77 | HR: 19 | RBI: 71 | SB: 5 | AVG: .244 | OBP: .333 | SLG: .392 |

2018 Projections
GP: 153 | H: 149 | R: 73 | HR: 19 | RBI: 68 | SB: 5 | AVG: .261 | OBP: .348 | SLG: .414 | 
Calhoun’s counting stats were right on par with his career averages in 2017, but his slash line took a hit 
(.244/.333/.392). Regardless, Calhoun appeared in at least 155 games in the last three seasons and the 
Angels’ improved surrounding cast should put Calhoun in-line for another productive campaign.

last season

|60| bradley zimmer | indians

GP: 101 | H: 72 | R: 41 | HR: 8 | RBI: 39 | SB: 18 | AVG: .241 | OBP: .307 | SLG: .385 |

2018 Projections
GP: 120 | H: 118 | R: 62 | HR: 14 | RBI: 56 | SB: 19 | AVG: .240 | OBP: .307 | SLG: .386 | 
Zimmer is a former first-round pick and top-100 prospect for the last two seasons. After hitting .294 with five home runs, 14 RBIs 
and nine steals in his first 33 AAA games last season, Zimmer was given his first taste of the MLB. He played pretty well, especially 
using his speed on the base paths, but struggled against lefties and struck out in 29.8% of his at-bats. Expect him to take a step 
forward in 2018, but he’s likely another year away from a true breakout.
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by: brock seguin
Pitching is usually the cornerstone 
of a fantasy team and often 
determines who wins and who 
loses. Entering 2018 there is no 
shortage of talent at the top of 
the rankings, from the dominant 
lefty Clayton Kershaw to 2017 
breakout start Luis Severino to 
former Cy Young winner Justin 
Verlander. 

There was also a ton of 
movement this offseason 
among big name pitchers. 
Yu Darvish signed with the 
Cubs, Gerrit Cole was traded to 
the Astros and Jake Arrietta inked 
a deal with the Phillies. 

When you add in that we have 
the first ever hitter/pitcher in 
Shohei Ohtani, the starting 
pitching position is loaded with 
good hurlers and if you navigate 
the draft correctly, you can build 
a winning team around a select 
group of them. 

positional breakdown

Starting Pitchers

1. Clayton Kershaw (LAD)
2. Max Scherzer (WSH)
3. Chris Sale (BOS)
4. Corey Kluber (CLE)
5. Stephen Strasburg (WSH) 
6. Noah Syndergaard (NYM)
7. Jacob deGrom (NYM)
8. Madison Bumgarner (SF)t
9. Luis Severino (NYY)

10. Carlos Carrasco (CLE)
11. Justin Verlander (HOU)
12. Yu Darvish (CHC)
13. Chris Archer (TB)
14. Zack Greinke (ARI)
15. Robbie Ray (ARI)
16. Carlos Martinez (STL)
17. Aaron Nola (PHI)
18. James Paxton (SEA)
19. Dallas Keuchel (HOU)
20. Jose Quintana (CWS)

top 20



last season

|1| Clayton Kershaw | Dodgers

IP: 175.0 | W:18 | ERA: 2.31 | K: 202 | WHIP: 0.95

(1-4) 

2018 Projections
IP: 196.0 | W:16 | ERA: 2.66 | K: 222 | WHIP: 0.90
Kershaw is as dominant of a pitcher as there has ever been, but injuries have limited him in the last two 
seasons. However, when Kershaw is on the mound, he is worthy of the No.1 overall fantasy pick, but the injury 
risk might outweigh the potential reward. You should be able to count on 25 starts, but you’ll be paying for 33. 

last season

|2| Max Scherzer | Nationals

IP: 200.2 | W:16 | ERA: 2.51 | K: 268 | WHIP: 0.90

2018 Projections
IP: 205.0 | W:16 | ERA: 3.12 | K: 251 | WHIP: 0.97
Scherzer is as consistently dominant as any pitcher you will find in 2018. Scherzer has started at least 30 games 
in each of his nine MLB seasons and averaged 17 wins and 276 strikeouts while maintaining an ERA below 3.00 
in his first three seasons in Washington. He is getting up there in age, but that doesn’t seem to matter, yet.

last season

|3| Chris Sale | Red Sox

IP: 214.1 | W:17 | ERA: 2.90 | K: 308 | WHIP: 0.97

2018 Projections
IP: 209 | W:16 | ERA: 3.06 | K: 249 | WHIP: 1.06 
Sale dazzled in his first season in Boston, winning 17 games with a 2.90 ERA and a league-best 308 strikeouts—the 
highest single-season total since Randy Johnson recorded 334 Ks in 2002. He has been as durable and consistently 
good as any pitcher in baseball since 2013 and has a good case to be the first pitcher off of the board in any format. 

last season

|4| Corey Kluber | Indians

IP: 203.2 | W:18 | ERA: 2.25 | K: 265 | WHIP: 0.87

2018 Projections
IP: 208.0 | W:17 | ERA: 2.90 | K: 225 | WHIP: 0.99
Kluber is coming off of a spectacular season in which he led the MLB in ERA (2.25), tied for first in wins 
(18) and third in strikeouts (265). He has been extremely consistent since bursting onto the scene in 2014, 
winning 18 games three times, posting an ERA below 3.00 and averaging 252 strikeouts. 

sp



last season

|5| Stephen Strasburg | Nationals

IP: 175.1 | W: 15 | ERA: 2.52 | K: 204 | WHIP: 1.02

2018 Projections
IP: 185.0 | W: 14 | ERA: 3.26 | K: 209 | WHIP: 1.08
Strasburg could be the best pitcher in fantasy if he could stay healthy, but that is a massive “if” at this point. After the 
All-Star break, Strasburg went 6-1 with a 0.86 ERA and 76 strikeouts in his final 62.2 innings, showcasing his Cy Young-
level ability. However, you can’t confidently bank on him throwing 200-plus innings like the other elite starters.

last season

|6| Noah Syndergaard | Mets

IP: 30.1 | W: 1 | ERA: 2.97 | K: 34 | WHIP: 1.05

2018 Projections
IP: 173.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 3.17 | K: 194 | WHIP: 1.07 
The pitcher who is known as “Thor” around the Big Apple might be the highest risk/reward pitcher in baseball this 
season. Syndergaard has Cy Young ability but is a massive injury concern. He missed the majority of 2017 and a 
portion of 2016 but appears healthy entering 2018. If he logs 200-plus innings, he could be fantasy’s top pitcher.

last season

|7| Jacob deGrom | Mets

IP: 201.1 | W: 15 | ERA: 3.53 | K: 239 | WHIP: 1.19

2018 Projections
IP: 198.0 | W:14 | ERA: 3.55 | K: 214 | WHIP: 1.17 
Unlike his teammate Noah Syndergaard, deGrom has been fortunate in the health department in the early part of 
his career. deGrom has started at least 24 games in each of the last three seasons while averaging 12 wins and 9.8 
strikeouts per/9. While Syndergaard is high-risk/high-reward, deGrom is a safe pick with a steady top-10 floor.

last season

|8| Madison Bumgarner | Giants

IP: 111.0 | W: 4 | ERA: 3.32 | K: 101 | WHIP: 1.09

2018 Projections
IP: 199.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 3.57 | K: 192 | WHIP: 1.08 
Fantasy investors certainly weren’t expecting a dirt bike crash to cost Bumgarner nearly three months in 
2017. Upon his return he wasn’t his same dominant self, posting a 3.43 ERA and a 7.8 K/9 in 13 starts. After a 
long winter off, Bumgarner is back at 100 percent and should re-gain his top-10 fantasy starter status.

(5-8) 
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last season

|9| Luis Severino | Yankees

IP: 193.1 | W: 14 | ERA: 2.98 | K: 230 | WHIP: 1.04

(9-12) 

2018 Projections
IP: 194.0 | W: 14 | ERA: 3.48 | K: 212 | WHIP: 1.13 
Severino did not live up to the hype in his first two MLB seasons but he did that and then some in 2017. 
Severino averages 97.6 MPH on his fastball and misses a lot of bats as a result. He went from Fantasy Sleeper 
to Fantasy Stud in one short year. His only downfall is that he pitches in homer-friendly Yankee Stadium.

last season

|10| Carlos Carrasco | Indians

IP: 200.0 | W: 18 | ERA: 3.29 | K: 226 | WHIP: 1.10

2018 Projections
IP: 189.0 | W: 15 | ERA: 3.24 | K: 189 | WHIP: 1.11 
Like many other high-end fantasy pitchers, Carrasco comes with some risk thanks to his injury history. He 
was able to stay healthy last year and enjoyed a top-10 fantasy season as a result. It’s tough to bank on him 
throwing 200 innings again, but it’s equally as difficult to ignore his upside if he does.

last season

|11| Justin Verlander | Astros

IP: 206.0 | W: 15 | ERA: 3.36 | K: 219 | WHIP: 1.17

2018 Projections
IP: 199.0 | W: 14 | ERA: 3.62 | K: 213 | WHIP: 1.15 
Verlander’s career was trending in the wrong direction following a decade of dominance, but a midseason trade to 
Houston awoke the Cy Young candidate in Verlander. Including the playoffs, Verlander was 9-1 with a 1.67 ERA and 
10.4 K/9. Look for the 35-year-old to pick up right where he left off and reassert himself as a top-10 fantasy pitcher.

last season

|12| Yu Darvish | Cubs

IP: 186.2 | W: 10 | ERA: 3.86 | K: 209 | WHIP: 1.16

2018 Projections
IP: 182.0 | W: 13 | ERA: 3.46 | K: 203 | WHIP: 1.16 
Darvish is coming off of another strong campaign, in which he collected 200-plus strikeouts for the third time in five 
years. He may have struggled in the World Series, but don’t let that cloud your judgement on draft day. The move to 
the Cubs should only help Darvish in all aspects and makes him a safe top-15 fantasy pitcher with top-10 upside.

sp



last season

|13| Chris Archer | Rays

IP: 201.0 | W: 10 | ERA: 4.07 | K: 249 | WHIP: 1.26

2018 Projections
IP: 198.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 3.46 | K: 223 | WHIP: 1.22 
Back-to-back seasons with an ERA above 4.00 could scare some owners away, but don’t be that guy. The 29-year-
old has been held back in the win column thanks to the Tampa Bay Rays futility, but he is safe top-15 selection. 
He has started at least 32 games in four straight seasons while averaging 227 strikeouts over that span.

last season

|14| Zack Greinke | Diamondbacks

IP: 202.1 | W: 17 | ERA: 3.20 | K: 215 | WHIP: 1.07

2018 Projections
IP: 196.0 | W: 14 | ERA: 3.54 | K: 185 | WHIP: 1.11 
Greinke returned to his dominant-self from 2015 after a rough debut season in Arizona in 2016. To help the 
cause, the Diamondbacks are installing a humidor at Chase Field this season, which will make his home 
ballpark a little more pitcher-friendly. A historically durable starter, Greinke is a safe top-15 fantasy pitcher.

last season

|15| Robbie Ray | Diamondbacks

IP: 162.0 | W: 15 | ERA: 2.89 | K: 218 | WHIP: 1.15

2018 Projections
IP: 172.0 | W: 13 | ERA: 3.66 | K: 210 | WHIP: 1.21 
Come for the elite strikeout rate and stay for the top-10 fantasy numbers. Ray enjoyed a breakout 2018 campaign that his 
underlying numbers suggested we on the horizon. However, he did so with some good fortune and some regression will likely 
force him out of the top-10 in 2018. However, the humidor in Chase Field could offset some of that regression and land him safely 
among top-20 fantasy pitchers

last season

|16| Carlos Martinez | Cardinals

IP: 205.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 3.64 | K: 217 | WHIP: 1.22

2018 Projections
IP: 200.0 | W: 14 | ERA: 3.78 | K: 194 | WHIP: 1.22 
Martinez is a steady fantasy force and will put you at ease on draft day if you get him as your No.2 starter. Martinez’s 
ERA took a small bump last year, but it was still good for 22nd in the MLB. On top of that, he struck out 200-plus 
batters for the first time in his career. He may not turn into a top-10 starter but he’s top-20 for fun. 

(13-16) 
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last season

|17| Aaron Nola | Phillies

IP: 168.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 3.54 | K: 184 | WHIP: 1.21

(17-20) 

2018 Projections
IP: 182.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 3.71 | K: 183 | WHIP: 1.24 
Nola battled some injuries early in his career but enjoyed a breakout campaign in 2017, posting a 3.54 ERA, 1.21 WHIP 
and 184 Ks. Nola has exceptional command, which makes him a safe bet to recreate those numbers in 2018. With the 
Phillies taking another step forward this year, Nola should also set a new-career high in wins.

last season

|18| James Paxton | Mariners

IP: 136.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 2.98 | K: 156 | WHIP: 1.10

2018 Projections
IP: 159.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 3.45 | K: 168 | WHIP: 1.19 
Paxton is one of the most talented pitchers in baseball and could be a top-10 fantasy starter if he could just stay 
healthy. Paxton missed a lot of time in 2017 but still set a career high in innings pitched (136.0) but that simply isn’t 
enough. You can count on elite numbers when he’s on the mound but he comes with some obvious risk.

last season

|19| Dallas Keuchel | Astros

IP: 145.2 | W: 14 | ERA: 2.90 | K: 125 | WHIP: 1.12

2018 Projections
IP: 191.0 | W: 15 | ERA: 3.57 | K: 165 | WHIP: 1.12 
Keuchel’s 2015 camping was absolutely absurd and placed some lofty expectations on his shoulders that he couldn’t live 
up to in 2016, but he bounced back in 2017. Keuchel battled injuries throughout the season but posted an ERA under 
3.00 for the third time in four years. With a championship calibre team behind him Keuchel is a safe top-25 pitcher.

last season

|20| Jose Quintana | White Sox

IP: 188.2 | W: 11 | ERA: 4.15 | K: 207 | WHIP: 1.22

2018 Projections
IP: 193.0 | W: 14 | ERA: 3.50 | K: 189 | WHIP: 1.20 
Quintana quietly went about his business with the White Sox and was an undervalued pitcher year after year. The 
secret is out now though. He won seven games with a 3.74 ERA, 1.10 WHIP and career-best 10.46 K/9 following a mid-
season trade to the Cubs last year. He has limited upside, but you know you’re getting quality with Quintana. 

sp



last season

|21| Gerrit Cole | Astros

IP: 203.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 4.26 | K: 196 | WHIP: 1.21

2018 Projections
IP: 181.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 4.18 | K: 169 | WHIP: 1.20 
The former No.1 overall pick enjoyed a breakout year in 2015 and looked like he was going to be a fantasy stud for 
the next decade. Since, he has posted seasons with a 3.88 and 4.26 ERA and his WHIP has soared from 1.09 to 1.32. An 
offseason move to Houston should help the right-hander, but don’t expect those 2015 numbers to return.

last season (JAPAN)

|22| Shohei Ohtani | Angels

IP: 25.1 | W: 3 | ERA: 3.20 | K: 29 | WHIP: 1.26 

2018 Projections
IP: 156.0 | W: 11 | ERA: 3.40 | K: 165 | WHIP: 1.22 
This is a first for fantasy baseball. We finally have  a pitcher who is going to take hacks as a DH, giving us a dual-position SP/DH. 
The trouble with the unknown is how to value the Japanese product. He’s going to be more valuable as a pitcher, having posted a 
2.52 ERA and 1.08 WHIP across 543.0 career innings in Japan, but the added boost of his bat makes him a top-25 candidate.

last season

|23| Masahiro Tanaka | Yankees

IP: 178.1 | W: 13 | ERA: 4.74 | K: 194 | WHIP: 1.24

2018 Projections
IP: 181.0 | W: 13 | ERA: 3.83 | K: 175 | WHIP: 1.14 
Tanaka is an interesting case as he enters his fifth MLB season. He is coming off of his worst season, but has started 30-plus 
games in back-to-back years. The 29-year-old posted a 3.77 ERA, 10.8 K/9 and saw his batting average against drop from .276 
(1st half ) to .230 after the All-Star break. Those second half numbers make Tanaka an intriguing bounce-back candidate in 2018.

last season

|24| Jake Arrieta | Cubs

IP: 168.1 | W: 14 | ERA: 3.53 | K: 163 | WHIP: 1.22

2018 Projections
IP: 168.0 | W: 11 | ERA: 3.57 | K: 162 | WHIP: 1.22 
Arrietta was absolutely dominant in 2014 and 2015 but has taken a small step backward in the last two years. Despite being 
one of the best pitchers in baseball over that four-year span, Arrietta lingered on free agency into Spring Training before 
signing a lucrative deal in Philadelphia. He lands in a good enough spot to keep him in the top-25/30 fantasy starters.

(21-24) 
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last season

|25| Rich Hill | Dodgers

IP: 135.2 | W: 12 | ERA: 3.32 | K: 166 | WHIP: 1.09

(25-28) 

2018 Projections
IP: 135.0 | W: 10 | ERA: 3.40 | K: 148 | WHIP: 1.16 
Hill’s age will likely make him a value on draft day because he isn’t a “sexy pick” which will likely make him 
a steal. Somehow, Hill has blossomed into a great pitcher in his late-30s and he should land in the top-30 
among fantasy pitchers as long as he can avoid those pesky blisters.

last season

|26| Jon Lester | Cubs

IP: 180.2 | W: 13 | ERA: 4.33 | K: 180 | WHIP: 1.32

2018 Projections
IP: 187.0 | W: 13 | ERA: 3.75 | K: 167 | WHIP: 1.22 
Lester lost some velocity in his 12th MLB season and it resulted in his worst ERA (4.33) since 2012. Regardless of his deteriorating 
skills, Lester remains a solid fantasy commodity thanks to his durability. The best ability is availability. Lester has started at least 
31 games in each of the last 10 seasons, so even if he isn’t as good as he once was, he’s a solid No.3 fantasy starter.

last season

|27| David Price | Red Sox

IP: 74.2 | W: 6 | ERA: 3.38 | K: 76 | WHIP: 1.19

2018 Projections
IP: 171.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 3.68 | K: 160 | WHIP: 1.23 
A variety of injuries limited Price to just 74.2 innings in 2017, but he was very David Price-like when he was on the mound. His 
numbers were right in-line with his career pace which gives you reason to be optimistic about him heading into 2018. He will 
be a bust if he can’t stay again, but if gets back to 200-plus innings he is sure to be one of the biggest draft-day steals.

last season

|28| Jose Berrios | Twins

IP: 145.2 | W: 14 | ERA: 3.89 | K: 139 | WHIP: 1.23

2018 Projections
IP: 169.0 | W: 11 | ERA: 4.31 | K: 163 | WHIP: 1.24 |
Berrios had a disappointing stint with the Twins in 2016, posting an ugly 8.02 ERA across 58.1 innings. However, he made a 
big splash in 2017 and showcased the ability that made him a first-round pick in 2012. He was unable to repeat his first half 
performance after the All-Star break, but some extra seasoning will get him ready for the grind of a full 162-game seaosn.

sp



last season

|29| Alex Wood | Dodgers

IP: 152.1 | W: 16 | ERA: 2.72 | K: 151 | WHIP: 1.06

2018 Projections
IP: 146.0 | W: 11 | ERA: 3.51 | K: 135 | WHIP: 1.18
The skill set has always been there for Wood, who was a second-round pick in 2012. He has posted a career 3.20 ERA, 1.22 
WHIP and 8.33 K/9 but durability has always been a hurdle for the 27-year-old. Would is coming off of the best season of 
his career and makes for a low-end No.3/high-end No.4 fantasy option even if he spends some time on the DL.

last season

|30| Marcus Stroman | Blue Jays

IP: 201.0 | W: 13 | ERA: 3.09 | K: 164 | WHIP: 1.31

2018 Projections
IP: 192.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 3.70 | K: 158 | WHIP: 1.28 
Stroman battled back from a bad 2016 season to post the ninth best ERA (3.09) in the MLB. Stroman generates ground balls more 
than any other starter in baseball, but his reliance on his defence hasn’t altered his consistency through his first four MLB seasons. 
After missing the majority of 2015, Stroman has started 32 and 33 games over the last two years, so pick him with confidence.

last season

|31| Johnny Cueto | Giants 

IP: 147.1 | W: 12 | ERA: 4.52 | K: 136 | WHIP: 1.45

2018 Projections
IP: 178.0 | W: 11 | ERA: 3.84 | K: 156 | WHIP: 1.28 
Before 2017, Cueto was as consistent of a pitcher as you could find, but he struggled with injuries and effectiveness last 
season. Could it be an outlier? Or could he be declining as he reaches his mid-30s? That remains to be seen. He saw a 
sharp increase in walks and home runs last season, so if he gets that under control he could be a mid-round steal in 2018.

last season

|32| Sonny Gray | Yankees 

IP: 162.1 | W: 10 | ERA: 3.55 | K: 153 | WHIP: 1.21

2018 Projections
IP: 181.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 3.93 | K: 163 | WHIP: 1.24 
Gray appeared to be on-track to be a top of the rotation arm in his first two and a half MLB seasons, but has declined 
since. Following a midseason trade to the Yankees, Gray saw his walk rate skyrocket but he was able to limit the damage 
for the most part. He has shown he has the stuff to be a great value pick in 2018 but he comes with some inherent risk.

(29-32) 
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last season

|33| Lance McCullers Jr. | Astros

IP: 118.2 | W: 9 | ERA: 4.25 | K: 132 | WHIP: 1.30

(33-36)

2018 Projections
IP: 133.0 | W: 10 | ERA: 3.60 | K: 150 | WHIP: 1.28
When McCullers was good, he was really good and when McCullers was bad, he was really bad in 2017. In May and June, 
he allowed just 12 earned runs in 58.0 innings but had an ugly 8.23 ERA after the All-Star break. Part of the struggles can be 
attributed to injuries, which have been a big concern in his young career. If he can put it all together, McCullers has top-25 stuff. 

last season

|34| Kyle Hendricks | Cubs

IP: 139.2 | W: 7 | ERA: 3.03 | K: 123 | WHIP: 1.19

2018 Projections
IP: 166.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 3.80 | K: 134 | WHIP: 1.17 
Hendricks is quality, albeit unspectacular. The 28-year-old is always undervalued because he doesn’t post high-end 
strikeout numbers, but he has registered a 2.94 ERA and 1.10 WHIP through his first 100 MLB appearances. He’s got 
good but not flashy stuff. Consider him a low-risk/low-ceiling pick that slots nicely into the middle of your rotation. 

last season

|35| Luis Castillo | Reds

IP: 89.1 | W: 8 | ERA: 3.12 | K: 98 | WHIP: 1.07

2018 Projections
IP: 146.0 | W: 9 | ERA: 3.82 | K: 137 | WHIP: 1.18 
After Castillo was summoned from Double-A in late-June, the 25-year-old was 3-7 despite holding a 3.12 ERA, 1.07 
WHIP and 9.87 K/9. It was such a strong 2.5 month stretch, that Castilo finished just outside of the top-75 pitchers 
despite starting just 15 games. An innings cap is the only thing that looks like it could hold Castillo back in 2018.

last season

|36| Trevor Bauer | Indians

IP: 176.1 | W: 17 | ERA: 4.19 | K: 196 | WHIP: 1.37

2018 Projections
IP: 180.0 | W: 13 | ERA: 3.95 | K: 170 | WHIP: 1.26 
The former No.3 overall pick (2011) finally appeared to live up to that billing in 2017. Bauer finished the season with a career-
high 196 strikeouts and he has reportedly worked on a new slider this winter, essentially trying to re-create his teammate Corey 
Kluber’s breaking pitch. If you can stomach a high WHIP, the wins and strikeouts might make him a top-30 pitcher in 2018.
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last season

|37| Jeff Samardzija | Giants

IP: 207.2 | W:  9 | ERA: 4.42 | K: 205 | WHIP: 1.14

(37-40) 

2018 Projections
IP: 197.0 | W: 11 | ERA: 3.88 | K: 177 | WHIP: 1.18 
Samardzija struggles may have been exaggerated in 2017, as he wasn’t nearly as bad as his 4.42 ERA 
would suggest. That should allow him to be a decent value pick up on draft day in 2018. He’s always been 
underrated, but his high strikeout rate and low walk-rate are fantasy gold. Don’t sleep on the veteran righty.

last season

|38| Gio Gonzalez | Nationals

IP: 201.0 | W: 15 | ERA: 2.96 | K: 188 | WHIP: 1.18

2018 Projections
IP: 189.0 | W: 13 | ERA: 3.95 | K: 171 | WHIP: 1.27 
Gonzalez started at least 31 games for the seventh time in eight years and turned in a year similar to his career-season in 2012. 
It’d be wise not to buy into his 2.96 ERA and 1.18 WHIP, but into his career marks of 3.64 ERA and 1.30 WHIP. If other owners let 
him drop into the mid-rounds, his durability and consistency make him at least a low-end No.3/high-end No.4 starter.

last season

|39| Jon Gray | Rockies

IP: 110.1 | W: 10 | ERA: 3.67 | K: 112 | WHIP: 1.30

2018 Projections
IP: 180.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 4.00 | K: 176 | WHIP: 1.35 
Gray has the flow and the fast-ball velocity to be confused with Noah Syndergaard. The 26-year-old had some 
injury issues last season but he has the stuff to become a top-25 fantasy starter if he can stay healthy. The one 
thing that will likely hold him back from that becoming a reality is that he will make half of his starts at Coors Field.

last season

|40| Zack Godley | Diamondbacks

IP: 155.0 | W: 8 | ERA: 3.37 | K: 165 | WHIP: 1.14

2018 Projections
IP: 152.0 | W: 10 | ERA: 4.03 | K: 148 | WHIP: 1.22 
Godley may look like a dad on the mound with that goatee, but truth is he is just 27. A strong start to 2017 in Triple-A 
earned him a spot in the rotation in May and he never looked back. Despite starting just 25 games, Godley nearly 
cracked the top-30 fantasy pitchers and could do the same in 2018 thanks to one of the nastier curveballs in the game.
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last season

|41| Luke Weaver | Cardinals

IP: 60.1 | W: 7 | ERA: 3.88 | K: 72 | WHIP: 1.26

(41-44) 

2018 Projections
IP: 146.0 | W: 11 | ERA: 4.01 | K: 148 | WHIP: 1.23 
Weaver is a former top prospect who made a splash after joining the Cardinals’ rotation in late-July. The 24-year-old right-hander 
won seven of his 10 starts with a 3.88 ERA, 1.26 WHIP and 10.74 K/9. Weaver had an impressive 5.3:1 K:BB ratio in the minors and 
that carried over to the MLB (4.2:1) for now. He’s a great dynasty option and potential top-30 pitcher, innings cap dependant. 

last season

|42| Danny Salazar | Indians

IP: 103.0 | W: 5 | ERA: 4.28 | K: 145 | WHIP: 1.34

2018 Projections
IP: 138.0 | W: 10 | ERA: 3.85 | K: 161 | WHIP: 1.30 
Salazar has great stuff and has shown front of the rotation stuff in his first five seasons. He has a crazy 10.5 K/9 for his 
career but has had a really hard time staying healthy. Salazar has already been dealing with rotator cuff inflammation 
this spring and could start the year on the DL. There’s always the threat of Salazar being shifted to the bullpen.

last season

|43| Danny Duffy | Royals

IP: 146.1 | W: 9 | ERA: 3.81 | K: 130 | WHIP: 1.26

2018 Projections
IP: 169.0 | W: 10 | ERA: 4.05 | K: 153 | WHIP: 1.24
 Duffy took  a step backward in 2017 but comes into 2018 as the Royals’ ace. Even in a “down year” for the 
29-year-old, Duffy still posted an ERA under 4.00 and shoulder be able to lower it even further in 2018. He is 
a safe No.4 fantasy starter but has No.3 upside.

last season

|44| Jacob Faria | Rays

IP: 86.2 | W: 5 | ERA: 3.43 | K: 84 | WHIP: 1.18

2018 Projections
IP: 165.0 | W: 9 | ERA: 3.93 | K: 176 | WHIP: 1.26 
Faria earned himself a promotion after a hot start with Triple-A Durham, where he posted a 3.07 ERA, 1.13 WHIP and 
ridiculous 13.0 K/9 in 58.2 innings. Not a whole lot changed upon his arrival in Tampa, earning himself a spot in the rotation 
for the start of 2018. His high-end strikeout ability is worth taking a flier on, even if he isn’t going to rack up a lot of wins.

sp



last season

|45| Garrett Richards | Angels

IP: 27.2 | W: 0 | ERA: 2.28 | K: 27 | WHIP: 0.90

(45-48) 

2018 Projections
IP: 135.0 | W: 9 | ERA: 3.67 | K: 125 | WHIP: 1.21 
It is worth taking a risk on Richards as your No.4 or No.5 starter because he has top-25 upside if he can put together a 
healthy season. Richards has been limited to just 12 starts over the last two seasons, but has posted a 2.32 ERA, 1.14 WHIP 
and 8.8 K/9 when he was on the mound. As long as you don’t take him too early, his upside is worth the inherent risk.

last season

|46| Drew Pomeranz | Red Sox

IP: 173.2 | W: 17 | ERA: 3.32 | K: 174 | WHIP: 1.35

2018 Projections
IP: 167.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 3.88 | K: 156 | WHIP: 1.34 
Pomeranz has started at least 30 games in  back-to-back seasons and has posted an identical 3.32 ERA in those two 
campaigns. Pomeranz posted 9.4 K/9 across those two seasons and comes into 2018 as one of the safe mid-to-late 
round picks. The 29-year-old should have no problem winning double-digit games with quality rates.

last season

|47| Lance Lynn | Twins

IP: 186.1 | W: 11 | ERA: 3.43 | K: 153 | WHIP: 1.23

2018 Projections
IP: 160.0 | W: 10 | ERA: 3.75 | K: 143 | WHIP: 1.27 
Lynn has been extremely consistent throughout his MLB career, starting at least 31 games in each of the last 
four seasons while recording a 3.30 ERA, 1.29 WHIP and 8.2 K/9. Despite being among the top-30 fantasy 
starters over that span, Lynn is due for some regression in 2018 if not only for his move to the American League.

last season

|48| Kenta Maeda | Dodgers

IP: 134.1 | W: 13 | ERA: 4.22 | K: 140 | WHIP: 1.15

2018 Projections
IP: 143.0 | W: 10 | ERA: 3.90 | K: 142 | WHIP: 1.15 
Maeda started 32 games in his first MLB season but starting just 25 last season and appeared in four games out of the 
bullpen. The Dodgers operate their rotation different than any other team in baseball, which clouds Maeda’s status 
heading into 2018. He can post nice numbers but may also spend some time in the bullpen and on the DL. 

sp



last season

|49| Michael Fulmer | Tigers

IP: 164.2 | W: 10 | ERA: 3.83 | K: 114 | WHIP: 1.15

(49-52) 

2018 Projections
IP: 176.0 | W: 11 | ERA: 3.99 | K: 139 | WHIP: 1.18 
There were some talks about the Tigers trading Fulmer this winter to help accelerate their rebuild, but he will open the season in 
Detroit. The 2016 A.L. Rookie of the Year doesn’t strike a lot of batters out (6.8 K/9 in 51 career starts) so he will have a tough time 
becoming a top-30 fantasy pitcher in 2018. He is a safe option to help keep your ERA and WHIP down, but don’t expect a lot of wins.

last season

|50| Dinelson Lamet | Padres

IP: 114.1 | W: 7 | ERA: 4.57 | K: 139 | WHIP: 1.24

2018 Projections
IP: 145.0 | W: 9 | ERA: 4.10 | K: 162 | WHIP: 1.30 
Lamet enjoyed a strong rookie season, posting a 4.57 ERA, 1.24 WHIP and 10.94 K/9 (the best rate by a rookie in Padres 
history) across 114.1 innings. Mostly a two-pitch righty, Lamet has been working on a curveball this winter and has a spot 
in the Padres’ Opening Day rotation. His strikeout rate is worth taking a flier on as a low-end No.4/high-end No.5 starter.

last season

|51| Jameson Taillon | Pirates

IP: 133.2 | W: 8 | ERA: 4.44 | K: 125 | WHIP: 1.48

2018 Projections
IP: 171.0 | W: 10 | ERA: 4.05 | K: 156 | WHIP: 1.30 
Taillon is a former No.2 overall pick and top prospect but hasn’t been able to get on track in his first two MLB 
seasons. A testicular cancer scare in 2017 has been dealt with and the 26-year-old will look to start trending in 
the right direction in 2018. He won’t pick up a lot of wins in Pittsburgh, but is worth a mid-to-late round flier.

last season

|52| Michael Wacha | Cardinals

IP: 165.2 | W: 12 | ERA: 4.13 | K: 158 | WHIP: 1.36

2018 Projections
IP: 166.0 | W: 11 | ERA: 4.01 | K: 145 | WHIP: 1.28 
From the outside, Wacha looks to be trending downward but his struggles over the last two seasons have been overblown. 
His BABIP has ballooned from .288 (’14) and .272 (’15) to .334 and .327 in ’16 and  ’17. His recent struggles will likely lower his 
draft day value and you can be there to take advantage of it. The 26-year-old is an excellent No.4/5 fantasy pitcher option.
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last season

|53| Taijuan Walker | Diamondbacks

IP: 157.1 | W: 9 | ERA: 3.49 | K: 146 | WHIP: 1.33

(53-56) 

2018 Projections
IP: 166.0 | W: 11 | ERA: 4.39 | K: 138 | WHIP: 1.28 
Walker always had the look of a future fantasy stud and 2018 might be the year that he puts it all together. Walker started 
28 games and posted a 3.49 ERA, 1.33 WHIP and career-best 8.35 K/9 in 2017. HIs numbers were inflated by a 1.4 HR/9 and 
4.18 ERA at home, but the addition of the humidor at Chase Field should help bring those numbers down in 2018.

last season

|54| Cole Hamels | Rangers

IP: 148.0 | W: 11 | ERA: 4.20 | K: 105 | WHIP: 1.20

2018 Projections
IP: 181.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 4.18 | K: 150 | WHIP: 1.19
Hamels turned 34 this December and threw under 200 innings for the first time since 2009. Hamels’ season 
was oddly similar to the 2009 campaign, one he bounced-back from in a big way in 2010. Can he do that 
again in his late 30s? Maybe. However pitching in Texas is always going to limit his upside.

last season

|55| Dylan Bundy | Orioles

IP: 169.2 | W: 13 | ERA: 4.24 | K: 152 | WHIP: 1.20

2018 Projections
P: 166.0 | W: 11 | ERA: 4.50 | K: 144 | WHIP: 1.22 
Bundy got off to a blistering start in 2017 but started cooling off in June and never regained that early-
season form. Bundy has a great slider and possesses nice strikeout ability, but gives up far too many home 
runs. Giving up dingers will get you in trouble, especially in the A.L. East. 

last season

|56| Aaron Sanchez | Blue Jays

IP: 36.0 | W: 1 | ERA: 4.25 | K: 24 | WHIP: 1.72

2018 Projections
IP: 140.0 | W: 7 | ERA: 4.24 | K: 101 | WHIP: 1.21 
Blisters completely derailed Sanchez’s 2017 season, limiting him to just 36.0 innings. It was a big time disappointment 
for the 25-year-old, who led the American League in ERA (3.00) the previous season. Sanchez has shown the tools both 
in the rotation and out of the bullpen that he can be a fantasy difference-maker, but he needs to stay healthy first.
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last season

|57| Kevin Gausman | Orioles

IP: 186.2 | W: 11 | ERA: 4.68 | K: 179 | WHIP: 1.49

(57-60) 

2018 Projections
IP: 178.0 | W: 11 | ERA: 4.35 | K: 155 | WHIP: 1.31 
Gausman continues not to live up to lofty expectations, but he finished 2017 off on a strong note. The 27-year-old had 
a 3.41 ERA, 1.21 WHIP and 9.7 K/9 after the All-Star break but he seemingly can’t put it together for a full season. As long 
as he is in the A.L. East, home runs are going to remain an issue and he’ll remain a borderline top-50 fantasy pitcher.

last season

|58| Julio Teheran | Braves

IP: 188.1 | W: 11 | ERA: 4.49 | K: 151 | WHIP: 1.37

2018 Projections
IP: 183.0 | W: 10 | ERA: 4.48 | K: 146 | WHIP: 1.30 
Teheran has probably gone from being overrated to an underrated fantasy pitcher in 2018. You used to have 
to spend an early-to-mid round pick on the Braves’ righty but you can pick him up on the cheap now. He’s 
not going to regather that 2014 form, but he can be a serviceable No.5 fantasy starter with upside.

last season

|59| Charlie Morton | Astros

IP: 146.2 | W: 14 | ERA: 3.62 | K: 163 | WHIP: 1.19

2018 Projections
IP: 133.0 | W: 9 | ERA: 3.86 | K: 129 | WHIP: 1.21 
In his 10th MLB season, Morton turned in a season to remember, posting a 3.62 ERA, 1.19 WHIP and 10.0 K/9 
in 146.2 innings. With a powerful team behind him and a new-found strikeout rate, Morton is a solid selection 
as a No.5 fantasy starter. The Astros should help him re-create the career-best 14 wins from a season ago.

last season

|60| Rick Porcello | Red Sox

IP: 203.1 | W: 11 | ERA: 4.65 | K: 181 | WHIP: 1.40

2018 Projections
IP: 190.0 | W: 12 | ERA: 4.26 | K: 153 | WHIP: 1.28 
The true Rick Porcello probably lands somewhere in between his Cy Young wining 2016 season and ugly 
2017 campaign. Some bad luck can be blamed for last year as his BABIP went from .269 (2016) to .324 (2017) 
but he also gave up a career-high 1.68 HR/9. He is a top-60 fantasy pitcher at worst and top-30 at best.
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by: brock seguin
How your league is constructed 
drastically changes how relief 
pitchers are ranked. So before you 
go into the draft be sure to find 
out if your league only counts 
saves or if saves and holds are 
awarded to RP’s. 

A lot of people tend to cheap out 
on relief pitchers as a strategy and 
load up on hitters and starting 
pitchers. However, in 2018 there is 
a strong collection of closers that 
could have big years, giving you 
the chance to wait a little longer 
but still pick up a closer who 
might have 30-plus saves. 

Kenley Jansen, Craig Kimbrel, 
Aroldis Chapman and 
Roberto Osuna are in a tier 
of their own, but Corey Knebel 
and Ken Giles could very easily 
jump into that mix right away. 

Then you have closers like Mark 
Melancon and Jeurys Familia, 
who are coming off of terrible 
years and will tumble in drafts but 
could quickly reassert themselves 
as top-10 RPs.

positional breakdown

Relief Pitchers

1. Kenley Jansen (LAD)
2. Craig Kimbrel (BOS)
3. Aroldis Chapman (NYY)
4. Roberto Osuna (TOR)
5. Corey Knebel (MIL) 
6. Ken Giles (HOU)
7. Felipe Rivero (PIT)
8. Cody Allen (CLE)
9. Edwin Diaz (SEA)

10. Raisel Iglesias (CIN)
11. Wade Davis (COL)
12. Brad Hand (SD)
13. Alex Colome (TB)
14. Sean Doolittle (WSH)
15. Mark Melancon (SF)
16. Arodys Vizcaino (ATL)
17. Jeurys Familia (NYM)
18. Kelvin Herrera (KC)
19. Archie Bradley (ARI)
20. Andrew Miller (CLE)

top 20



last season

|1| Kenley Jansen | Dodgers

G: 65 | SV: 41 | ERA: 1.32 | K: 109 | WHIP: 0.75

(1-4) 

2018 Projections
G: 66 | SV: 37 | ERA: 2.42 | K: 97 | WHIP: 0.86 
Jansen is the clear-cut No.1 relief pitcher thanks to his amazing cutter. Jansen has recorded at 40-plus saves 
in three of the last four years and 100-plus strikeouts in four of the last five seasons. He’s about as dominant 
and consistent as you will find and the rare RP worth and early-to-mid round pick. 

last season

|2| Craig Kimbrel | Red Sox

G: 67 |  SV: 35 | ERA: 1.43 | K: 126 | WHIP: 0.68

2018 Projections
G: 65 |  SV: 36 | ERA: 2.49 | K: 97 | WHIP: 0.91 
Kimbrel’s first season in Boston didn’t go well, but he re-discovered his form in 2017 and finished the year as 
the No.2 fantasy RP—no one is going to touch Kenley Jansen. Kimbrel has averaged an impressive 41 saves 
and 105 strikeouts in his last seven seasons, making him a worthwhile early-to-mid round pick.

last season

|3|Aroldis Chapman | Yankees

G: 52 |  SV: 22 | ERA: 3.22 | K: 69 | WHIP: 1.13

2018 Projections
G: 61 |  SV: 33 | ERA: 2.66 | K: 87 | WHIP: 1.01
Chapman is a fireballer who closes for one of the best teams in baseball, which alone makes him a top-5 RP 
in fantasy formats. Chapman has averaged 34 saves and 103 strikeouts in the last six seasons and if he can 
stay healthy 2018, he could finally top 40 saves for the first time in his career.

last season

|4| Roberto Osuna | Blue Jays

G: 66 |  SV: 39 | ERA: 3.38 | K: 83 | WHIP: 0.86

2018 Projections
G: 68 |  SV: 34 | ERA: 2.82 | K: 78 | WHIP: 0.91 
Since breaking into the MLB in 2015, Osuna has appeared in 68, 72 and 66 games and has posted an 
impressive 6.15:1 K:BB ratio in his career. Osuna had an elevated BABIP which led to a career-worst ERA (3.38) 
but should enjoy some better fortune in 2018. He should approach 40 saves again while posting 10-plus K/9.

rp



last season

|5| Corey Knebel | Brewers

G: 76 | SV: 39 | ERA: 1.78 | K: 126 | WHIP: 1.16

2018 Projections
G: 72 | SV: 33 | ERA: 3.00 | K: 89 | WHIP: 1.26 
Knebel will have a tough time repeating what he did in 2017—39 saves, 126 strikeouts and 1.78 ERA—but even a little 
regression will allow him to be a top-5 closer. The improved surrounding cast in Milwaukee should provide the 26-year-
old with more save opportunities as well. He has a career 12.5 K/9 but needs to cut-down on the walks (3.07:1 K:BB ratio).

last season

|6| Ken Giles | Astros

G: 63 |  SV: 34 | ERA: 2.30 | K: 83 | WHIP: 1.04

2018 Projections
G: 64 |  SV: 35 | ERA: 3.00 | K: 91 | WHIP: 1.11 
Giles has as much upside as any relief pitcher in baseball. Giles will probably fall down draft boards a bit thanks to a 
disastrous postseason, but don’t let that cloud your judgement. Giles had 34 saves last year, a career 12.39 K/9 and 
the skills to be a top-3 RP. Playing on the best team in baseball, Giles will have a chance to lead the majors in saves.

last season

|7| Felipe Rivero | Pirates

G: 73 |  SV: 21 | ERA: 1.67 | K: 88 | WHIP: 0.89

2018 Projections
G: 72 |  SV: 33 | ERA: 2.92 | K: 84 | WHIP: 1.06 
Rivero had a breakout 2017 season, recording 21 saves after taking over as the closer in early-June. The 26-year-
old had an impressive 1.67 ERA, 0.89 WHIP, 10.5 K/9 and career-best 4.4:1 K:BB ratio. The Pirates aren’t going to be 
great but Rivero has no competition for saves, making him a candidate for 30-plus saves and top-10 RP.

last season

|8| Cody Allen | Indians

G: 69 |  SV: 30 | ERA: 2.94 | K: 92 | WHIP: 1.16

2018 Projections
G: 68 |  SV: 33 | ERA: 3.00 | K: 78 | WHIP: 1.16 
Allen is locked into the Indians’ closer role despite the presence of Andrew Miller in the bullpen. Allen has 
recorded 30-plus saves in three straight seasons and at least 87 strikeouts in five consecutive years. The 
Indians will dominate the A.L. Central and Allen should rack up saves in bunches yet again.

(5-8) 
Rp



last season

|9| Edwin Diaz | Mariners

G: 66 | SV: 34 | ERA: 3.27 | K: 89 | WHIP: 1.15

(9-12) 

2018 Projections
G: 65 | SV: 33 | ERA: 3.14 | K: 85 | WHIP: 1.16 
Diaz had a breakout 2017 season, converting 34 of 39 save attempts while posting a 3.27 ERA and 89 strikeouts. The 
23-year-old has an absurd 13.54 K/9 in his first 115 MLB games, but still walks too many batters 3.77:1 K:BB ratio. Diaz 
has a lock on the closer job in Seattle and is a safe top-10 RP with top-5 upside if he lowers his walk rate.

last season

|10| Raisel Iglesias | Reds

G: 63 |  SV: 28 | ERA: 2.49 | K: 92 | WHIP: 1.11

2018 Projections
G: 61 |  SV: 31 | ERA: 2.96 | K: 81 | WHIP: 1.13 
The converted starter, picked up 28 saves in 30 attempts in his first season as the Reds’ closer. Iglesias has a 
great fastball and improved his strikeout rate in the bullpen. He still needs to improve his controlled needs 
to be better against lefties, but he should still be one of the top-10 closers off of the board.

last season

|11| Wade Davis | Rockies

G: 59 |  SV: 32 | ERA: 2.30 | K: 79 | WHIP: 1.14

2018 Projections
G: 61 |  SV: 31 | ERA: 3.19 | K: 73 | WHIP: 1.26 
Davis recorded 30-plus saves (32) for the first time in his career with Cubs last season and landed a big contract with the 
Rockies this winter. Davis has posted high-end strikeout rates throughout his career but will have a tough time replicating 
his numbers from a season ago in Colorado. Pitching in Coors Field probably holds him just outside of the top-10.

last season

|12| Brad Hand | Padres

G: 72 |  SV: 21 | ERA: 2.16 | K: 104 | WHIP: 0.93

2018 Projections
G: 69 |  SV: 29 | ERA: 3.04 | K: 88 | WHIP: 1.25 
The converted starter became the Padres’ closer last year and converted 21 of his 26 save attempts while posting 
a 2.16 ERA and 104 strikeouts. In two years as a reliever, Hand has a K/9 above 11 and should approach 30 saves 
in year-two as a closer. His strikeout rate gives him a little more value than other closers near the top-10.

RP



last season

|13| Alex Colome | Rays

G: 65 | SV: 47 | ERA: 3.24 | K: 58 | WHIP: 1.20

2018 Projections
G: 65 | SV: 31 | ERA: 3.25 | K: 65 | WHIP: 1.16 
Colome led the MLB with 47 saves last season, blowing six of his attempts. Colome did so while having one of the worst 
statistical seasons of his career, so he enters 2018 with some red flags. The save opportunities will likely be less frequent 
than they were last year and his decreased strikeout rate and increased walk rate aren’t ideal. Consider him a solid No.2 RP.

last season

|14| Sean Doolittle | Nationals

G: 53 |  SV: 24 | ERA: 2.81 | K: 62 | WHIP: 0.86

2018 Projections
G: 59 |  SV: 30 | ERA: 3.16 | K: 66 | WHIP: 0.94 
Doolittle spent the first five and a half seasons in Oakland before a midseason trade to Washington last year. Upon his 
arrival, the 31-year-old picked up 21 saves in 22 changes while posting a 2.40 ERA, 9.3 K/9 and 3.9:1 K:BB ratio. He has a 
bad history with injuries but closing for one of the top teams in baseball makes him a fringe No.1 fantastic RP.

last season

|15| Mark Melancon | Giants 

G: 32 |  SV: 11 | ERA: 4.50 | K: 29 | WHIP: 1.43

2018 Projections
G: 60 |  SV: 26 | ERA: 3.05 | K: 53 | WHIP: 1.06 
Melancon struggled in his first season with the Giants before throwing arm surgery cut his season short. 
Melancon is healthy and ready to go for the start of 2018 and is the confirmed Giants closer heading into the 
season. San Francisco should be much improved and Melancon should return to his elite form from 2013-2016.

last season

|16| Arodys Vizcaino | Braves 

G: 62 |  SV: 14 | ERA: 2.83 | K: 64 | WHIP: 1.10

2018 Projections
G: 65 |  SV: 29 | ERA: 3.45 | K: 66 | WHIP: 1.30 
Vizcaino finally took over as the Braves’ closer in 2017 and converted 14 of his 17 saves while also adding 17 holds prior. 
He had a 2.83 ERA, 10.1 K/9 and improved walk rate. The Braves look like a better team on paper which should afford 
Vizcaino plenty of save opportunities. He’s one of the higher-risk No.2 RP’s but few posses as high of upside as well.

(13-16) 
Rp



last season

|17| Jeurys Familia | Mets

G: 26 | SV: 6 | ERA: 4.38 | K: 25 | WHIP: 1.46

(17-20) 

2018 Projections
G: 60 | SV: 28 | ERA: 3.39 | K: 62 | WHIP: 1.21 
Familia missed the majority of 2017 thanks to suspension and injury but he returns in 2018 with a temporary hold 
on the Mets’ closer job. He had a combined 94 saves in 2015 and 2016 so he could easily become a top-10 RP again, 
which makes him an intriguing sleeper on draft day. However, his leash will be short so he comes with risk as well. 

last season

|18| Kelvin Herrera | Royals

G: 64 |  SV: 26 | ERA: 4.25 | K: 56 | WHIP: 1.34

2018 Projections
G: 66 |  SV: 30 | ERA: 3.46 | K: 65 | WHIP: 1.15 
Herrera’s first year as the Royals closer definitely could have went better. He converted 26 of his 31 save 
attempts but saw his ERA jump to 4.25, his K/9 drop to 8.5 and his walk rate bump back up to 3.03 BB/9. 
Regardless, Herrera comes into 2018 in the closers role again and should be a cheap source of 30 saves.

last season

|19| Archie Bradley | Diamondbacks

G: 63 |  SV: 1 | ERA: 1.73 | K: 79 | WHIP: 1.04

2018 Projections
G: 63 |  SV: 20 | ERA: 3.36 | K: 78 | WHIP: 1.14 
Bradley moved to the bullpen in 2017 and was able to let loose on his fast ball and it paid off in a big way. Bradley was 
one of the best relievers in baseball and comes into 2018 as the favourite to close games in Arizona. Keep an eye on 
this spring battle leading up to draft day, but if he lands the job he could become a top-10 fantasy reliever.

last season

|20| Andrew MIller | Indians

G: 57 |  SV: 2 | ERA: 1.44 | K: 95 | WHIP: 0.83

2018 Projections
G: 63 |  SV: 5 | ERA: 2.28 | K: 85 | WHIP: 1.05 
tMiller is the best reliever in the Indians bullpen but Cody Allen remains the closer. Miller, who had another fantastic 
season in 2017, obviously gets a boost in leagues that count holds, but even in save only league he has value. Miller 
should appear in close to 70 games and will help bring your ERA and WHIP down while piling up triple-digit strikeouts.

Rp


